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Abstract

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a physical phenomenon used to study materials by

recording the interaction of radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic radiations with the nuclei

placed in a strong magnetic field. The spectroscopic technique, used to observe local mag-

netic fields around atomic nuclei, is called NMR spectroscopy. Modern NMR spectroscopy

measurements, especially in condensed matter physics, have a trend of continuous decrease of

magnitude of receiving signals, which is a problem because, as response signal levels decrease,

the background noise of the used NMR spectroscopy systems gradually becomes a bigger prob-

lem. Indeed, the assurance of high measuring sensitivity is one of the most challenging issues

for any NMR spectroscopy system today. In this thesis, an accurate noise model of the entire

probe-to-spectrometer receiving chain for condensed matter physics is proposed. It is based

on the concept of noise figure. The model predicts both the signal and noise levels in every

component of the NMR spectroscopy receiving chain. Furthermore, it enables identification of

the "weakest" component and, therefore, the optimization of the whole system. The most im-

portant property of the proposed model is the possibility to find system parameters that reduce

the measurement time by an a priori calculation, rather than an a posteriori approach. The

model was tested experimentally by NMR measurements on several different samples. It was

found that the measurement time can still be significantly shortened, down to at least one half

of the measurement time, starting from optimized conditions with commercially available com-

ponents. Thus, the proposed model can be used as a tool for both quantitative analysis of the

noise properties and a sensitivity prediction of practical NMR systems in physics and material

science. A Python-written program, which calculates noise figure and predicts input and output

signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) of the NMR receiving chain, based on the described noise model

of the receiving chain, has been created and made available online. Additionally, an electro-

magnetic model of the NMR probe, which predicts SNR level at its output, has been developed

and presented in this thesis. This model has been compared to the proposed noise model of the

receiving chain, and the comparison results showed to be satisfactory. Finally, two possible up-

grades of NMR preamplifiers: one in terms of power gain level enhancement with the addition

of a second stage amplifier, and the other in terms of a new proposed scheme, PCB layout and

proper electronic components selection for the NMR preamplifier, have been proposed in order

to further improve noise properties of the NMR spectroscopy system receiving chain.

Keywords: NMR, noise, noise figure, preamplifier, measurement time decrease, sensitivity

enhancement



Prošireni sažetak

Optimizacija radiofrekvencijskih komponenti sustava kriogene

spektroskopije nuklearne magnetske rezonancije

Ovaj doktorski rad opisuje rezultate istraživanja u području niskošumnih radiofrekvencijskih

(RF) prijemnika za primjenu u sustavima kriogene spektroskopije nuklearne magnetske rezo-

nancije (NMR spektroskopije). Najveći problem u konstrukciji RF prijemnika sustava kriogene

NMR spektroskopije jest mali odnos signal-šum koji ograničava osjetljivost sustava. Taj se

problem u komercijalnim NMR sustavima u fizici kondenzirane tvari obično rješava korištenjem

kriogeničke antene-sonde i usrednjavanjem rezultata mjerenja. Iako je usrednjavanje signala

efikasno, ono uzrokuje vrlo dugo vrijeme mjerenja, koje ponekad prelazi i 10 sati. U ovoj diser-

taciji predlaže se metoda skraćenja vremena mjerenja zasnovana na optimizaciji šumnih svoj-

stava sklopovlja cjelokupnog prijemnog lanca kriogene NMR spektroskopije. Postignuti teorij-

ski i eksperimentalni rezultati pokazuju da je optimizacijom komponenti i njihovog položaja u

mjernom lancu moguće skratiti ukupno vrijeme mjerenja na manje od 50% početne vrijednosti.

U ovome radu primjenjuje se znanje mikrovalne i RF elektronike na sustavima NMR spek-

troskopije korištenih u fizici kondenzirane tvari s ciljem teorijskog i numeričkog opisa nave-

denih sustava sa stajališta šuma. Na ovaj način moguće je odrediti usko grlo sustava NMR

spektroskopije i njegova ograničenja te predložiti potencijalna unapred̄enja uskog grla, kao i

cjelokupnog sustava, s ciljem maksimalnog povećanja mjerne osjetljivosti. Ideja rada je da

razvijene metode budu razumljive i fizičarima čvrstog stanja, kao i RF inženjerima. Prvi dio

rada opisuje princip NMR-a, metodu NMR spektroskopije i sustave NMR spektroskopije koji

se koriste u fizici kondenzirane tvari. Na taj način RF inženjeri imaju kratak uvod u vrstu

sustava koji će biti analiziran i poboljšavan. S druge strane, ovdje se pripadnici fizičarske za-

jednice mogu ili podsjetiti, ili mogu učvrstiti svoje znanje o NMR-u. U drugome dijelu rada

prelazi se sa pogleda na sustave NMR spektroskopije sa stajališta fizičara čvrstog stanja na

pogled sa strane RF inženjera, gdje se navedeni sustavi analiziraju koristeći koncept faktora

šuma. Nadalje, odred̄ena su uska grla sustava NMR spektroskopije, te su predložena odgovara-

juća poboljšanja. Nadalje, dana je osnovna definicija šuma i njegovih glavnih svojstava, kao i

konkretan opis šuma u sustavima NMR spektroskopije, s ciljem da fizičari čvrstog stanja utvrde

njegove mehanizme nastajanja, njegova svojstva i ograničenja sustava koja diktira šum. Izmed̄u

ostaloga, ovaj dio rada služi i kako bi se RF inženjerima prikazalo korištenje njihovih alata na

sustavu NMR spektroskopije. S druge strane, fizičari čvrstog stanja mogu utvrditi razloge kako

i zašto implementirana poboljšanja sustava NMR spektroskopije rade, njihova ograničenja, te

moguće dodatne nadogradnje koje znatno mogu povećati mjernu osjetljivost sustava.



U 1. poglavlju (“Introduction” – „Uvod”) dana je motivacija koja se krije iza samog is-

traživanja u ovome radu. Navode se osnovna ograničenja postojeće NMR tehnologije, s poseb-

nim naglaskom na problematiku osjetljivosti prijemnog sustava, i daje pregled tradicionalnih

rješenja u sustavima kriogene NMR spektroskopije u fizici kondenzirane tvari. Ističe se nužnost

interdisciplinarnog pristupa zbog potrebe za znanjima iz RF inženjerstva, elektronike i fizike.

U 2. poglavlju (“Nuclear magnetic resonance” – „Nuklearna magnetska rezonancija”) daje

se pregled fizikalnih osnova, počevši od kvantnih veličina nuklearnoga spina i gradijenta elek-

tričnog polja, preko mjerenja izmjeničnoga odziva jezgre, pa sve do uspostavljanja njezine spek-

tralne karakteristike. Opisani su principi NMR-a i nuklearne kvadrupolne rezonancije (NQR-a)

te metoda NMR spektroskopije. Opisana su dva osnovna tipa mjerenja: tzv. free induction

decay (FID) mjerenje i tzv. spin-echo mjerenje, te su dani primjeri tri osnovna mjerenja: tzv.

longitudinalnog relaksacijskog vremena (T1), tzv. transverzalnog relaksacijskog vremena (T2)

i frekvencijskog spektra odzivnog signala. Navode se inženjerski parametri NMR sustava i

naglašava potreba optimizacije u cilju skraćenja vremena mjerenja. Daju se fizikalne informa-

cije koje se mogu dobiti pravilnom interpretacijom NMR mjerenja. Na kraju poglavlja navedene

su osnovne primjene sustava NMR spektroskopije.

U 3. poglavlju (“The system of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy” – „Sustav spek-

troskopije nuklearne magnetske rezonancije”) dan je opis općenitog načina rada sustava NMR

spektroskopije koji se koriste u fizici kondenzirane tvari. Opisuje se eksperimentalni sustav

kriogene NMR spektroskopije za primjenu u fizici kondenzirane tvari kao RF odašiljački lanac

koji preko male magnetske antene pobud̄uje mjerni uzorak, dok se elektromagnetski (EM) odziv

uzorka, uzrokovan Larmorovom precesijom, obrad̄uje u prijemnom lancu. Takod̄er, dan je de-

taljan pregled najvažnijih dijelova sustava (a to su spektrometar, duplekser, sonda i predpo-

jačalo) i njihovih funkcija – kao dio sustava, ali i kao zasebnih elemenata. Na kraju poglavlja

daju se osnovni teorijski principi, kao i inženjerski parametri sustava s primjerima raspoloživih

tehnoloških rješenja.

U 4. poglavlju (“Noise in nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy system” – „Šum u sus-

tavu spektroskopije nuklearne magnetske rezonancije”) predstavljen je koncept šuma. Osnovni

tipovi šuma (termički šum, 1/ f šum i šum sačme) koji se javljaju u svim RF prijemničkim sus-

tavima, pa tako i u prijemničkom sustavu NMR spektroskopije, opisani su u ovome poglavlju, a

najvažniji elementi sustava NMR spektroskopije raspored̄eni su prema tipu šuma koji je u njima

dominantan. Takod̄er, uvedena je mjera koja uspored̄uje razinu željenog signala s razinom

neželjenog pozadinskog šuma (tzv. odnos signal-šum), kao i mjera koja opisuje degradaciju

odnosa signal-šum kroz sustav (tzv. faktor šuma). Na kraju poglavlja daje se pregled metoda

analize lanca šumnih četveropola.

U 5. poglavlju (“Electromagnetic model of the probe” – „Elektromagnetski model sonde”)

opisan je razvijeni elektromagnetski model NMR sonde koji služi za procjenu odnosa signal-
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šum na izlaznim krajevima sonde. Pokazuje se da se sonda sustava NMR spektroskopije može

modelirati kao mala antena-petlja (magnetski dipol) koja radi u bliskome polju. Izvedeni su

aproksimativni izrazi za inducirani prijemni signal i odnos signal-šum, uzevši u obzir tempera-

turni gradijent okoline.

U 6. poglavlju (“Noise model of the receiving chain” – „Šumni model prijemničkog lanca”)

opisan je razvijeni model najosjetljivijeg dijela sustava NMR spektroskopije sa stajališta šuma –

njegovog prijemnog lanca. Predloženi model omogućuje predikciju i optimizaciju osjetljivosti

sustava. Izvedeni izraz koji opisuje šumna svojstva prijemnog lanca dan je u ovome poglavlju,

kao i opis njegova izvoda, te zaključke koji se mogu izvući iz navedenog izraza. Predloženi

model zasnovan je na faktoru šuma kaskade četveropola koji se nalaze na različitim tempe-

raturama. Uvodi se efektivni odnos signal-šum koji uzima u obzir sklopovske i programske

postavke spektrometra, uključujući i usrednjavanja signala.

U 7. poglavlju (“Experimental verification of the developed models” – „Eksperimentalna

verifikacija razvijenih modela”) prikazana je eksperimentalna verifikacija modela prezentiranih

u prethodna dva poglavlja. Takod̄er, navedeni modeli uspored̄eni su med̄usobno, čime je njihova

točnost analizirana, testirana i verificirana. Opisana su mjerenja nekoliko različitih uzoraka s

različitom sklopovskom organizacijom sustava i različitim programskim postavkama. Rezultati

potvrd̄uju ispravnost razvijenog modela i pokazuju da je optimizacijom parametara sustava, u

slučaju mjerenja uzoraka sa slabim odzivom, moguće skratiti vrijeme mjerenja na manje od

50% početne vrijednosti. Na kraju, potencijalna poboljšanja sustava NMR spektroskopije su

analizirana, komentirana i predložena.

U 8. poglavlju (“Design and optimization of high-gain and low-noise NMR preamplifiers”

– „Projektiranje i optimizacija niskošumnih NMR predpojačala visokog pojačanja”) dan je teo-

rijski prikaz općenitog procesa dizajna i optimizacije mikrovalnih niskošumnih pojačala. Daje

se pregled standardnih metoda projektiranja jednostupanjskih i dvostupanjskih predpojačala s

naglašavanjem specifičnosti dizajna za NMR sustave. Nadalje, prikazan je praktični primjer

optimizacije komercijalnog kriogenog niskošumnog NMR predpojačala dodavanjem drugog

stupnja pojačanja. Konačno, prikazan je praktični primjer analize, dizajniranja i konstrukcije

niskošumnog NMR predpojačala visokog pojačanja. Projektirano je i konstruirano NMR pred-

pojačalo s HEMT-ovima kao aktivnim elementima, izmjereni su njegovi parametri i uspored̄eni

su s komercijalnim NMR predpojačalima.

U Zaključku (“Conclusion” – „Zaključak”) predstavljen je summa summarum zaključaka

cijelog istraživanja. Pokazano je da je pravilnim odabirom ključnih komponenata sustava NMR

spektroskopije moguće skratiti trajanje NMR mjerenja na jednu polovinu početnog trajanja.

Takod̄er, pokazano je da su potencijalne nadogradnje sustava NMR spektroskopije daleko od

svojih gornjih granica, što znači da postoji i više nego dovoljno prostora za relativno lako pos-

tizanje povećanja mjerne osjetljivosti u ovakvim sustavima. Dakle, sažeti su svi postignuti
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rezultati istraživanja, ukratko je objašnjena njihova izvornost i dane su preporuke za buduća

istraživanja.

Konačno, u dodatku na kraju rada (“Appendix A. Receiving chain noise figure calculator” –

„Dodatak A. Kalkulator faktora šuma prijemničkog lanca”) nalazi se programski kôd, napisan u

programskom jeziku Python, a koji služi za izračun faktora šuma prijemnog lanca sustava NMR

spektroskopije, kao i za procjenu odnosa signal-šum na ulazu, odnosno izlazu, navedenog lanca.

Ovaj programski kôd temelji se na šumnome modelu prijemnog lanca NMR spektroskopije

opisanome u 6. poglavlju. Navedeni program dostupan je online korištenjem GitHub-a ili

Dropbox-a, a poveznice na program dostupne su u popisu literature ovog doktorskog rada.

U rezultatima istraživanja opisanoga u ovoj disertaciji ostvareni su sljedeći izvorni znanstveni

doprinosi:

∙ Model šumnih svojstava antene-sonde i prijemnog lanca sustava kriogene NMR spek-

troskopije

∙ Poboljšanje mjerne osjetljivosti prijemnog lanca sustava kriogene NMR spektroskopije s

ciljem smanjenja vremena mjerenja

∙ Optimizacija parametara radiofrekvencijskog predpojačala kriogene NMR spektroskopije

s ciljem poboljšanja odnosa signal-šum i eksperimentalna verifikacija

Zaključak istraživanja opisanoga u ovoj disertaciji je sljedeći: Najveći problem kod da-

našnjih mjerenja NMR spektroskopijom, posebno u fizici kondenzirane tvari, jest kontinuirani

trend smanjenja razina odzivnih signala. Kako se razine odzivnih signala smanjuju, pozadin-

ski šum korištenih sustava NMR spektroskopije postepeno postaje sve veći problem. Usred-

njavanje rezultata više mjerenja, koje se u zadnjih tridesetak godina pokazalo kao moćan alat

prilikom raznih mjerenja signala niskih razina, počinje konzumirati znatne količine vremena:

neka današnja NMR mjerenja mogu potrajati i preko 10 sati. Primijenjene nadogradnje, poput

procesa kriogeničkog hlad̄enja NMR sonde i, u novije vrijeme, NMR predpojačala, pokazuju

vidljiva poboljšanja sustava NMR spektroskopije, ali te su nadogradnje utvrd̄ene empirijski,

bez dubljeg razumijevanja njihovih načina rada ili njihovih gornjih granica. Znanstveno is-

traživanje, opisano u ovoj disertaciji, izrodilo je teorijski opis najosjetljivijeg dijela sustava

NMR spektroskopije sa stajališta šuma, što je njegov prijemni lanac, a točnost ovog teorijskog

opisa potvrd̄ena je i eksperimentalno i numerički. Nadalje, izveden je elektromagnetski model

sonde koji omogućuje predikciju odnosa signal-šum na njenom izlazu, a taj model uspored̄en

je sa razvijenim modelom prijemnog lanca sustava NMR spektroskopije. Rezultati usporedbe

potvrdili su točnost oba razvijena modela. Ne samo da razvijeni teorijski opis prijemnog lanca

sustava NMR spektroskopije objašnjava kako i zašto primijenjene nadogradnje sustava rade,

nego su i jasno vidljiva potencijalna buduća poboljšanja sustava. Pokazano je da je pažljivim
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odabirom ključnih elemenata sustava NMR spektroskopije moguće skratiti vremena mjerenja

na manje od polovice početne vrijednosti. Takod̄er je pokazano da su primijenjene nadogradnje

sustava daleko od svojih gornjih granica, što znači da postoji dovoljno mjesta da se i već prim-

ijenjene nadogradnje znatno poboljšaju na relativno jednostavne načine. Na kraju, predložena

su dva potencijalna poboljšanja NMR predpojačala: prvo je povećanje razine pojačanja doda-

vanjem drugog stupnja pojačanja, a drugo je nova predložena shema, dizajn tiskane pločice

i pravilni odabir elektroničkih komponenti za NMR predpojačalo, oboje s ciljem dodatnog

poboljšanja šumnih svojstava prijemnog lanca sustava NMR spektroskopije.

Ključne riječi: NMR, šum, faktor šuma, predpojačalo, skraćenje vremena mjerenja, pove-

ćanje mjerne osjetljivosti
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the 20th century, among many revolutionary events and discoveries, the two processes that,

in the author’s opinion, laid the foundation for the technological advance we have nowadays

are the electrification and the long distance wired communication. What these two processes

have in common is the fact that their main "product" gets transmitted from the provider to the

end-user by some kind of a conductor: electricity is transmitted from the power plants to the

consumers by the power lines, while the information was firstly transmitted from the sender to

the receiver via the telegraph lines, later via the telephone wires, and nowadays via the copper

pairs or even optical fibers. Of course, wireless transmission is nowadays also very popular, but

even in this kind of systems, there are conductors between the transmitter and the transmitting

antenna on one end, and between the receiving antenna and the receiver on the other end. The

point is, in order to transmit electricity or communication from one place to another, one needs

to use conductive materials.

Because of our human nature of craving to make everything bigger, better, faster and stronger,

exhausting efforts are being made on a daily basis in order to be able to send more electricity,

and more information, to more people, with higher quality, and in less time. One of the first

remarks in the history of improving these systems surely has to be that not every material has

the same transmission capacity. Nowadays, even the children in the elementary schools learn

that it is not the same if one makes an electric cable out of copper, gold, wood, paper or plastic.

In high schools or during the academic education, it is taught that the cause of this is the fact

that not every material has the same atomic or crystal structure, and that not every structure con-

ducts electricity equally well. We learn that there is a group of materials that always conduct

electricity very well, a group of materials that conduct electricity well under certain conditions,

and a group of materials that are very poor conductors, we learn that they are called conductors,

semiconductors and isolators, respectively, and we learn their crystal structures in order to be

able to distinguish them.

One of the techniques that is being used in the analysis of local properties of different
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materials is called nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The application of this

technique is rising in the last 60 years, as the use of common conducting materials is reaching

its upper limit, so there is an increasing need for the new conducting materials, whose capacities

can surpass the capacities of common conductors. These new conducting materials are known

under the name of superconductors.

However, a very serious issue with superconductors is that, as years pass by and more exotic

materials get discovered and measured, their NMR measurements have a negative trend of the

response signal levels. This started becoming an immense problem because, as response signal

levels gradually decrease, the background noise levels of the used NMR spectroscopy systems

gradually become of the same, or even higher, order of magnitude, compared to the response

signal levels. Therefore, the measuring sensitivity of modern NMR samples is sometimes very

poor, compared to, for example, the sensitivity of modern radio receivers. The averaging of mul-

tiple measurements showed to be a mighty tool in the NMR measurements, however, nowadays

it starts consuming exhausting amounts of time, as some modern NMR measurements can last

up to ten hours for a single point. Some improvements, like the introduction of the cryogenic

cooling process, to the NMR spectroscopy systems, proved to be very efficient, but these im-

provements have been determined empirically, without the deeper understanding of their upper

limit or the reason why and how these improvements work.

Of course, the latter fact leaves a lot of unanswered questions hanging in the air: How

exactly do the implemented improvements work? What is their upper limit? What else can be

improved in order to notably enhance NMR measurements’ sensitivity? What is the shortest

achievable measurement time with the equipment available in our NMR laboratory? What

could be the shortest achievable measurement time if we replaced some of the components in

our NMR laboratory with better ones, and which components would be the best to replace?

Which component is the bottleneck in the NMR spectroscopy system? And so on...

In order to answer the aforementioned questions, a collaboration between the Laboratory for

Solid State NMR and High Frequency Measurement from the Department of Physics, Faculty

of Science, and the Department of Wireless Communications from the Faculty of Electrical

Engineering and Computing, both from the University of Zagreb, Croatia, has been made, and

its end result is a scientific research presented in this thesis. The idea was to make a crossover

from the solid state physicist’s point of view on the NMR spectroscopy systems to the one

of a radiofrequency (RF) and antenna engineer, and to combine the knowledge of solid state,

condensed matter and material physics, with the knowledge of antennas, RF and microwave

engineering, in order to describe these systems both theoretically and numerically, and then

determine their bottlenecks and the upper limits of their possible enhancements.

The author tried to present his research in this thesis in a way so that both solid state physi-

cists and microwave engineers can find it interesting to read. The first half of the thesis describes
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the principle of NMR, the method of NMR spectroscopy and the NMR spectroscopy systems

used in condensed matter physics in order for the microwave engineers to have an introduction

and a short tutorial to the type of systems that is going to be analysed and improved. On the

other hand, the physicists can either refresh their memory or strengthen the knowledge of NMR

here. In the second half of the thesis, a crossover to the RF engineering point of view on the

NMR spectroscopy systems occurs, where these systems are analysed and described from the

aspect of noise, mainly with the use of noise figure. Furthermore, potential bottlenecks of the

NMR spectroscopy systems have been determined, and their potential solutions have been pro-

posed. A fundamental definition of noise and its main properties has also been given here, as

well as a specifical description of noise in the NMR spectroscopy systems, in order for the solid

state physicists to understand its generation mechanisms, its properties and its boundaries. This

part of the thesis serves for the RF engineers to examine the use of "their tools" on a system that

is very rarely used in their branch, while the solid state physicists can learn the reason why all

the implemented improvements in the NMR spectroscopy systems work, their upper limits, and

possible additional upgrades that can drastically enhance NMR measurements’ sensitivity.

Nevertheless, in the end, the success rates of both the above-mentioned colaboration and the

intent of the author to make this thesis interesting and useful is up for the reader to decide.
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Chapter 2

Nuclear magnetic resonance

In this chapter, an overview of the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) will be

given, as well as overviews of the method of NMR spectroscopy, its basic measurements and

different types of acquisition of the basic measurements, respectively.

2.1 The concept of nuclear spin

Any time a question appears to describe something (e.g. an object, a phenomenon, some ma-

terial...), a natural human reaction is to try to explain the object that needs description by "dis-

secting" it to its more basic parts. This way, one explains smaller and simpler parts of an object

in order to try to understand its whole picture more easily than in the case of explaining the

whole object at once. So, for example, the simplest description of a human body would be that

it is a structure comprised of arms, legs, a trunk and a head. A bit more detailed description of

a human body may be that it is comprised of arms, hands, legs, feet, thorax, abdomen, a neck

and a head. The next step would be to count internal organs of a trunk, the step after may be

to describe which materials are the organs made of, and so on, until one gets to the point where

every matter (so human body obviously counts, too) is dissected to the same structure – the

atomic structure.

The atomic and subatomic levels are very often used to easily explain something complex

that is going on at macroscopic level by explaining simpler processes occuring at microscopic

level. This is the case with NMR, where various materials are being analysed by manipula-

tion of and interaction with some of its subatomic properties. So, from the subatomic point of

view, there are three important physical properties of atomic nuclei that define all matter: mass,

electric charge and nuclear spin [1]. The mass of bulk matter is a physical property that is the

easiest to understand and to grasp because it is pretty straightforward: the mass of this doctoral

thesis is equal to the sum of masses of all the atoms this thesis is comprised of. This property,

therefore, is easy to imagine at both microscopic and macroscopic level. The electric charge
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is a physical property where atoms and molecules are bound together by strong electrostatic

interactions between the positively charged nuclei and the negatively charged electrons. This

property is one of the properties that define magnetic properties of matter on a macroscopic

level. Although this property is not always visible at macroscopic level, it is possible, by per-

forming simple experiments, to separate some of the charges and achieve obvious macroscopic

effects, such as sticking a balloon to the ceiling by rubbing it on a woolly jumper. The nuclear

spin (represented in condensed matter physics by I) is a physical property that defines magnetic

properties of the nucleus. There are some materials that have visible magnetic properties at

macroscopic level, which are called magnets, but generally, nuclear spin is a physical property

that cannot be seen at macroscopic level for the most of matter.

The physical property of nuclear spin is an intrinsic property of the atomic nuclei. Atomic

nuclei simply have spin. A visualization of the nuclear spin can be seen in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Visualization of nuclear spin

When observed at macroscopic level, nuclear spins of all the nuclei of some matter cancel

each other out, so that the overall nuclear spin of the matter is equal to zero. However, it is

possible to "mess around" with this overall angular momentum and make some conclusions

about the observed matter due to the matter’s response. This means that the atomic property of

nuclear spin provides scientists with a powerful tool for the analysis of microscopic properties

and internal structure of matter without disturbing it (e.g. NMR), so these properties have an

important role in modern physics.
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2.2 The principle of nuclear magnetic resonance

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is a physical phenomenon used to study materials by

recording the interaction of radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic radiations with the nuclei

placed in a strong magnetic field. The consequences of this interaction are created by an ef-

fect similar to the effect of stimulated emission in laser physics: when in thermal equilibrium

and zero magnetic field, spin energy levels of the nuclei are equal to E0. However, if the nuclei

are placed in a magnetic field, its energy levels split to 2I +1 states, where I ∈ {1
2 ,1,

3
2 ,2, · · ·}.

For simplicity, we will look at I = 1
2 , where levels split to two independent states. Here, the

energy difference, ∆E, between the two energy states increases with increasing value of the

applied external magnetic field, B0 [2]:

∆E = h̄ · γ ·B0, (2.1)

where h̄ stands for reduced Planck’s constant, while γ represents the magnetic property of the

observed nuclei called gyromagnetic ratio. This energy splitting is known as the Zeeman effect

(Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: The Zeeman effect

After the split of the energy states, the lower energy level is more populated by the nuclear

spins than the higher one. Now, if one applies RF electromagnetic radiation to the observed

nuclei, whose energy equals ∆E, population inversion of the spins is going to occur. And just as

the excited electrons in the laser return to the lower available energy state by emitting light (or

more precise, photons), excited nuclear spins also return to the lower available energy state by

emitting electromagnetic radiation. This principle of causing transitions of nuclei spins between

the Zeeman energy levels is in fact the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance [2, 3].
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2.3 The method of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

In section 2.2, NMR has been explained by the analysis of spin energy levels of the observed

nuclei. Here, the phenomenon of NMR is going to be explained in time domain.

The overall magnetic moment, when the nuclei are in thermal equilibrium, is equal to zero.

This is because, in the absence of the external magnetic field, observed nuclear spins are ori-

ented in different directions when compared to each other, and in such a way that their over-

all contribution is equal to zero. On the other hand, when placed in a strong external direct

magnetic field, these spins orientations change so that the orientation of the overall magnetic

moment is equal to the orientation of the external magnetic field. This effect can be compared

to the motion of a compass needle in a magnetic field (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Motion of a compass needle in a magnetic field

However, it is necessary to mention that the analogy with a compass needle is not completely

accurate: the orientation of the overall magnetic moment, just as the orientation of the compass

needle, really is equal to the orientation of the external magnetic field, but not all the orientations

of the nuclear spins are equal to the orientation of the external magnetic field. Most of nuclear

spins actually move around the field in a motion called precession (Fig 2.4).

Figure 2.4: Nuclear spin precession

To better understand the concept of precession, one can consider the motion of a child’s
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spinning top [1]: if the top is set spinning with its spinning axis exactly vertical with respect to

the gravitational force, it has a stable motion. However, if the top is spinned in a sloppy way, so

that the spinning axis is slightly skew, then the gravitational pull on the top and the reaction of

the ground on the top’s tip combined produce a torque that tries to pull the top to the ground. If

the top is spinning fast enough. it does not fall over immediately, but instead, the spinning axis

executes a precessional motion, going around in a circle. This kind of motion happens to the

nuclear spin placed in an external magnetic field, where the angle of precession depends on the

initial orientation of the nuclear spin itself.

Of course, just as it is possible to determine the frequency of the spinning top’s precession

motion, it is also possible to determine the frequency of the precession of nuclear spins. This

precession frequency of nuclear spins is called Larmor frequency, and it can be shown that it

depends on the level of the external strong direct magnetic field, B0, and gyromagnetic ratio,

γ [1]:

ωL = γ ·B0. (2.2)

As it was already mentioned, when placed in a strong external direct magnetic field, the orien-

tation of the overall magnetic moment is in equilibrium equal to the orientation of the magnetic

field (Figure 2.5):

Figure 2.5: Orientation of overall magnetic moment in equilibrium

However, if one applies additional alternating magnetic field, with its frequency equal to

Larmor frequency, the orientation of the overall magnetic moment changes and the described

system gets thrown out of balance. If this additional alternating magnetic field is applied for a

short time (i.e. as a pulse), just enough to unbalance the system, the orientation of the magnetic

moment is no longer equal to the orientation of the external strong direct magnetic field. But

after the end of the pulse, the orientation of the overall magnetic moment gradually changes until

it gets equal again to the orientation of the external strong direct magnetic field. The amount

of time needed for the disbalanced orientation of the magnetic moment to become equal again

to the orientation of the external strong direct magnetic field is not always equal. It depends on
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magnetic properties of the observed nuclei, and also on the orientation of the additional applied

alternating magnetic field. Not only can this amount of time be observed in time domain (e. g.

see Figure 2.11a), but can also be transformed into frequency domain by Fourier transformation

(e. g. Figure 2.11b), and then, one can observe its frequency spectrum [4]. Obviously, different

amounts of time needed for the disbalanced orientation of the magnetic moment to become

equal again to the orientation of the external strong direct magnetic field will also have different

spectra. And because of these different spectra, one can analyse different materials and draw

some conclusion about their structures and properties on a microscopic level. This method of

exploration of materials’ properties on a microscopic level is, in principle, the method of nuclear

magnetic resonance spectroscopy [5].

2.4 The principle of nuclear quadrupolar resonance

In sections 2.2 and 2.3, the principle of NMR and its method of spectroscopy have been de-

scribed, respectively. In its essence, NMR is a phenomenon that occurs due to the interaction of

nuclei with the external magnetic field. However, there is also an interaction between the nuclei

due to the gradient of the local electric field. This phenomenon is called nuclear quadrupolar

resonance (NQR) [6] and it occurs when nuclei with spin order higher than 1
2 are being ob-

served. The shapes of the observed nuclei become flattened, which means that their structure is

not spherically symmetrical. This leads to the splitting of the distances between neighbouring

Zeeman’s energy levels, thus enabling more possible energy transitions at different frequencies.

The effect of quadrupolar splitting on the Zeeman effect for the nuclei with spin order of ±3
2 is

shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Zeeman effect without (left) and with quadrupolar splitting (right)

It can be seen that the distance between the lowest energy level (±1
2 ) and the higher level

(±3
2 ) is shortened on one side, while it is lengthened on the other side, thus enabling two more

energy transitions at frequencies that are equal to the difference and the sum of Larmor fre-

quency and the frequency of the NQR effect. The result of the effect of NQR can be seen in
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the spectrum of the obtained NMR signal, where two new components appear symmetrically

around the basic component at Larmor frequency. The frequencies of these components are

exactly equal to the difference and the sum of Larmor frequency and the frequency of the NQR

effect, respectively. One more thing that can be seen here is that the value of spin order dictates

the number of spectral lines in the observed spectrum. So, if the spin order is equal to 3/2, there

will be three spectral lines in the spectrum; if the spin order is equal to 7/2 (like in the case of

the 133Cs measurement, whose obtained spectrum is shown in Figure 7.1a), there will be seven

spectral lines in the spectrum. Therefore, there will be n spectral lines in the observed spec-

trum of the nuclei whose spin order is equal to n/2. Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning

that, due to the fact that NQR happens because of the electric, and not the magnetic field, the

effect of NQR can not only be measured as the unwanted effect on the NMR signal, but also

separately, as the sole effect itself. The measurements of this effect are performed without the

strong external magnetic field, which makes these measurements similar (but not the same!) to

the so–called zero–field NMR, where NMR measurements are performed with the use of the

Earth’s magnetic field, or an internal magnetic field, if magnetic materials (i. e. magnets) are

being measured.

2.5 Measurement techniques in NMR spectroscopy

To sum sections 2.2 and 2.3 up, certain nuclei possess a spin angular momentum and hence

a corresponding magnetic moment. When such nuclei are placed in a strong direct magnetic

field, they can adopt multiple, but discrete, number of quantized orientations. Each of these

orientations corresponds to a certain energy level. In the lowest energy orientation, the mag-

netic moment of the nucleus is most closely alligned with the external direct magnetic field.

Transitions from the lower energy level to the higher energy level can occur by the absorption

of RF radiation of the correct frequency (the so-called Larmor frequency).

When placed in the external direct magnetic field, the nucleus exhibits a precessional mo-

tion. If an additional alternating magnetic field is applied at Larmor frequency, absorption of

energy will occur and the nucleus will suddenly flip from its lower energy orientation (in which

its magnetic moment was precessing in a direction alligned with the external direct magnetic

field) to the higher energy orientation (in which it is alligned in some other direction). The

process of transition from the higher energy orientation of the nucleus back to the lower one

(and thus achieving equilibrium again) is called relaxation. The detected signals of a relaxation

process have a form of a decaying pattern, where the value of a decaying constant depends on

the type of measured nucleus. There are two basic measurement techniques of detected NMR

signals, and they will be described in this section.
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2.5.1 Free Induction Decay (FID)

Free Induction Decay (FID) is a name for the detected signals with a form of a decaying pattern,

described at the beginning of this section. This name is derived so that it indicates the fact that

the signal is free of the influence of the external RF field *, that it is induced in the coils, and

that it decays to a zero value [1]. As said before, the decay constant of the FID signal depends

on the nucleus under measurement and its environment. Of course, the overall acquisition time

of the observed measurement then depends on the decay constant of the FID signal. The idea of

this measurement is to somehow unbalance the overall magnetic moment, so that its orientation

becomes perpendicular, or anti–parallel in some cases, to the orientation of the external direct

magnetic field, and then measure the time needed for the orientation of the overall nuclear

magnetic moment to return to its thermal equilibrium (Figure 2.7a). The process of unbalancing

(Figure 2.7b) is done with the use of the additional external alternating magnetic field, which

is sent as a pulse with its length long enough so that the pulse energy is high enough to rotate

the overall magnetic moment for 90 degrees (or 180 degrees in some cases). The frequency

of the package inside the pulse is equal to Larmor frequency of the observed nuclei. After the

overall magnetic moment gets rotated for 90 (or 180) degrees, the relaxation process starts:

the disbalanced magnetic moment starts precessing around the external direct magnetic field

(Figure 2.7c) until its orientation gets equal again to the orientation of the magnetic field around

which it precesses (Figure 2.7d).

Figure 2.7: Overall magnetic moment of the observed nuclei during the FID measurement:
a) Thermal equilibrium; b) Rotation by the alternating magnetic field;
c) During the precession; d) The end of the precession

It is necessary to mention here that, before the start of the actual FID measurement, the

length of the pulse, which unbalances the orientation of the overall magnetic moment, needs to

be optimized. Namely, if this pulse does not have a proper length, some wrong conclusions can

be drawn about the nuclei under measurement. So, to ascertain the right conclusions about the

measurment, the pulse length needs to be set so that the rebalanced magnetization vector attains

its maximum value. This is achieved by the multiple measurements with different excitation

*In a sense that there is no additional RF field during detection that would combine with the detected signal
and thus influence its detected form.
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pulse lengths, where the proper pulse length is a posteriori determined to be the smallest time

value with the maximum rebalanced magnetization vector magnitude [7]. An example of the

described optimization can be seen in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Optimization of the excitation pulse length

2.5.2 Spin–echo

The relaxation process, described in this section, is a process whose measurement usually yields

a signal with a very fast decay. This means that the disbalanced orientation of the overall

magnetic moment returns back to its equilibrium state orientation in a very short amount of

time. Practically speaking, there might be a problem due to the limitations of the measuring

system, or more precisely, the limitations of the detector. Every detector has its minimum time

span in which it can measure. Anything shorter than that, unfortunately, can not be detected. So,

to avoid the relaxation time span being shorter than the minimum detection time span, the idea

is to somehow "rewind and repeat" the relaxation process. This way, the detector would be able

to measure the relaxation process, after all. This kind of detected signal, or better yet, sequence,

is called the spin–echo [7], and its form is shown in Figure 2.9. To obtain the spin–echo signal,

one needs to use one additional step, when compared to the FID measurement. The beginning

of the spin–echo measurement is the same as the beginning of the FID measurement: a pulse

that rotates the thermal equilibrium orientation of the overall magnetic moment (Figure 2.10a)

for 90 degrees is applied (Figure 2.10b). After that, the magnetic moment starts precessing,

and its components, that are in the plane perpendicular to the orientation of the external direct

magnetic field, start losing their coherence (Figure 2.10c) due to different precession speeds of

different magnetic moments. Now, here is the additional step in this measurement that does the

trick: a new pulse is now applied to the observed nuclei, but the length of this pulse is such
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that it changes the phase of every perpendicular component of the overall magnetic moment for

180 degrees. This way, slower changing perpendicular components "outpace" the quicker ones,

and after some time, the quicker components "catch up" with the slower ones (Figure 2.10d),

causing the coherence of the perpendicular components again (Figure 2.10e). Now it is possible

to obtain the spin–echo signal [7].

Figure 2.9: Spin–echo signal and its pulse sequence

Figure 2.10: Overall magnetic moment of the observed nuclei during the spin–echo measurement [5]:
a) Thermal equilibrium;
b) Rotation by the alternating magnetic field for 90 degrees;
c) Loss of magnetization in the plane perpendicular to the direct magnetic field;
d) Rotation by the alternating magnetic field for 180 degrees;
e) Magnetization in the plane perpendicular to the direct magnetic field is re-obtained

2.6 Measurable values in NMR spectroscopy

In the last section, two basic NMR measurement techniques have been described. So now

is a good idea to present the values that can be obtained with the use of the described NMR

measurement types.
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2.6.1 Spectrum

If the energy levels of the measured nuclei (see the description of the Zeeman effect in Sec-

tion 2.4) are defined very clearly, as a result, the spectral line of the obtained NMR signal is

going to be narrow. In fact, it is going to be notably narrower than the frequency bandwidth of

the excitation pulse. If this is the case, the spectrum of the measured nuclei can be obtained very

easily. Making a Fourier transformation (FT) of the obtained signal (Figure 2.11a), regardless

of the measurement type, will lead to the spectrum of the measured nuclei (Figure 2.11b) [4].

Figure 2.11: a) Obtained NMR signal in time domain [5]
b) Fourier transformation of the time domain signal [5]

However, if the energy levels of the measured nuclei are not clearly defined, but are "smeared"

instead, then the effect of dispersion is going to occur, causing the spectral line’s magnitude to

decrease and its frequency bandwidth to increase. If the dispersion is large enough, so that the

spectral line’s bandwidth becomes broader than the frequency bandwidth of the excitation pulse,

making an FT of the obtained signal will not be enough. Fortunately, it was shown [8] that it

is possible to "sweep" through the entire spectrum piece by piece, using the aforementioned

method, and then "glue" all the pieces together. This method is called Variable Offset Cumula-
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tive Spectra (VOCS) [8], and an example of the spectrum obtained with the use of VOCS can

be seen in Figure 2.12.

Figure 2.12: An example of the VOCS–obtained spectrum: all the coloured spectra combined together
form an overall, white, spectrum

Nevertheless, if VOCS is used to obtain the wanted spectrum, it is necessary to be careful

about frequency step size selection. Namely, if the step size is too big, than the spectrum gets

obtained with low precision, causing the deformation of the overall spectrum. It was shown

empirically that the maximum step size is equal to ∆ω = 0.63
∆t , where ∆t represents the length

of the excitation pulse [8]. On the other hand, if the step size is too narrow, than the process

of obtaining overall spectrum consumes too much time and computer memory. So, the idea is

to find an optimum step size, where the precision of the spectrum obtainment is high enough,

while at the same time, this process itself does not consume an exhausting amount of time and

data.

2.6.2 Spin–spin relaxation time (T2)

The spin–spin (or transverse) relaxation time, T2, is the decay constant for the component of

the observed disbalanced nuclear magnetic moment orientation that is perpendicular to the ori-

entation of the external direct magnetic field [5]. It represents the time needed for the observed

disbalanced nuclear magnetic moment orientation to become minimum (or, in other words,

zero) in the direction perpendicular to the direction of the external direct magnetic field. This is

because different magnetic moments of different observed nuclei lose coherence with different

speeds, causing the complete loss of magnetization in the plane perpendicular to the orientation

of the external direct magnetic field. T2 is easily measured with the use of spin–echo measure-

ment. Namely, multiple measurements, with different time delay between the 90 degree pulse

and the 180 degree pulse, are made, and the echo magnitudes of the obtained measurements
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get analysed. Then, from the dependency of the echo magnitude on the time delay between the

two pulses, the value of T2 is derived. Actually, it can be seen in Figure 2.9 that T2 actually

represents the decaying constant of the obtained spin–echo signal.

2.6.3 Spin–lattice relaxation time (T1)

The spin–lattice (or longitudinal) relaxation time, T1, is the decay constant for the recovery of

the observed disbalanced nuclear magnetic moment orientation towards its thermal equilibrium

orientation [5]. Unlike T2, which represents the time needed for the observed disbalanced nu-

clear magnetic moment orientation to become minimum in the direction perpendicular to the

direction of the external direct magnetic field, T1 represents the time needed for the nuclei to re-

turn to thermal equilibrium. T1 can, for instance, be measured with the use of FID measurement,

described in subsection 2.5.1: a 180 degree excitation pulse is sent, and the orientation of the

observed nuclear magnetic moment rotates for 180 degrees. After the excitation, the observed

orientation starts getting back to its initial state. After a time t, the value of Mz(t) gets checked.

By the variation of the time t, it is possible to obtain a chart shown in Figure 2.13, and deduce

the amount of time needed for the value of Mz(t) to become maximum. This amount of time

then matches the value of T1 [7]. It is also worth mentioning that T1 can also be measured with

the use of spin–echo measurement. However, more complicated pulse sequences than the one

described in subsection 2.5.2 need to be used here [7].

Figure 2.13: The result of the T1 FID measurement
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2.6.4 Visualization of T1 and T2

To better understand the connection between the times T1 and T2, a good idea is to analyse their

visual representations, shown in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14: Visualization of T1 and T2 relaxation times

As it can be seen in Figures 2.7 and 2.10, the precession of the disbalanced overall magnetic

moment is a process which takes place in three spatial dimensions and one temporal dimension.

Three–dimensional projections to a two–dimensional plane (which is the instrument screen or

a sheet of paper, on which the measurement results can be shown) are difficult to interpret more

often than not, especially if the arrangements of these "three–dimensional points" change in

time. So, the idea is to break the three–dimensional relaxation process to three two–dimensional

projections that show the time dependence of every spatial dimension separately. This way, it is

much easier to track the measurement results. Accordingly, as it can be seen in Figure 2.14, the

planes that are parallel to the external direct magnetic field, B0, can be used for T1 measurements

(so, front view and side view can be used here), and the plane that is perpendicular to the same

magnetic field can be used for T2 measurements (top view).

2.6.5 NMR measurable values classification

To sum up, in the NMR community, there are three main values that can be measured: the

T1 time, the T2 time and the spectrum of the measured nuclei. These values can be measured

with the use of two different techniques: the free induction decay (FID) and the spin–echo.

The classification of the three mentioned NMR measurable values in accordance with the two

available measurement techniques is shown in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: NMR measurable values classification in accordance with available measurement techniques

Measured value Measurement technique

FID Spin–echo

Spectrum
√ √

T1 time ×
√

T2 time
√ √

FID is described in section 2.5.1, while the spin–echo is described in section 2.5.2. Fur-

thermore, as the main emphasis of this thesis will soon prove to be put on the analysis and

the description of the NMR spectroscopy system from the RF engineer’s point of view, and

this chapter’s purpose is for the RF community to get the general idea of the measurements

the described system performs, only a few measurements from Table 2.1 have been described

in this chapter. The T1 measurement is described in subsection 2.6.3, while the T2 measure-

ment is described in subsection 2.6.2. Additionally, the spectrum measurement is described in

subsection 2.6.1.

2.7 Applications of nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

The application of NMR is very popular in solid state physics. For example, the analysis of

some "exotic" properties of different materials, like superconductivity, is done with the use of

NMR spectroscopy. This analysis is also done in our laboratory, which is the Laboratory for

solid state NMR and high frequency measurement at the Department of Physics of Faculty of

Science, University of Zagreb [9, 10, 11, 12].

The most well–known application of NMR spectroscopy is definitely magnetic resonance

imaging, or MRI. MRI is the popular application of NMR spectroscopy nowadays to analyse

protons of hydrogen in molecules of water that are situated inside human body. Using two-

dimensional NMR spectroscopy, it is possible to "make a map" of the surface of human body

by the excitation of molecules of water inside it. Also, using different frequencies for the

excitation signal, thus changing the penetration depth of the signal, it is possible to "make a

map" of multiple layers of human body. Combining all the created maps of human body layers,

it is possible to create a three–dimensional map of human body. This described process is, in

principle, the process used in MRI [13].
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Chapter 3

The system of nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy

In this chapter, general mode of operation of the NMR spectroscopy system will be given.

Detailed overview of the system’s most important elements, and their function, both in the

system and as the sole element, can be found here.

3.1 General mode of operation

Figure 3.1: NMR spectroscopy system – basic diagram

The block diagram of NMR spectroscopy system is shown in Figure 3.1. In principle, the

NMR spectrometer, as well as the rest of the system, operates in two modes: the transmitting
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(Tx) mode and the receiving (Rx) mode [7]. During the Tx mode, pulses, which are used for

excitation of the nuclei of the sample under measurement, are first generated by the spectrom-

eter’s oscillator (or, in more advanced version, a synthesizer with a waveform generator). The

pulses are then amplified up to the order of a kW by a power amplifier, and transmitted, via

the duplexer, to the coil of the probe. During the Rx mode, these high–power pulses generate

the magnetic field within a coil that excites the nuclei of the embedded sample. The sample’s

response has a very low magnitude (down to the order of a fW), and it needs to be amplified

before further processing in the spectrometer’s receiver. The amplification of the receiving sig-

nal is achieved by a low–noise preamplifier, where response signal is sent via the duplexer.

In the spectrometer, the received signal is down–converted to the intermediate frequency and

further amplified by variable–gain amplifier that serves as amplitude optimization before the

analog–to–digital (A/D) conversion. After detection and A/D conversion, the signal is digitally

post–processed using different methods, such as time averaging of multiple measurements and

digital filtering. In the end, this processed signal is shown on the spectrometer screen.

The elements that are shown in Figure 3.1, but are not mentioned in the last paragraph, are

used either as different types of sensors, but they do not change its mode of operation. So, a

personal computer (PC) is used to control the spectrometer, and also to analyse and process

measurement results received from the spectrometer. Oscilloscope is used to observe both ex-

citation and response signals in real–time in order to detect eventual errors (e.g. wrong power

level, length or frequency of excitation pulses) or unwanted effects (e.g. ringing of the probe’s

coil). Directional coupler is just used here as a tool that forwards samples of excitation and

response signals to the oscilloscope. Furthermore, if NMR measurements are done at very low

(cryogenic) temperatures, the probe’s coil is not only placed in a strong magnet, but also in

a cryostat, filled with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium, in order to enhance sensitivity of the

measurements. Temperature controller is obviously used here to maintain constant temperature

inside the cryostat.

It is necessary to mention that the NMR spectroscopy systems, described in this section,

are the ones that are used in condensed matter physics. This kind of systems is very bulky

and very rugged since all the elements of the system are independent of each other and can

be replaced easily. Obviously, this is an open type of systems in a sense that all the elements

are easily accessible, as the systems are not closed in one enclosure and then used as a "black

box". Also, cryostats and very strong magnets are typical for condensed matter physics NMR

spectroscopy, especially in the last years, with the need for higher magnetic fields and lower

background noise, as measured samples mostly tend to have have lower and lower response sig-

nal levels. Such kind of NMR spectroscopy systems is opposed to the ones used in chemistry,

where commercialy available instruments that perform NMR spectroscopy measurements are

used. This is a closed type of systems, as all its elements are placed in one enclosure, and are
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used as one instrument, or one "black box". NMR spectroscopy systems used in chemistry usu-

ally measure elements with high–level response signals (e. g. hydrogen), so this type of systems

does not need strong magnets and cryostats. Actually, the NMR spectroscopy systems, used in

chemistry, that measure hydrogen response signals are actually analogous to the MRI systems,

used in hospitals, as these systems map human body by 2D measurements of hydrogen inside

the water molecules that the body is comprised of. Anyhow, the scientific research presented

in this thesis is based on the NMR spectroscopy systems used in condensed matter physics, so

the reader needs to bear this fact in mind while reading the scientific research presented in this

thesis.

Finally, as it can be seen in this section, general mode of operation of the NMR spectroscopy

system used in condensed matter physics is described here very superficially, and the rest of the

chapter is going to serve as more detailed description of the most important elements of the

system, as well as the processes these elements execute. Also, the start of transition from the

physicist’s point of view on this system to the one of the RF and microwave engineer occurs

from here to the end of this chapter.
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3.2 Spectrometer

As it can be seen in Figure 3.1, spectrometer is "the heart" of NMR spectroscopy system. Its

operation is very important in both the Tx mode (when it generates excitation pulses of neces-

sary length, frequency and power level) and the Rx mode (when it processes response signals

and presents measurement results).

Technically speaking, there are two main types of spectrometers: continuous wave (CW)

and pulsed Fourier transform (FT) spectrometers [5]. CW spectrometers are the older type and

they operate in a way that they scan the sample by sweeping through the frequency spectrum

that needs to be measured one frequency at a time. Here, only nuclei with Larmor frequencies

equal to the current frequency in the sweep are being excited. So, as the entire frequency

range is scanned, all NMR–active nuclei are gradually excited, and a plot of signal intensity

versus frequency is generated [7, 14]. This means that NMR measurements, done with a CW

spectrometer, are actually measurements of absorption of the nuclei, and these measurements

are done directly in frequency domain [5]. FT spectrometers, on the other hand, operate in a

way that they excite the sample with a pulse in time domain. This way, by the manipulation

of the pulse length and its package frequency, it is possible to create spectrum of the pulse

such that it contains entire spectrum of the sample’s NMR–active nuclei. In other words, it is

possible to excite much larger number of NMR–active nuclei at once (compared to the CW

spectroscopy) [7, 14]. However, NMR measurements, done with an FT spectrometer, are done

in time domain. This means that, in order to obtain NMR spectrum, the signal needs to be

transformed to frequency domain using Fourier transform (this is, obviously, how this type of

spectrometer got its name). Also, since pulses have finite length, meaning that the sample is

not measured all the time, but only his response signal is what is measured, it can be said

that NMR measurements, done with an FT spectrometer, are measurements of emission of the

NMR–active nuclei in time domain [5].

Since a great number of the observed NMR–active nuclei can be excited at once with the

use of FT spectrometer, compared to the sweep through the entire nuclei frequency spectrum,

but only one frequency at a time, with the use of CW spectrometer, it is obvious that NMR

measurements are notably faster in the first case. It turns out that the time difference of these

two measurements is equal to almost two orders of magnitude of time: if the CW measurement

lasts 5 minutes (which is equal to 300 seconds), the FT measurement lasts 5 seconds [7, 14].

So, if one does NMR measurements that demand a period of time of a few hours (e.g. up to

ten hours [15]), the difference between consumed times for both types of measurements is even

bigger. This is why, nowadays, CW spectrometers are almost extinct in NMR laboratories all

around the world. Our laboratory, of course, is no different. We too use an FT spectrometer,

whose basic block diagram is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Basic block diagram of a pulsed Fourier transform spectrometer
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The Tx part of the spectrometer is shown in the upper part of Figure 3.2 and the signal flows

from left to right, while the Rx part is shown in the lower part of the same figure, where the

signal flows from right to left. It can be seen that PC is "the brain" of the spectrometer, since it

controls most of processes in the instrument, and it also synchronises all the processes, since it

controls the clock signal.

During the Tx mode, PC sends the control signal, which contains data about the setup pack-

age frequency of the pulse, to the synthesizer, which then generates sine signal of the setup

frequency. Then, PC sends the control signal, which contains data about the setup output power

level of the pulse, to high-power amplifier, which amplifies the sine signal from the synthesizer.

After the adjustment of power level and package frequency of the pulse, PC sends the control

signal, which contains data about the setup length of the pulse, to the switch, which turns itself

on and off, and thus creates pulses of the proper length. In the end, these generated pulses are

sent outside of the spectrometer, to the probe.

After excitation of the sample, and after its response signal arrived to the input of the spec-

trometer, the Rx mode, shown in the lower part of Figure 3.2, starts. Here, the signal first passes

through the RF receiver, whose task is to filter the signal (so that there is as little unwanted

signal around the response signal as possible), down–convert it to intermediate frequency (so

that only one, universal, hardware can be used to measure all NMR frequencies), and amplify

or weaken the signal in order for its amplitude to reach optimum value at the input of the A/D

converter (this is called automatic gain control, or AGC [16]). Then, the signal passes through

the digital receiver, whose task is to convert the signal from analog to digital domain (because

computers only work with binary data), filter it digitally (because there are some powerful fil-

tering techniques that can not be done in analog domain, but can be done in digital domain)

and do additional processing (like phase cycling), if necessary. Before it goes to PC, the signal

passes through the signal averager, whose task is to average results of multiple measurements

(in order to increase overall sensitivity of the system [17]). The final step of NMR measurement

with the use of FT spectrometer is, of course, Fourier transformation of the signal [4]. It is done

by PC, and the final measurement result is shown on the PC screen.

3.3 Duplexer

Duplexer is the element whose purpose is to switch the rest of the system between Tx and

Rx modes (since spectrometer does that for itself). This is why duplexer is also called trans-

mit/receive (T/R) switch. Generally, duplexers are built either with the use of lumped electronic

components (Figure 3.3), where the best transition of signal gets tuned to wanted frequency

by resonant LC circuits [18], or with the use of microstrip lines and two quadrature hybrid–

based couplers (Figure 3.4), where its physical dimensions determine the frequency of the best
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transmission [19]. However, the main parts of both types of duplexers, that do the trick of T/R

switching, are antiparallel diode connections. As it is well known from the electronics funda-

mentals, diode is an electronic element that serves as a ramp for the electric current flow. Until

voltage drop across the diode is lower than its threshold voltage, Uγ , the electric current does

not flow through the diode. When the voltage drop rises above the threshold voltage, the ramp

goes up and current starts to flow through the diode. So, it can be said that the diode is actually

a voltage limiter for the direct current, while two antiparallel diodes are a voltage limiter for

the alternating current. The same applies to power, as power is proportional to square value of

voltage. Practically speaking, two antiparallel diodes, connected to the circuit in series, form

a power limiter that allows only high–power signals to pass through the circuit. On the other

hand, these diodes, connected to the circuit in parallel, form a power limiter that allows only

low–power signals to pass through the circuit. So, for the example of lumped circuit–based

duplexer (Figure 3.3a), the high–power signal from the spectrometer transmitter passes through

diodes D1 and D2, then one part of the signal flows through L1, the other part flows through C1,

R1 and D3, and the last part flows directly to D4. Since diodes D4 are connected in parallel, they

form the power limiter that allows only low–power signal to pass through to the spectrometer

receiver. For that, the input signal reflects and goes to the probe either directly or through induc-

tor L1. After this signal excites the nuclei of the sample inside the probe, the low–level response

signal goes back to the duplexer. Since diodes D1, D2 and D3 are connected in series, thus

forming the power limiter that allows only high–power signals to pass through, the low–power

response signal can only pass through L1 and progress to C2 and, ultimately, the spectrometer

receiver. The same applies to quadrature hybrid–based duplexer (Figure 3.4a), where power

limiters are connected in a proper way so that the signal reaches its destinations during the en-

tire process of NMR measurement. In the last few years, new, cryogenic, duplexers have been

made [20] in order to further increase both its sensitivity and the sensitivity of the entire NMR

spectroscopy system, but the mode of operation of such duplexer is the same as the described

mode of operation of room temperature duplexers.
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Figure 3.3: Lumped circuit–based duplexer;
a) Basic diagram; b) Implementation

Figure 3.4: Quadrature hybrid–based duplexer;
a) Basic diagram; b) Implementation
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3.4 Probe

Probe is the element of NMR spectroscopy that is directly in touch with sample under measure-

ment. As it can be seen from its schematic diagram (Figure 3.7a), NMR probe is comprised

of a coil (whose inductance is represented by Lcoil , while its ohmic resistance is represented by

Rcoil), two capacitors – the matching capacitor, CM, and the tuning capacitor, CT , and a trans-

mission line – usually a coaxial cable that connects the coil and the tuning/matching network to

the input/output of the probe.

The coil is the most important part of the probe since its tasks are both to excite the sample

placed inside it and to detect the response signal from the sample, and also to define resonant

frequency and characteristic impedance of the entire probe in combinations with the two ca-

pacitors, CM and CT . As it was mentioned in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the measured sample needs

to be excited by an alternating magnetic field in order to perform NMR measurements. This

is done by the flow of an alternating electric current through the coil, which, according to the

Faraday’s law of induction, induces alternating magnetic field in the direction of coil’s axis that

is perpendicular to the current flow direction [21]:

∇×E =−∂B
∂ t

. (3.1)

On the other hand, when the sample responds to the exciting magnetic field, this change of the

magnetic field, caused by the response signal, induces electric current in the coil according to

the Ampère’s law [21]:

∇×B = µ0J. (3.2)

Such induced signal is in fact sample’s response signal. After a mathematical manipulation of

equations (3.1) and (3.2), shown in [2], the expression that predicts the voltage value of the

induced response signal at the coil’s terminals is derived:

Uind =
1

24π2 N
ω2

Lh2γµ2
0 I(I +1)r2

coiln
2
coil

kBTsampleVsample
, (3.3)

where N is the number of nuclei in the sample, γ is the nuclear gyromagnetic constant, ωL is the

Larmor frequency, I is the nuclear spin size, rcoil is the coil radius, ncoil is the number of turns

of the coil, Tsample is the sample temperature, and Vsample is the sample volume. Additionally, h,

kB and µ0 are the Planck constant, Boltzmann constant, and vacuum permeability, respectively.

Here, it can be seen that the voltage value of the induced response signal depends on the square

value of the operating frequency, ωL. This means that low frequency signals are difficult to

measure due to this square dependence. Although this constatation might seem like a digression,

after the next chapter (especially the subsection 4.2.2), one will understand the motivation for
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the research presented in this thesis even more, but more about that in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7.

Now, back to the induced response signal. In order for the response signal to be created in the

first place, and then to be successfully transferred to the preamplifier, the probe network first

needs to be adjusted. First of all, resonant frequency of the probe needs to be adjusted to Larmor

frequency of the sample. This is achieved by the combination of probe coil’s inductance, Lcoil ,

and tunable capacitor CT . By changing CT ’s value, it is possible to tune the probe’s resonant

frequency to sample’s Larmor frequency. Also, the probe’s characteristic impedance needs to

be matched to characteristic impedance of the rest of the system, which is usually equal to 50 Ω,

in order to avoid unwanted signal loss due to the reflection caused by the impedance mismatch

between the probe and the rest of the system. This is achieved by the combination of probe

coil’s inductance, Lcoil , and tunable matching capacitor, CM. By changing CM’s value, it is

possible to tune the probe’s characteristic impedance to the one of the rest of the system.

From the antenna engineer’s point of view, the probe’s coil is practically a small loop an-

tenna, which is actually an elementary magnetic dipole antenna [22]. Because its dimensions

(a few milimeters in diameter and in length) are much smaller than the wavelengths of NMR

measurements frequencies (between 300 meters for a 1 MHz signal and 60 centimeters for a

500 MHz signal), its radiation resistance is very small (compared to Z0 = 50 Ω). This means

that, not only are these antennas inefficient, but there is also a non–negligible reflection between

the antenna itself and the rest of the system, causing even lower level of already weak NMR

response signal. So, in order to avoid these reflections, the antenna’s resistance needs to be

matched to the characteristic impedance of the rest of the system, which is Z0. This is done

with the matching capacitor, CM. Furthermore, this impedance matching needs to be done at

the frequency that exactly matches the desired frequency of the NMR measurement. Obviously,

the antenna needs to be tuned to this frequency by the tuning capacitor, CT . Radiation pattern

of a small loop antenna is shown in Figure 3.5

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.5: Loop antenna: a) Orientation; b) Radiation pattern: E–plane; c) Radiation pattern: H–plane
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As it was also mentioned in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the sample might need to be placed in

a strong direct magnetic field during NMR measurements. Lately, with the development of

cryogenic NMR, these enclosures are additionally filled with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium in

order to be able to analyse and measure NMR samples at extremely low temperatures, and to be

able to generate stronger magnetic fields inside coils, compared to the magnetic fields at room

temperature. As a consequence, this effect of cryogenic cooling also additionally improves

sensitivity of NMR measurements [23]. Obviously, the coil and the sample placed inside it,

along with the tuning/matching network, somehow have to be lowered down to the environment

of strong magnetic field and cryogenic temperature. This is usually done by the use of a rigid

coaxial cable placed in the middle of a metal construction (Figure 3.7f). The probe’s coil, along

with the tuning/matching capacitors, are shown in Figure 3.7c, the capacitors’ tuners, placed at

the input/output of the probe, are shown in Figure 3.7b, while two examples of samples, just to

get a feeling for their dimensions, are shown in Figures 3.7d and 3.7e. The cross–section of a

magnet and its enclosure is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Cross–section of NMR magnet and its enclosure
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Figure 3.7: a) Schematic diagram of NMR probe;
b) Top part of the probe: input/output connector and tuners for CM and CT ;
c) Bottom part of the probe: capacitors CM and CT and coil Lcoil;
d) Sample of SeCuO3 next to milimeter grid ruler;
e) Sample of Cs2Cu3SnF12 on milimeter grid paper;
f) Construction of NMR probe [24]
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3.5 Preamplifier

One of the biggest problems in NMR measurements is that some materials have very low re-

sponse signals. As it was mentioned in section 3.1, power levels of response signals can be

as low as an order of a fW. This is a problem because such a low level signal would probably

weaken so much that it would be impossible for the spectrometer receiver to detect it. Further-

more, signals with such a low power level are comparable to noise power of the system. If the

response signal weakens so much that its power level falls under the noise level, it is very hard

or even impossible to detect it on the spectrometer screen, especially without the use of addi-

tional signal processing techniques (e.g. averaging). This is why it is necessary to preamplify

the response signal before passing it to the spectrometer receiver.

There are five main criteria for choosing the ideal NMR preamplifier:

1. The preamplifier should have its power gain as high as possible.

2. The preamplifier should have its noise figure as low as possible.

3. The preamplifier’s characteristic impedances should be matched to the one of the system.

4. The preamplifier needs to be linear.

5. The preamplifier needs to be stable.

The first criterion comes from the fact that the preamplifier’s gain annihilates noise that spec-

trometers injects into the system: the higher the preamplifier’s gain, the more annihilated spec-

trometer’s injected noise gets (more on this subject in section 6.2).

The second criterion comes from the fact that the preamplifier itself also injects some amount

of noise into the system. Obviously, the lower the preamplifier’s injected noise, the better the

NMR spectroscopy system is (more on this subject in section 4.4).

The third criterion comes from the fact that there is a reflection in the system if there is an

impedance mismatch. Of course, reflection is unwanted because signal loss happens as its

consequence (a concept of return loss). Therefore, the better preamplifier’s input and output

characteristic impedances are matched to the characteristic impedance of the rest of the system,

the smaller the reflection, and hence, higher the signal level and better the measurement results

(more on this subject in section 6.2).

The fourth criterion comes from the fact that the preamplifier needs to be able to produce signals

at its output that are accurate copies of the input, meaning that the output signal must not be

distorted. Also, it must not generate any output signal if there is no input signal present.

The fifth criterion comes from the fact that the preamplifier must not be prone to generating

unwanted oscillations at its output. At least, it would be a shame if a preamplifier’s oscillation

got declared as a revolutionary NMR result, just to become a bitter disappointment in the end.
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Unfortunately, it is impossible to achieve all the criteria at the same time. The user has to make

a compromise between the criteria and determine an optimum point based on the existing setup

and the type of NMR measurement. This usually means finding a criterion that is the least harm-

ful to "sacrifice" on behalf of the rest of the criteria in order to achieve the best performance of

the NMR preamplifier as the integral part of the NMR spectroscopy system.

There are different designs and techniques available for the amplifier construction. Based

on frequency bandwidth of NMR measurements, which is the area between 10 MHz and 500

MHz, classification of available techniques, from the aspect of noise properties, has been made

according to [25], [26], [27], [28] and [29], their ranking from best to worst has been presented

in Table 3.1, and the explanation of the ranking, from the aspect of noise properties, has been

described below.

Table 3.1: Classification of available techniques for NMR preamplifier; ranked from best to worst from
the aspect of noise properties

No. Design

1 HEMT–based

2 CMOS–based

3 FET–based

4 BJT–based

5 Op Amp–based

Bipolar junction transistors (BJTs), are, among field–efect transistors (FETs), the basic transis-

tor types. Colloquially speaking, BJTs are current controlled devices. This is said so because

of the fact that the BJTs input current levels exceed the ones of the FETs for a few orders of

magnitude. Because of a relatively high current levels that flow through this type of transistors,

BJTs thermal noise levels are much higher on average than the ones of the other available am-

plifier techniques mentioned in Table 3.1 (except operational amplifiers). Therefore, BJTs are

generally not used for the construction of NMR low–noise amplifiers (LNAs).

Operational amplifier (Op Amp) technology is a very popular technology in a modern con-

sumer electronics due to its versatility and usage simplicity. However, Op Amps are usually

comprised of multiple number of different BJTs, where every BJT injects its own noise in the

system. Obviously, multiple BJTs on average have higher noise levels than a single BJT, mak-

ing this technique even more unfavourable for the LNA construction that the aforementioned

BJT technology, at least from the aspect of noise, which is the most important aspect in the

NMR LNA design and construction.
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FETs, because of their low input current levels (compared to BJTs), are colloquially known

as voltage controlled devices. Because of the low current levels that flow through this type of

transistors, FETs thermal noise levels are notably lower than the ones of BJTs, making them

more suitable for the construction of LNAs.

CMOS (or complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor) is a complementary and symmetrical

structure of one of the types of FETs, called metal–oxide–semiconductor FETs (or MOSFETs).

From the aspect of noise, CMOS is a technology that further improved noise properties of FETs

(meaning that the overall noise levels of CMOS are lower than the ones of FETs). This is

achieved by the use of two complementary MOSFET types: p–MOS and n–MOS; where p–

MOS are the MOSFETs that only use holes as charge carriers in their operation, while n–MOS

are the MOSFETs that only use electrons as charge carriers in their operation. So, practically

speaking, complementary properties of n–MOS and p–MOS transistors "cancel out" each others

imperfections, even from the noise properties point of view, making CMOS technology even

better technology to use for the construction of LNAs, compared to FETs.

High–electron–mobility transistors (HEMTs), also known as heterostructure FETs, is one of

the newer FET types, where the current levels flowing through the transistors are even more

lowered, compared to the ordinary FETs, causing even lower noise levels. Furthermore, current

variations are much lower in HEMTs, compared to the ordinary FETs, which not only stabilizes

the characteristics of these transistors, but it also additionally decreases their external noise lev-

els. That is why this technology is the most appropriate technology for the NMR LNA design

and construction, from the aspect of noise.

Finally, it is necessary to point out once more that this classification has been made from

the aspect of noise properties and for the design and construction of LNAs for the specific

use in NMR spectroscopy. Namely, the highest priority in this classification has been given

to achieving the lowest possible noise figure, while the operational frequency bandwidth has

been set roughly to the bandwidth between 0 and 500 MHz. The technology ranking, shown in

Table 3.1 would certainly have been much different if some other property (like, for example,

the power gain level) would have been given the highest priority, and this would most definitely

be true if a notably higher frequency bandwidth would have been observed. In the end, the

author feels that the the ranking presented in Table 3.1 is the best suited one for the design of

low noise preamplifiers, used in NMR spectroscopy, with the operational frequency bandwidth

roughly being between 0 and 500 MHz.
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Chapter 4

Noise in nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy system

In this chapter, the concept of noise will be introduced. Fundamental types of noise present

in electronic systems will be described, and elements of NMR spectroscopy system will be

classified by the type of noise they generate. Additionally, the measure that compares desired

signal level to the one of the background noise, called signal–to–noise ratio, will be introduced,

as well as the measure of degradation of the signal–to–noise ratio, called noise figure.

4.1 Noise definition and its properties

Broadly speaking, noise can be defined as any unwanted disturbance, regardless of whether it

comes from the communication channel itself or from outside of the channel, that interferes with

the desired signal. The disturbances that come from the sources external to the observed system

(e. g. electrostatic or electromagnetic coupling between the circuit and power lines, radio

transmitters or fluorescent lights, hum from power supplies etc.) are usually not stochastic. All

these disturbances are caused by radiation from electrical equipment. On the other hand, the

disturbances, which are an intrinsic property of the communication channel, form a stochastic

signal. In electronics, the word "noise" represents spontaneous fluctuations that result from the

physics of the devices and materials that make up the electrical system [26]. The first papers

that defined noise in electronics defined it as the electromotive force due to thermal agitation in

conductors [30, 31].

Noise is important because it defines the limit of resolution of sensors and the dynamic

range of various systems. Although the highest signal level that can be processed in a system

is defined by the characteristics of elements that make the system, the lowest detectable signal

level is set by noise. Generally, the reason why noise is such a problem in electronic systems

lies within a fact that it is a totally random signal. Its spectrum consists of multiple frequency
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components whose amplitudes and phases are completely stochastic. This means that it is

impossible to predict the amplitude nor the phase of noise in any given moment in time.

When speaking specifically about NMR spectroscopy systems, noise is the biggest problem

during the Rx mode of NMR measurements. Namely, as it was mentioned in section 3.1, levels

of response signals of the measured samples are usually very low – they can go down even to

the order of a fW. Such low signal levels are comparable to or even lower than the noise of

NMR spectroscopy system, which makes it difficult to detect these signals.

Fortunately, although it is impossible to predict the exact value of noise, it is possible to

predict its randomness. It turns out that noise has a Gaussian distribution of its amplitude in

time [26]. The curve of common Gaussian distribution, along with the example of noise signal

is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Noise waveform and Gaussian probability density function of noise amplitude [32]

This Gaussian distribution arises when noise voltage level gets measured with a great num-

ber of data points and then occurences with the same amplitude get summed up. Mathemati-

cally, this distribution can be expressed as:

f (x) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

(x−µ)2

2σ2 , (4.1)

where µ is the average value, while σ is the standard deviation or root mean square (RMS) value

of the variable x [26]. A good engineering approximation is that common electrical noise lies

within ±3σ of the average value, µ . This means that, for 99.7% of the time, the peak–to–peak

value of the noise is less than six times its RMS value [26].

Fortunately, the noise mostly has its mean value equal to zero, while its RMS value is

relatively easy to measure or predict. Since the RMS definition is based on the equivalent
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heating effect, the RMS value, URMS, of the time–dependent voltage, u(t), can be determined

with the use of expression (4.2):

URMS =

√
1

Tmeas

∫ Tmeas

0
u2(t)dt, (4.2)

where Tmeas represents time duration of the noise measurement [26]. Because they can be

relatively easily measured and determined, noise RMS values are the ones used in noise analysis

in electronic systems.

4.2 Fundamental types of noise

There are three main types of fundamental noise mechanisms: thermal noise, low–frequency

(1/ f ) noise and shot noise. Effects of every type of noise occur in different types of electronic

components and devices and are evident in different forms. And although noise, unfortunately,

cannot be completely removed from electronic systems, it can be controlled, manipulated and

even damped, if handled properly. If you know the enemy and know yourself, as Sun Tzu states,

you need not fear the result of a hundred battles. So, let us learn to know the enemy!

4.2.1 Thermal noise

Thermal noise is a type of noise that is encountered the most, so it is considered first. It has first

been observed by J. B. Johnson in 1927 [30] and H. Nyquist in 1928 [31], so this type of noise

is also called Johnson noise or Nyquist noise. Thermal noise is caused by the random thermally

excited vibration of the charge carriers in a conductor [26].

Namely, in every conductor at a temperature above absolute zero, which equals 0 K, its

charge carriers, which are the electrons and the holes, are in random motion, which is dependent

on temperature of the conductor. Since carriers carry a charge equal to 1.602 · 10−19 C, and

since there are miniature changes of charge, dq(t), through the cross section of the conductor,

that occur in very short periods of time, dt, a low–level, random–direction and time dependent

electric current, i(t), exists in the conductor [33]:

i(t) =
dq(t)

dt
. (4.3)

Since every realistic conductor is resistive, R, the current from the expression (4.3) causes rise

of a voltage, u(t), across the terminals of the conductor [33]:

u(t) = i(t) ·R. (4.4)
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It can be shown that the RMS thermal noise voltage, Et , depends on temperature of the

conductor, T , in kelvins, conductor’s resistance or real part of its impedance, R, and noise

bandwidth of the measuring system, ∆ f , in Hz [26]:

Et =
√

4kT R∆ f , (4.5)

where k represents Boltzmann’s constant, which equals 1.38 ·10−23 J/K. Available thermal noise

power in a conductor, Nt , therefore equals [26]:

Nt = kT ∆ f . (4.6)

Obviously, available thermal noise power is dependent only on the temperature of the conductor

and the frequency bandwidth of the measuring system. The most important thing to notice in

expression (4.6) is that, since noise power is proportional to the noise bandwidth, there is equal

noise power in each hertz of bandwidth. For example, noise power between 1 Hz and 2 Hz is

equal to the one between 1000 Hz and 1001 Hz. This is why thermal noise is also being called

white noise: because, just as white color is comprised equally of all the colors, the spectrum of

thermal noise is comprised equally of all the frequencies.

As it can be seen from the expressions (4.5), and (4.6), thermal noise is present in all passive

resistive elements. So, in NMR spectroscopy systems, this type of noise is dominant in NMR

probes, duplexers, directional couplers and cables that are connected between the elements of

the system.

4.2.2 Low–frequency (1/ f ) noise

In subsection 4.2.1 it has been shown that thermal noise is a consequence of random electron

vibrations in a conductor at a temperature above absolute zero. This means that a conductor can

generate voltage at its terminals even without being connected to an external voltage or current

source. However, if the conductor is connected to some kind of external source, currents created

by the source and by conductor’s thermal noise are not the only currents that flow through

the conductor. There is one more additional current, created by the inhomogeneity and the

discontinuity of the conductor.

Because an external source is connected to the conductor’s terminals, it creates a voltage

drop across the conductor, which means that the current flows through the conductor. Let us

assume that the external source generates direct current (DC) through the conductor. This means

that the current flows constantly in the same direction. Because the conductor is discontinuous

and inhomogeneous, its cross-section does not always have the same value nor the shape, and

also, there are some parts inside the conductor (e. g. impurities) where electrons simply cannot
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pass through. As a consequence, the electrons do not flow through the conductor in parallel

straight lines; they change their transversal directions and they collide into each other. Imagine a

crowded multi lane, high–speed motorway that suddenly shrinks to only one lane, then suddenly

extends to three lanes, then there’s a barricade that blocks the middle lane, then the motorway

extends again to four lanes, etc., and all that without any prior warning or a traffic sign. It

sounds like a motorway where frequent nasty collisions and accidents are a part of an everyday

life! But that is exactly what happens in the conductor; except electrons do not have a brake, so

they keep going in spite of all the collisions. These "lane switches" and collisions of electrons

generate additional noise that adds to thermal noise. This is why 1/ f noise is also known in

literature as excess noise [26].

The effects of this type of noise are more visible with the decrease of frequency – that is why

it is called 1/ f noise in the first place. The reason for this lies in a fact that any frequency and

its period are inversely proportional. Or in other words, signals of a lower frequency switch the

direction of the current flow less times in a certain time gap than the ones of a higher frequency.

This means that, at lower frequencies, electrons’ "mileage" will be larger than the one at higher

frequencies. Because of this, the amount of electron collisions and "lane switches" will be

higher at lower frequencies because there is a greater "road length" to pass, and therefore,

a greater chance of the electrons colliding . To better understand this statement, one should

imagine electron flow at infinite frequency. In this case, direction switches are so fast that the

electron simply does not manage to react to the switch, causing it to stand still in one place.

Since all electrons stand still in one place, it is obvious that they cannot collide with each other,

so there would obviously be no effects caused by 1/ f noise.

Since 1/ f noise is inversely proportional to frequency, it is possible to determine its avail-

able power, N1/ f , by integration over the range of frequencies in which our interest lies:

N1/ f = K1

∫ fh

fl

d f
f

= K1 ln
fh

fl
, (4.7)

where fl and fh stand for the lowest and the highest frequency in the bandwidth of interest,

respectively, while K1 is the conductor’s dimension constant, usually given in the device’s

datasheet [26]. The most important thing to notice in expression (4.7) is that, unlike thermal

noise, whose available noise power is equal for every hertz of the bandwidth of interest, avail-

able 1/ f noise power is equal for every decade of frequency. So, as the available thermal noise

power between 1 Hz and 2 Hz is equal to the one between 1000 Hz and 1001 Hz, the available

1/ f noise power between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz is equal to the one between 1000 Hz and 10000 Hz.

As it is explained at the beginning of this subsection, in order for the 1/ f noise to exist,

electric current has to flow through the conductor or device. If this electric current is a low–

frequency or a DC one, then the effects of 1/ f noise are visible. Obviously, this type of noise
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is dominant in active devices – the devices that need a DC power supply in order to operate

properly. In NMR spectroscopy systems, the active devices are spectrometers and preamplifiers,

so this type of noise is dominant in these two types of elements.

4.2.3 Shot noise

Shot noise is a type of noise that occurs in electronic elements with a potential barrier (e. g.

diodes and transistors). To understand this type of noise, one should consider the case of an

ordinary forward–biased silicon diode, where electrons and holes are crossing the potential

barrier. When, for example, an electron enters the diode’s p–type semiconductor via its anode, it

starts accelerating and moving towards the n–type semiconductor with increasing speed. Before

it enters the n–type semiconductor and exits the diode via its cathode, the electron smashes into

the potential barrier, causing an impulse of electric current. The overall pulsing current flow

caused by all the electrons and holes inside the diode is a granulated effect and it resembles a

shotgun penetration. That is why such current variations are called shot noise.

The RMS value of the shot noise current, Ish, is given by:

Ish =
√

2qIDC∆ f , (4.8)

where q represents absolute value of the charge of an electron (1.602 · 10−19 C), IDC is the

direct current, while ∆ f is the noise bandwidth [26]. To envisage the effect of shot noise, a

great example to observe is a heavy rain on a tin roof. Here, raindrops correspond to charge

carriers, precipitation rate corresponds to the current IDC, the roof itself represents the potential

barrier, and the area of the roof relates to the noise bandwidth, ∆ f [26].

Since shot noise is associated with current flow across a potential barrier, and due to the

fact that such a barrier exists in the pn junctions in semiconductor devices, this type of noise

is present in diodes, in bipolar transistors’ (BJT) emitter–base junctions and field effect transis-

tors’ (FET) gate–source junctions. In NMR spectroscopy systems, devices that comprise such

elements are duplexers, preamplifiers and spectrometers.

4.3 Signal–to–noise ratio

Sometimes, when a signal is being measured, its power or amplitude or any information that

regards just the signal itself is not enough. It is necessary to know the origin of the noise that

surrounds the signal. Measurements in NMR spectroscopy are a great example, since their

amplitudes are comparable or even lower than the surrounding noise, so it is a good idea to

know something about the dynamics between the signal and its surrounding noise. As it was

mentioned in the second paragraph of section 4.1, noise defines the lowest detectable signal
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level, so, if nothing else, it would be good to know the level of noise in NMR spectroscopy

system in order to know how much weak signals can the system detect.

One of the most often used measures that describes the dynamics between the desired signal

and its background noise is called signal–to–noise ratio (SNR), and it is defined as the ratio of

the average power of the signal and the one of its background noise:

SNR =
PS

PN
, (4.9)

where PS and PN stand for average power levels of signal and noise, respectively [27]. An

example of SNR determination of a signal can be seen in Figure 4.2. SNR can also be expressed

via RMS voltage level of the signal, US, and the one of the noise, UN , in which case the described

measure is called voltage signal–to–noise ratio (VSNR) [27]:

V SNR =
US

UN
. (4.10)

Both SNR and VSNR are very often expressed in decibels (dB). In this case, their values are

the same and can be calculated as follows:

SNR[dB] = 10 · log(SNR[lin.]) = 20 · log(V SNR[lin.]). (4.11)

This is necessary to mention because different communities, and even different journals of the

same community, define and abbreviate these two ratios differently, so this way, the level of

misunderstanding should be much lower.

Figure 4.2: An example of SNR determination
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4.4 Noise figure

To sum this chapter up, noise is a problem in electronic system because it is ever–present and

because it is stochastic, so it is impossible to predict its value, and therefore, impossible to get

rid of it. When a signal flows through electronic devices, not only does it have a certain amount

of noise straight away after its "birth", but every electronic device the signal flows through

also gives it an additional amount of noise. But how exactly does this concern the dynamics

between the signal and its background noise? An example of a realistic active element (e. g. an

amplifier) is going to serve well to explain this (Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3: Dependence of SNR on the signal position in an electronic device

Let there be a signal with a power level Sinput and the power level of its background noise

Ninput at the input of the active element, with its power gain G. The signal’s SNR at the input of

the active element is then equal to:

SNRinput =
Sinput

Ninput
. (4.12)

After the signal passes through the active element, it gets amplified for the amount of G, but

so does its background noise. That being said, one would expect that SNR at the output of the

active element would then be equal to:

SNRout put =
Sout put

Nout put
=

G ·Sinput

G ·Ninput
=

Sinput

Ninput
= SNRinput . (4.13)
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But that, unfortunately, is not correct. The problem is that the active element itself creates a

certain amount of noise that adds up to the input noise. So, SNR at the output of the active

element is really equal to:

SNRout put =
Sout put

Nout put
=

G ·Sinput

G ·Ninput +Nadded
=

Sinput

Ninput +
Nadded

G

< SNRinput . (4.14)

It can be seen that the output SNR from the expression (4.14) is smaller than the one from

the expression (4.13). This means that SNR of a signal deteriorates when it passes through

electronic devices; and not just the active ones, but also the pasive ones!

This is why a figure–of–merit that describes the deterioration of a signal’s SNR through

electronic elements has been introduced. This figure–of–merit is called noise figure (F), and

noise figure of an electronic element is equal to the ratio of the SNR at the input of the element,

SNRinput , and the one at the output of the element, SNRout put , respectively [26]:

F =
SNRinput

SNRout put
. (4.15)

Noise figure is very often expressed in decibels:

F [dB] = 10 · log(F [lin.]). (4.16)

If the observed element is noise–free, it can be seen from expressions (4.15) and (4.16) that its

noise figure is then equal to 1 in linear scale, or 0 dB in logarithmic scale, respectively. But as

it was described by now, such an element, unfortunately, exists only on paper.

One great thing about noise figure is that, not only can it describe SNR deterioration through

only one electronic element, but it can also describe SNR deterioration through the entire sys-

tem! It can be shown that, if there is a system, built as a cascade network (Figure 4.4) of n

elements, all mutually matched to the same impedance (e. g. to Z0 = 50Ω), it is possible to

describe noise figure of the entire system as:

Fcascade = F1 +
F2 −1

G1
+ · · ·+ Fn −1

n−1

∏
i=1

Gn

, (4.17)

where Gn and Fn stand for power gain and noise figure of the n–th element, respectively [26].

When noise figure of a cascade is determined with the use of expression (4.17), input and output

SNRs of the cascade are, similar to the expression (4.15), connected as:

Fcascade =
SNRinput

SNRout put
. (4.18)
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The expression (4.17) is going to be used to describe the most sensitive part of the NMR spec-

troscopy system from the aspect of noise, but more on this is going to be written in Chapter 6.

Figure 4.4: Cascade of n electronic devices
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Chapter 5

Electromagnetic model of the probe

In this chapter, available expression for induced voltage on the coil [2], as well as its modernized

version [34], and knowledge about noise, described in Chapter 4, are going to be used to create

an expression that describes signal–to–noise ratio at the output of the probe.

5.1 Motivation

Schematic diagram of NMR probe, along with temperature environments of different parts of

the probe, are shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of NMR probe and
temperature environments of its different parts

There are expressions available in the literature that describe induced voltage on the coil and

noise level around the coil [2, 34]. Combining these expressions, it is possible to calculate SNR

at the coil’s terminals (SNRcoil in Figure 5.1). However, such an expression neglects some of the

effects described in Chapter 2. It also neglects the fact that the response signal passes through
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the transmission line with inherent losses, and whose temperature also gradually changes from

cryogenic temperatures to room temperature. These two efects cause additional noise that gets

summed up to the response signal’s background noise, thus causing a degradation of the re-

sponse signal’s SNR. So, the idea is to take all these neglected effects and derive an expression

that describes SNR of the response signal, but at the output of the probe, that is situated in the

environment of room temperature (SNRprobe in Figure 5.1). This expression should serve as a

more precise electromagnetic model of the NMR probe than the one already available in the

literature, and it will also be used as a comparison to another created electromagnetic model

that will be described in Chapter 6.

5.2 Induced signal at the coil’s terminals

It is shown that the voltage level of the sample’s response signal, induced at the terminals of the

NMR probe’s coil, Uind , depends on Larmor frequency of the sample, ωL, overall magnetization

of the sample, M, cross section’s area of the coil, Acoil , and number of turns of the coil, ncoil [2]:

Uind = µ0ωLMAcoilncoil, (5.1)

where µ0 represents vacuum permeability (4π ·10−7 H/m). In this expression, all the variables

(except for the constant, µ0) first need to be calculated. So, the idea is to manipulate the ex-

pression (5.1) until all the parameters are either constants or are immediately easy to determine.

The first step that can be done is to express Larmor frequency with its basic expression:

ωL = 2πγB0, (5.2)

where γ stands for the gyromagnetic ratio of the sample, while B0 represents direct magnetic

field in whose environment the sample is placed. After the insertion of (5.2) into (5.3), Uind is

now expressed as:

Uind = 2πγB0µ0MAcoilncoil. (5.3)

In order to simplify the expression (5.3), an assumption will be made is that the coil’s cross

section has a circular shape. Now it is possible to express the cross section area by the mean

radius of a coil’s turn, rcoil as:

Acoil = r2
coilπ. (5.4)

After the insertion of (5.4) into (5.3), Uind is expressed as:

Uind = 2π
2
γB0µ0Mr2

coilncoil. (5.5)
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Overall sample magnetization, M, can be expressed as:

M =
Nγ2h̄2I(I +1)B0

3kTcoilVsample
, (5.6)

where N stands for the amount of substance (in this case, the amount of the observed nuclei

in the observed sample), h̄ stands for reduced Planck constant (1.055 · 10−34 Js), I stands for

the spin of the observed nuclei, k represents Boltzmann constant (1.38 · 10−23 J/K), Vsample

represents the volume of the sample, while Tcoil represents temperature, expressed in kelvins, in

which environment the sample is placed in. After the insertion of (5.6) into (5.5), Uind is now

equal to:

Uind =
2π2

3
γ3h̄2B2

0µ0I(I +1)Nr2
coilncoil

kTcoilVsample
. (5.7)

In order to get rid of π2, one can express reduced Planck constant via the non–reduced one, h

(6.63 ·10−34 Js):

h̄ =
h

2π
⇒ h̄2 =

h2

4π2 . (5.8)

Uind is now expressed as:

Uind =
1
6

γ3h2B2
0µ0I(I +1)Nr2

coilncoil

kTcoilVsample
. (5.9)

One last substitution that will be done is the one of the amount of substance, N, via the mass,

m, and molar mass, M, of the sample:

N =
m
M

NA, (5.10)

where NA represents Avogardro constant (6.022 · 1023 mol−1). Finally, Uind can be expressed

as:

Uind =
1
6

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

kTcoilVsample
. (5.11)

This expression represents voltage level of the induced response signal at the coil’s terminals.

Before the "translation" to the probe’s terminals, a good idea is to first discuss a few occuring,

potentially problematic, effects. The first effect is reflection of the signal due to the impedance

mismatch. However, since one part of the probe is the tuning/matching network, the coil is

almost perfectly matched to characteristic impedance of the transmission line, which is equal to

50 Ω, at the frequency that is exactly equal to the sample’s Larmor frequency. Therefore, this

effect can in this case be neglected. The second effect is signal loss due to the series distributed

resistance and shunt distributed conductance of the transmission line. However, ultra–low–

loss coaxial cables are frequently used as transmission lines in NMR probes, so this effect can
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also be neglected. There are also a few effects that are caused by the phenomena described in

Chapter 2, but more about these effects will be discussed in section 5.4.

5.3 Background noise of the response signal

In order to desribe and express background noise of the response signal, first it is necessary to

identify the correct type of noise that needs to be taken into consideration. To do that, a good

idea is to observe the coil and its environment first. It can be seen in Figure 5.1 that the probe

is comprised of only passive elements. This means that there are no power supplies needed

to connect to the probe for it to work, so there are no DC currents flowing through the probe.

Therefore, 1/ f noise can be neglected. Also, since there are no active elements in the probe,

there are obviously no transistors, that possess a pn junction, in the probe. There are also no

diodes in the probe, so shot noise can also be neglected. On the other hand, thermal noise is

ever–present, regardless of the type of the electronic element, and since the effects of both shot

noise and 1/ f noise can be neglected, thermal noise is the dominant type of noise in NMR

probes.

Now that the dominant type of noise is determined, the next step is to detect all noise sources

in the probe. As it is explained in subsection 4.2.1, electronic elements with ohmic resistance

are the ones that generate thermal noise. It can be seen in Figure 5.1 that the only two elements

of the probe with ohmic losses are the real part of the coil’s impedance and the transmission

line’s input impedance (which is calculated under the assumption that the transmission line is

terminated with Z0 at its output; in our case this assumption is correct). So, in order to express

overall background noise of the response signal, caused by the effect of thermal noise, it is first

necessary to express background noises of both aforementioned elements separately, and then

somehow observe its overall effect.

As it can be seen in expression (4.5), voltage level of the background noise depends mostly

on the ohmic resistance value of the element that generates noise, and on the temperature in

which environment the resistor is placed in. So, in order to express background noise voltage

level caused by the coil’s ohmic resistance, Unoisecoil , it is necessary to determine this resistance,

Rcoil , and the temperature of the coil’s environment,Tcoil , also needs to be known:

Unoisecoil =
√

4kTcoilRcoil∆ f , (5.12)

where k represents Boltzmann constant, while ∆ f stands for the observed frequency bandwidth.

The resistance of the coil can be expressed as:

Rcoil = ρwire
lwire

Swire
, (5.13)
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where lwire represents the length of the wire the coil is made of, Swire represents the cross-section

of the wire the coil is made of, while ρwire represents resistivity of a material the wire is made

of [35]. The length of the wire, lwire can be calculated as:

lwire = ncoil2rcoilπ, (5.14)

where ncoil represents number of turns of the coil, while rcoil represents mean radius of the

coil’s cross section. The wire’s cross-section, Swire, can be expressed as:

Swire = r2
wireπ − (rwire −d)2

π = (2rwire −d)dπ, (5.15)

where rwire represents the diameter of the wire the coil is made of, while d represents the depth

of the skin effect. The skin effect can be expressed as:

d =

√
2ρwire

ωLµwire
, (5.16)

where ωL represents the Larmor frequency, while µwire represents the magnetic permeability of

the wire, which is equal to µ0. Taking expressions (5.14), (5.15) and (5.16) into consideration,

the coil’s resistance can now be expressed as:

Rcoil = ρwire
2ncoilrcoil

(2rwire −d)d
. (5.17)

On the other hand, the input impedance of the transmission line, RT L, can be determined

as [35]:

RT L =
Z0lT Lαcoax[dB/m]

4.343
, (5.18)

where Z0 and αcoax represent characteristic impedance (usually 50 Ω) and losses per length

(given in the cable’s datasheet) of the coaxial cable the transmission line is made of, respec-

tively, while lT L represents the length in meters of the same coaxial cable [35] Again, this input

impedance is determined under the assumption that the transmission line is terminated with Z0

at its output, which is true in the described case.

However, the determination of the transmission line’s temperature is not so straightforward.

The problem is that one side of the transmission line is situated in the environment of cryogenic

temperature (just as the probe’s coil and the tuning/matching network), while the other side is

situated in the environment of room temperature, so it is obvious that none of the temperatures

can be used as the temperature in whose environment the transmission line is placed in. How-

ever, since there is a temperature gradient along the transmission line from one side to another,

a good approximation is to use the arithmetic mean value of the two temperatures. So, the
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temperature in whose environment the transmission line is placed in, TT L, can be expressed as:

TT L =
Tcoil +T0

2
, (5.19)

where T0 represents the so–called standard temperature that is equal to 290 K (this temperature

is used as a room temperature). Now, background noise voltage level caused by the transmission

line’s input impedance, Utherm.noiseT L , can be expressed as:

Utherm.noiseT L =
√

4kTT LRT L∆ f . (5.20)

Now the two background noise voltages need to be combined in order to determine the

overall background noise voltage level. It is shown that uncorrelated voltage sources (which

noise sources definitely are), can be combined by the summation of their RMS values, thus

getting the overall background noise RMS voltage level [26]. So, the overall background noise

RMS voltage level, Unoiseoverall , expressed via noise RMS voltage levels caused by the coil,

Unoisecoil , and the transmission line, UthermalnoiseT L , is equal to:

Unoiseoverall =
√

U2
noisecoil

+U2
therm.noiseT L

. (5.21)

After insertion of (5.12) and (5.20) into (5.21), the expression for Unoiseoverall now stands as:

Unoiseoverall =
√

4kTcoilRcoil∆ f +4kTT LRT L∆ f = 2
√

k(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f . (5.22)

This is the expression of background noise that will be used in the derived expression for the

SNR at the probe terminals.

5.4 Signal–to–noise ratio at the probe’s terminals

In order to derive the expression for VSNR at the probe’s terminals, one simply needs to com-

bine expressions (5.11) for the voltage level of the induced response signal, and (5.22) for the

overall background noise voltage RMS level:

V SNRprobe =
1
12

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

TcoilVsample
√

k3(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f
, (5.23)

where Rcoil , RT L and TT L can be determined by the use of (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19), respectively.

In order to make this expression more precise, a few more effects (whose description is available

at the end of subsection 7.2) have been taken into consideration: signal reduction due to short

T2 time, KT2 , due to spectral linewidth broadening, KLW , due to NQR spectral lines splitting,
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KLS, and due to number of crystallographic sites, KCS, as well as the abundance of the observed

isotope, nisotopes, which makes the final expression for VSNR at the probe’s terminals to be

equal to:

V SNRprobe =
1
12

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

TcoilVsample
√

k3(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f
KT2KLW KLSKCSnisotopes. (5.24)

Equivalent SNR at the probe’s terminals is then equal to:

SNRprobe =

(
1
12

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

TcoilVsample
√

k3(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f
KT2KLW KLSKCSnisotopes

)2

.

(5.25)

Equations (5.24) and (5.25) can also be expressed in decibels, where V SNRprobe can be ex-

pressed as:

V SNRprobe[dB] = 20 · log(V SNRprobe[lin.]) =

= 20 · log

(
1
12

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

TcoilVsample
√

k3(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f
KT2KLW KLSKCSnisotopes

)
,

(5.26)

while SNRprobe can be expressed as:

SNRprobe[dB] = 10 · log(SNRprobe[lin.]) =

= 10 · log

( 1
12

m
M

NA
γ3h2B2

0µ0I(I +1)r2
coilncoil

TcoilVsample
√

k3(TcoilRcoil +TT LRT L)∆ f
KT2KLW KLSKCSnisotopes

)2
 .

(5.27)
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Chapter 6

Noise model of the receiving chain

In this chapter, the development of the noise model of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain is explained.

The derived expression for the Rx chain’s noise figure is given here, as well as its development

and the conclusions this expression offers.

6.1 Motivation

One of the biggest problems in today’s NMR measurements is that in the case of very low

response signals of specific samples the averaging of a high number of acquisitions has to be

used, which results in very long measurement times [11]. Depending on sample properties,

these measurements can last up to a few tens of hours [15] for a single dataset. This is because

it can easily happen that the signal arriving from the coil is lower than the noise level. The

enhancements, such as cryogenic NMR spectroscopy [36, 37], proved to be effective in the

improvement of the noise properties. However, if the goal is to study the temperature properties

of a particular system, they are set by measurement conditions and can hardly be used arbitrarily

to further improve the signal characteristics. Thus, it is necessary to quantitatively analyse

every segment of the NMR’s receiving chain, find its weak links and look for the solutions of

improvement there. This way, it is possible to examine the feasibility of further improvement of

the existing setup, and also to determine new potential ways of enhancing the sensitivity of the

NMR measurements, which could lead to a significant additional shortening of the measurement

time.
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6.2 Development of the receiving chain’s noise model

6.2.1 Basic noise model of the receiving chain

As it was already mentioned in section 3.1, the response signal is much weaker than the exciting

one (an order of a fW compared to an order of a kW). Due to very low levels of the response

signal, close to or even smaller than the background noise level [26], the sensitivity of the

NMR system operating in Rx mode is very limited. That is why the receiving chain is the most

sensitive part of the NMR spectroscopy system and also why it is necessary to quantitatively

define this part of the system.

The block diagram of the receiving chain is shown in Figure 6.2. Here, L1, L2 and L4

stand for the linear values of power losses of the input cable, the duplexer and the output cable,

respectively, while G3 and F3 stand for the linear values of power gain and noise figure of

the preamplifier, respectively. F5 stands for the linear equivalent value of noise figure of the

entire spectrometer (its RF receiver, A/D converter and digital signal processor – DSP). The

explanation on how the value of F5 was determined can be found in section 6.3. Inserting above

definitions for various chain parameters into 4.17, one gets the expression for the overall noise

figure of the NMR receiving chain:

FNMRRx = F1 +
F2 −1

G1
+

F3 −1
G1G2

+
F4 −1

G1G2G3
+

F5 −1
G1G2G3G4

. (6.1)

However, (6.1) is correct only if the noise temperature at the chain input is equal to T0, and if the

impedances of all the elements are matched to the system impedance, Z0. Since this might not

be the case in practical NMR receiving chain, some corrections of the expression (6.1) need to

be made. The corrections will be described and explained step-by-step, until the final expression

is created.

6.2.2 Corrections due to lossy elements of the receiving chain

In Figure 6.2, it is shown that the receiving chain is comprised of the input cable, the duplexer,

the preamplifier, the output cable and the spectrometer. Clearly, the input cable, the duplexer

and the output cable are all passive lossy devices. They are always manufactured in a way that

their input/output impedance is matched to the system impedance Z0. Even if the associated

impedance is not identical to Z0, inevitable losses "improve" matching (but, at the same time,

deteriorate the noise figure). Hence, the corrections regarding the impedance mismatch in (6.1)

is not necessary. Furthermore, it is well-known [35] that the gain and the noise figure of a
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matched lossy two–port network are related by very simple expressions:

Gi =
1
Li

; Fi = Li, (6.2)

where Li stand for power loss, and Gi and Fi as previously defined power gain and noise figure,

of the i–th element of the chain, respectively. By insertion of (6.2) into (6.1), the receiving chain

(Figure 6.2) noise figure can be expressed as:

FNMRRx = L1 +L1(L2 −1)+L1L2(F3 −1)+
L1L2(L4 −1)

G3
+

L1L2L4(F5 −1)
G3

. (6.3)

This way, all the elements’ losses and gains can be measured using a vector network analyzer

(VNA), which is often found in NMR laboratories, by measuring S21 scattering parameter of

every element, and then using (6.4) if the element is passive, or (6.5) if the element is active [38]:

Li[lin.] = 10−
|S21i

|[dB]
10 ; (6.4)

Gi[lin.] = 10
|S21i

|[dB]
10 . (6.5)

Noise figures of any element can also be measured by a noise figure meter [39]. This is a

standard instrument widely used in RF engineering, but it is not often found in an average NMR

laboratory. A special problem, which is the determination of the spectrometer’s equivalent

noise figure value by a simple approximate method that uses just a signal generator, is given

in section 6.3. An alternative route in determining it is to use the values found in associate

datasheets.

From Figure 6.2, it is clear that the first element in the NMR receiving chain is the cable

that connects the output of the probe to the input of the duplexer. Its noise properties limit

minimal value of the overall noise figure of the chain (6.3) There is no hardware nor software

improvements that can decrease overall noise figure below the value of cable losses (the first

element in 6.3). Therefore, to achieve a lower overall noise figure of the NMR receiving chain

(and, therefore, to increase sensitivity), it is necessary to shorten or completely remove the

input cable, if it is possible. If not, the recommendation is to use a cable with as low losses as

possible.

6.2.3 Correction due to impedance mismatch of the preamplifier

Coaxial RF components (including those in the NMR system) are usually designed to be matched

to a system characteristic impedance of Z0 = 50 Ω. If some of the chain elements have differ-

ent input/output impedance, reflections of the signal are going to occur, causing an effective
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deterioration of noise figure of both the element itself and the entire RF system. In the NMR re-

ceiving chain (Figure 6.2), there are two active elements that may cause impedance mismatch:

the preamplifier and the spectrometer. Spectrometer is basically a special RF receiver that is

constructed very carefully and great efforts were put in obtaining its good matching. Thus, it

is assumed that the spectrometer input is perfectly matched to Z0 and possible small mismatch

is neglected in our analysis. The preamplifier, however, is not always matched to Z0. As it

was already mentioned in section 3.5, during the construction of an NMR preamplifier, there

are three conditions that need to be met: i) the preamplifier needs to have its power gain as

high as possible, ii) its noise figure as low as possible, and iii) it has to be matched to Z0. In

addition, the amplifier should be stable (i.e. not prone to unwanted self-oscillations) and to have

a high dynamic range. Unfortunately, it is impossible to meet all the conditions above at the

same time and some trade-off is necessary. To take this into account, a situation where both the

elements connected to the input and the output of the preamplifier are well matched to Z0, while

the preamplifier is only mismatched at its input, will be considered. This is a rather realistic

assumption. In such a case, the element connected to the preamplifier’s output is well-matched

to Z0, and the signal is not going to reflect back from it. In this scenario, the preamplifier gain

and noise figure are given by [26]:

Gcorr. = G(1−|S11|2) (6.6)

Fcorr. = 1+
F −1

1−|S11|2
(6.7)

where G and F stand for the measured power gain and the determined noise figure of an element

that needs to be corrected due to an impedance mismatch, respectively [35]. S11 effectively

stands for the linear value of the input reflection coefficient of the same element. The S11

parameter can also be measured by a VNA [38], and its linear value can be determined as:

S11[lin.] = 10
|S11|[dB]

20 . (6.8)

Taking all of the above into consideration, the NMR receiving chain noise figure is now ex-

pressed as:

FNMRRx = L1 +L1(L2 −1)+
L1L2(F3 −1)

1−|S113|2
+

L1L2(L4 −1)
G3(1−|S113 |2)

+
L1L2L4(F5 −1)
G3(1−|S113|2)

. (6.9)

6.2.4 Introduction of the non–standard temperature of the probe

When using the expression (6.9) to determine the NMR receiving chain noise figure, it is im-

plicitly assumed that the noise temperature at the input of the chain is set to the standard tem-
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perature, T0, which is equal to 290 K. This is sometimes, and even often, not really the case in

modern NMR measurements of materials, where the vast majority of measurements has been

made with both the probe and the sample placed in the environment of very low temperatures,

sometimes even as low as the order of 100 mK. Obviously, these temperatures differ signifi-

cantly from T0, used in noise figure definition (4.15). Considering the fact that, on standard

available cryogenic temperatures and magnetic fields, the noise power changes linearly with

temperature [26], it is clear that a temperature correction of expression (6.9) needs to be made.

It can be shown that the non-standard noise figure of some RF element or chain (where by ‘non-

standard’ the input noise temperature T of that element or chain, with T ̸= T0, is regarded) can

be expressed via the standard noise figure of the same element or chain as [40]:

F = 1+
T0

T
(F0 −1). (6.10)

Here, F and F0 stand for non-standard and standard noise figure of an element of the chain

under correction, respectively. Before this correction is introduced to the expression (6.9), first

it is necessary to determine the temperature T . The temperature of both the coil and the sample

is equal to Tcoil , while the temperature at the output of the NMR probe is T0. The temperature of

the coaxial cable will therefore have a gradient along its length from T0 at its output connector to

Tcoil at the other end. Since the coaxial cables are usually made from standard metallic materials

that are good heat conductors, and the temperature Tcoil does not vary significantly during the

measurement, there will be a temperature gradient from one end of the cable to another. This

can be approximated by a linear gradient, enabling definition of the average temperature of the

probe:

Tprobe =
Tcoil +T0

2
(6.11)

Now it is possible to write the expression (6.9) as:

FNMRRx = 1+
2 ·T0

Tcoil +T0

[
L1+L1(L2−1)+

L1L2(F3 −1)
1−|S113|2

+
L1L2(L4 −1)

G3(1−|S113|2)
+

L1L2L4(F5 −1)
G3(1−|S113 |2)

−1
]
.

(6.12)

6.2.4.1 Why cryogenic preamplifier noise figure is not corrected?

One of the most recent notable advances in NMR spectroscopy is the use of cryogenic preampli-

fiers [36]. The idea is to construct the preamplifier that can withstand cryogenic temperatures,

which can go down even to an order of 100 mK. This way, the preamplifier’s thermal noise

level decreases significantly, causing a large decrease of its overall noise figure. And because

this kind of preamplifier does not operate in the environment of temperatures similar or equal to

T0, it might seem logical that the preamplifier’s noise figure also needs temperature correction.

However, this, in fact, is not the case. As it was described in the former section, 6.2.4, standard
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noise figure measurements are performed in such a way that the input signal of the device under

measurement is placed in the environment of T0. If this is not the case, temperature correction

of noise figure of the device, described in (6.10), is performed. This is so because noise figure of

a device represents a measure that describes how much noise the device injects into the system,

and the standard measurement is set to be made with the input signal at T0. So, standard tem-

perature is in fact a norm created so that all the noise figure measurements of different devices

would be done in universal conditions, and therefore, would be comparable to each other.

Therefore, even when the preamplifier is cooled down to cryogenic temperatures, the tem-

perature environment of the preamplifier itself is changed, but the environment of its input

signal remains unaltered. Noise figures of the same preamplifier, when it is measured in the

environment of T0 and in the cryogenic environment, would be different because thermal noise

levels would be different, but both noise figures would be considered standard because the en-

vironment of the input signal was the same for both measurements. This means that, if a certain

preamplifier can be used both in the environment of T0 and cryogenic environment, one needs

to consider noise figure value that was measured in the proper temperature environment, and

this value can be inserted into the expression (6.12) without the correction described in (6.10).

6.2.5 Introducing the signal averaging

As it is already known in the NMR community, the averaging of multiple measurements can

improve effective SNR drastically. It is important to stress out that this improvement presumes

that the physical properties of the NMR system do not vary during the averaging. A well-known

fact is that the effective output voltage SNR increases by a square root of the number of averaged

measurements due to its stochastic nature [17]. Since power is proportional to the square value

of voltage, the power SNR increases linearly by the number of averaged measurements [41]:

SNRavg = nmeas ·SNRsingle (6.13)

where SNRsingle and SNRavg stand for the SNR of the single and averaged measurement, respec-

tively, while nmeas stands for the number of averaged measurements. To illustrate the correct-

ness of this approach, multiple measurements of the 63Cu response signal in the NMR sample

SeCuO3 were performed. During all the measurements, the only parameter that was changed

was the number of averaged measurements. The rest of the parameters were fixed to the val-

ues described in Table 7.2. The measurement results of the 63Cu in SeCuO3 can be seen in

Figure 6.1. As it can be seen, SNR really does increase linearly with the linear increase of

the averaged measurements number. Furthermore, since the fundamental definition of noise

figure of an element or a chain (4.15) is expressed as the ratio of its input and output SNRs,

respectively, it is clear that the output SNR is enhanced linearly with the number of averaged
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measurements. This means that noise figure decreases linearly with the number of averaged

measurements:

Favg =
SNRin

SNRoutavg

=
SNRin

SNRoutsingle ·nmeas
=

Fsingle

nmeas
(6.14)

where Fsingle and Favg stand for the noise figure of the single and averaged measurement, re-

spectively. Finally, the NMR receiving chain noise figure can now be expressed, and it can be

seen under Figure 6.2, as expression (6.15).

The expression (6.15) is the final model of the NMR receiving chain using a single-stage

preamplifier (Figure 6.2). Here, L1, L2 and L4 stand for linear values of power losses of the input

cable, the duplexer and the output cable, respectively, F3, G3 and S113 stand for linear values

of noise figure, power gain and input reflection coefficient of the preamplifier respectively, F5

stands for the linear value of noise figure of the entire spectrometer, T0 and Tcoil stand for

standard temperature of 290 K and the temperature of the environment which the coil and the

sample are placed in, respectively, and nmeas stands for the number of averaged measurements.

Figure 6.1: Dependence of the measured SNR level on the number of averaged measurements
(measured signal: 63Cu in SeCuO3)

6.2.6 The case of a two–stage preamplifier

The case of a two-stage preamplifier (Figure 6.3) is also being considered here. The expres-

sion (6.15) can be extended to (6.16), where the indices are the same as in (6.15), except now

the index ’3b’ refers to the second stage of the two-stage preamplifier. The expression for the

case of a two–stage preamplifier can be seen under Figure 6.3, as expression (6.16).
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The main idea behind the addition of the second stage amplifier is to improve the pream-

plifier so that its parameters, such as its gain (G3), its noise figure (F3) and its input reflection

coefficient (S113), come closer to its optimal values, described in section 3.5, depending on the

rest of the NMR spectroscopy system. The validity check of this well-known approach will be

described in Chapter 7.
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram of the NMR spectroscopy receiving chain with a single–stage preamplifier (up) and its noise figure expression (down)

FNMRRx =
1+ 2T0

Tcoil+T0

[
L1 +L1(L2 −1)+ L1L2(F3−1)

1−|S113 |
2 + L1L2(L4−1)

G3(1−|S113 |
2)
+ L1L2L4(F5−1)

G3(1−|S113 |
2)
−1
]

nmeas
(6.15)

Figure 6.3: Block diagram of the NMR spectroscopy receiving chain with a two–stage preamplifier (up) and its noise figure expression (down)

FNMRRx =

1+ 2T0
Tcoil+T0

[
L1 +L1(L2 −1)+ L1L2(F3−1)

1−|S113 |
2 + L1L2(F3b−1)

G3(1−|S113 |
2)(1−|S113b |

2)
+ L1L2(L4−1)

G3(1−|S113 |
2)G3b(1−|S113b |

2)
+ L1L2L4(F5−1)

G3(1−|S113 |
2)G3b(1−|S113b |

2)
−1
]

nmeas
(6.16)
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6.3 Spectrometer noise figure determination

The spectrometer is one of the most important and most expensive parts of the NMR spec-

troscopy system. It is an RF receiver that does rather complex processing of the NMR mea-

surement signal before the results could be properly shown on the spectrometer screen. The

typical processing blocks of the spectrometer include analog filtering, pre-amplification, down-

converting to intermediate frequency, gain control, analog-to-digital conversion, digital quadra-

ture detection, digital filtering, Fast Fourier Transformation and averaging. Each of the afore-

mentioned processes is done within an electronic device that injects its own excess noise into

the NMR spectroscopy system, causing deterioration of the overall noise properties. So, to cal-

culate the noise properties of the spectrometer, one would need to know a detailed noise model

of each of its building elements. In practice, this information is never available to the NMR user.

Fortunately, it is possible to describe the spectrometer as a "black box" with its own effective

noise figure. This enables a simple measurement of the spectrometer noise figure.

6.3.1 Noise figure measurement using the Twice Power Method

Figure 6.4: Noise figure measurement of the entire spectrometer: the block diagram

The block diagram of the noise figure measurement of the entire spectrometer is shown in

Figure 6.4. In order to determine the noise figure of the entire spectrometer, one needs to use

the so-called Twice Power Method [42]. This method is used when both output signal and

noise levels cannot be determined directly, as it is the case with the spectrometer’s noise figure

measurement, where the output signal is expressed in arbitrary units representing the measured

voltage signal. Therefore, the idea is to perform two measurements: the first measurement

is the output signal measurement where the input is terminated with the load Z0, while the

second measurement is the one with the sine wave signal generator connected to the input of

the spectrometer; and the relative ratio of the two measurements is then used to determine the

spectrometer’s noise figure. So, the first measurement is used in order to determine the output

noise power, P1. Then, the signal generator is connected to the input of the spectrometer instead

of the termination, Z0, and the input signal power level is tuned in so that the output power of
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the second measurement, P2, becomes twice the level of the first measurement, P1:

P2 = 2P1. (6.17)

As the signal generator also contains the termination Z0, which generates noise power level

equal to the one of the first measurement, the expression (6.17) actually states that in this case,

the output signal power level is exactly equal to the noise power level of the first measurement.

So, with the use of the second measurement, the output noise power level from the first mea-

surement is indirectly determined. After this, the spectrometer’s noise figure is determined as

follows:

FSM =
PG

kT0∆ f
, (6.18)

where PG represents the signal generator’s input power level, while ∆ f represents the filter

bandwidth of the spectrometer. Obviously, the Twice Power Method is actually an indirectly

performed Direct Noise Measurement Method. However, as the spectrometer’s output signals

have a dimension of voltage, the expression (6.17) needs to be modified so that the Twice Power

Method can be used by measuring output voltage signals instead of output power signals. As

power is proportional to the squared value of voltage, (6.17) can be rewritten as:

U2
2 = 2U2

1 , (6.19)

where U2 represents the effective value of the output voltage sine signal of the second measure-

ment, while U1 represents the root mean square value of the output voltage noise signal of the

first measurement. But since it is more straightforward to determine the magnitude of the sine

signal, instead of its effective value, U2 can be expressed by its magnitude, A2:

U2 =
A2√

2
. (6.20)

Consequently, (6.19) can now be rewritten as:

A2
2

2
= 2U2

1 . (6.21)

Finally, after calculating a square root of (6.21), one gets the expression:

A2 = 2U1. (6.22)

To sum up, in order to perform the Twice Power Method, but with the use of voltage output

signals, instead of the power ones, one needs to tune the signal generator’s input power level in

such a way that the magnitude of the second measurement gets equal to twice the value of the
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root mean square value of the first measurement’s voltage signal:

FSM =
PG|A2=2U1

kT0∆ f
. (6.23)

In the end, it is also necessary to mention that this method is effective only when used under the

condition that the measured component possesses noise figure values higher than 20 dB. This

is a condition that the spectrometer will soon prove to accomplish (Figure 6.5).

6.3.2 Important notes about the spectrometer noise figure determination

It is necessary to mention here that the value of the overall noise figure of the entire spectrom-

eter depends on the values of the spectrometer’s parameters, such as its power gain, frequency

bandwidth of its filter and number of acquisition points of current measurement, and on the

value of measurement frequency, which is the frequency of the generated sine wave at the spec-

trometer input. This means that the value of the overall noise figure of the entire spectrometer,

calculated with the help of expression (6.23), is true for the current set of parameters of the

spectrometer, but will change if some of the aforementioned parameters change. It is also very

difficult to predict its value because there are multiple elements in the spectrometer whose pa-

rameters can be altered. This is especially true for its gain control, as it is comprised of multiple

variable–gain amplifier stages (see Figure 3.2), and it is hard to predict how exactly the gain

level of every amplifier stage changes with the change of gain control’s power gain level. The

problem is that the receiver of the spectrometer is comprised of multiple elements, connected in

a cascade, whose parameters (like, for example, the power gain levels of the amplifiers) can be

altered. As the power gain levels of the amplifiers that form the spectrometer’s receiver change,

the overall noise figure of the spectrometer changes, too. However, since the spectrometer’s

processing unit, whose operating program code is not available to the end user, is responsible

for the control of the amplifiers’ power gain levels, the end user cannot tell how exactly did

the aforementioned parameters change. Therefore, it is almost impossible to predict the exact

value of the spectrometer’s noise figure a priori without the measurements described in this

section. Furthermore, in order to predict the value of the spectrometer’s noise figure, the end

user should also be familiar with all the devices that form the spectrometer, and their complete

mode of operation, which is, again, very hard to find out, as the companies that construct the

spectrometers do not reveal the entire schematics and the list of the used devices and elements

to the public. This is why the measurement of the spectrometer’s noise figure, described in this

section, is proposed. One should regard the proposed method as a bypass method so that it is not

necessary to be familiar with the exact construction of the entire spectrometer. Without further

ado, the dependence of spectrometer’s noise figure on gain control’s power gain level, set in

the NMR measurements’ software, is shown in Figure 6.5. As it can be seen, the values of the
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spectrometer’s noise figure are very high. At first glance, these values might come as a surprise,

as even the low-quality RF receivers do not have noise figure levels this high. Therefore, now

is a good time to recall the schematic diagram of the entire spectrometer (Figure 3.2) again.

Here, it can be seen that not only the spectrometer’s RF receiver contributes its overall noise

figure values. There are more processes after the signal reception, like A/D conversion, I/Q

modulation, digital filtering and phase cycling, that contribute greatly to the overall value of the

spectrometer’s noise figure. Furthermore, the variable-gain amplifiers inside the spectrometer’s

gain control are actually fixed gain amplifiers with variable attenuators at their inputs. So, in

order to achieve low power gain levels, attenuators’ attenuation levels need to be set high. In

this case, not only is the output signal’s power level lower than in the case of maximum power

gain level, but also, its noise level is higher due to the higher attenuation levels (because passive

components with higher losses have higher noise figures – see (6.4)). A very similar situation

occurs when the input attenuation level of a spectrum analyzer is set to the values higher than

0 dB, which effectively increases the analyzer’s noise figure. This is a problem for the output

SNR determination, as the noisy output sine signal gets dissected to the noiseless sine signal

and the noise, and then the former is used to calculate A2 from the expression (6.22). Namely, as

the gain control’s power gain level decreases, output signal’s power level also decreases, while

in the same time, output noise level increases, making it harder to dissect the output signal.

Therefore, spectrometer’s noise figure estimation errors are higher for low gain control’s power

gain levels. This is actually why the levels below 100 are very rarely used in the NMR measure-

ments, as only noise figures for higher power gain levels can be suppressed successfully with

the use of higher-gain NMR preamplifier. As a matter of fact, NMR measurements described in

the next chapter are obtained with gain control’s power gain levels equal to 200 and 300.

Figure 6.5: Spectrometer’s noise figure in dependence on the set level of gain control’s power gain
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Another reason why one needs to bear in mind the exact level selection of the gain control’s

gain level is the VSNR saturation effect. Namely, as noise levels are usually lower than the

signal levels, noise levels switch A/D converter’s quantization levels slower than signal levels

with the increase of the gain. Here, the intrinsic noise of the spectrometer is the dominant type

of noise. However, once noise levels reach high enough levels, they start switching quantization

levels with the same speed as signal levels, causing the VSNR levels to stop increasing [16, 43].

Here, the gain level where VSNR levels stop increasing can be called as the saturation point,

and NMR signal’s background noise becomes the dominant type of noise. Although this sat-

uration effect seems to be an unwanted effect during the determination of the spectrometer’s

noise figure value, it is actually the area where the spectrometer’s operating point needs to be

placed. Namely, as some useful information can be hidden in the background noise of the NMR

response signal (e. g. higher order spectral lines shown in Figure 7.1a), if the level of this

noise is lower than the level of the spectrometer’s intrinsic noise, it is very difficult to salvage

this useful information afterwards. Therefore, the AGC’s gain level needs to be set in such a

way that the NMR response signal’s background noise level surpasses the intrinsic noise of the

spectrometer. The area where this condition is met is the saturated part of the curves shown in

Figures 6.6a and 6.6b. If the condition is not met, the caused error can lead to huge measure-

ment errors here, and, ultimately, to the wrong Rx chain SNR and noise figure estimation. Of

course, on the other hand, the gain level must not be set too high in order to avoid the clipping

effect of the output signal [7]. In order to show the effect of VSNR saturation, multiple NMR

measurements of 63Cu signal in SeCuO3 were performed with various gain control’s gain levels

and various numbers of averaged measurements. Voltage signal’s behaviour for different gain

control’s voltage gain levels can be seen in Figure 6.6a, noise voltage value’s behaviour for the

same levels can be seen in Figure 6.6b, while the VSNR saturation effect can be seen in Fig-

ure 6.7. Figure 6.7 can also be used to once more confirm the method of multiple measurements

averaging, described in subsection 6.2.5. If VSNR increases with the square root of the number

of averaged measurements, then it is possible to say the reverse: if VSNRs, acquired by the

use of averaging, get divided by the square root of their belonging number of averaged mea-

surements, all the VSNR values should be the same. To prove this, all the measurements from

Figure 6.7 have been divided by the square root of their number of averaged measurements,

and, as it can be seen in Figure 6.8, they are all laying on top of each other, so the effect of

multiple measurements averaging has been confirmed once more.

To sum this subsection up, in order to get the correct value of the spectrometer’s noise

figure, one needs to measure the noise figure of the entire spectrometer for the exact set of

spectrometer’s parameters one intends to use in the current NMR measurement, and also be

very careful with the selection of gain control’s gain level in order to avoid the unoptimized

operation mode, and therefore, the loss of the useful information of the measurement.
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(a) Voltage signal’s behaviour (b) Noise voltage value’s behaviour

Figure 6.6: Behaviour of different voltage signals for different gain control’s voltage gain levels and for
different number of averaged measurements

Figure 6.7: VSNR saturation effect

Figure 6.8: Normalized VSNR saturation effect
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Chapter 7

Experimental verification of the developed
models

In this chapter, derived electromagnetic models, described in chapters 5 and 6, are compared

and their correctness is analysed, tested and verified. In addition, potential improvements of the

NMR spectroscopy system have been analysed, commented and suggested.

7.1 General approach

To make an experimental verification of the derived expression for the NMR receiving chain

noise figure, multiple measurements have been performed on two different samples with a

modified measurement setup. Using the expressions (6.15) and (6.16) and by measuring the

characteristics of individual elements of the chains, it is possible to check whether the right

hand side equals the left hand side of the expression. Following from expression (4.15) a set of

measurements performed on one sample should always result with the same input SNR since

only one or two elements have been switched or replaced in the receiving chain. This will show

the inner consistency of the aforementioned analysis. Also, the value of the calculated input

SNR has to be comparable to the value expected from (5.25), which will prove the absolute

validity of this approach.

7.2 Measurements description

To verify the derived expression for the NMR receiving chain noise figure, two sets of mea-

surements on two different nuclei in two samples were performed . The first one was the mea-

surement of 63Cu signal in SeCuO3 (two sets of measurements) [12], while the second one was

the signal of 133Cs in Cs2Cu3SnF12 (three sets of measurements) [44]. NMR properties of the

measured nuclei are available in Table 7.1, while the full description of measurements’ setups is
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available in Table 7.2. The spectrometer used for the aforementioned measurements is Tecmag

Apollo (now called Tecmag Redstone [45]). The full measurement setup from the Laboratory

for solid state NMR and high frequency measurement at the Department of Physics of Faculty

of Science, University of Zagreb, used for these measurements, is shown in Figure 7.7.

Table 7.1: NMR properties of the nuclei used in experiments.

Compound Nucleus γ (MHz/T) Spin Abundance (%) Quadrupole splitting

SeCuO3
63Cu 11.285 3/2 69.1 48.05 MHz

Cs2Cu3SnF12
133Cs 5.5844 7/2 100 9.54 kHz

The main focus is set on the effects of different preamplifiers in the measurement setup be-

cause there is a vast number of commercially available types, and also because it is the only ac-

tive element (besides the spectrometer). While making selection of the preamplifier one should

bear in mind that its characteristics have a significant impact on the overall noise figure (be-

cause G > 1). It can be seen in (6.15 and 6.16) that the preamplifier gain (G) may decrease

the contribution of losses accumulated up to the observed point (preamplifier output). This, in

turn, may drastically affect the overall noise properties of the receiving chain. A non-negligible

improvement when a higher quality coaxial cable connecting the NMR probe and the duplexer

was used, as was already shown in subsection 6.2.2. The parameters of used amplifiers are

given in Table 7.2.

The two preamplifiers used in 63Cu measurements were MITEQ AU-1114-SMA [46] (ab-

breviated as M290) and THAMWAY N141-206AA(D) [47] (abbreviated as T77). The first

preamplifier operates in the environment of the standard temperature, T0, while the second one

is cooled to the temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K). Both were used as single-stage preampli-

fiers. On the other hand, for the 133Cs measurements, these two units were used as single-stage

preamplifiers, but T77 was also used as the first stage of a two-stage preamplifier, where Mini-

Circuits HELA -10D+ [48] (abbreviated as MC290) was used as the second stage. MC290 was

operating at the standard temperature, T0.
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Table 7.2: Electric parameters of receiving chain elements used in both sets of measurements

Compound SeCuO3 Cs2Cu3SnF12

Parameter Symbol Values

Measurement frequency (MHz) - 147.20 33.50

Coil and sample temperature (K) Tcoil 20 30

DC magnetic field (T) B0 11.90 6

Input cable loss (dB) L1 0.28 0.10

Duplexer loss (dB) L2 0.27 0.43

M290 gain (dB) G3 36.13 36.52

M290 noise figure (dB) F3 1.11 1.14

M290 reflection coefficient (dB) S113 -16.43 -13.50

T77 gain (dB) G3, G3a 28.54 27.89

T77 noise figure (dB) F3, F3a 0.32 1.07

T77 reflection coefficient (dB) S113 , S113a -7.57 -8.05

MC290 gain (dB) G3b - 10.75

MC290 noise figure (dB) F3b - 4.22

MC290 reflection coefficient (dB) S113b - -27.58

Output cable loss (dB) L4 0.46 0.62

Spectrometer noise figure (dB) F5 33.50 38.40

Number of measurements nmeas 200 400

Input impedance M290 (Ω) Zin 51.20 72.80

Output impedance M290 (Ω) Zout 54.50 45.60

Input impedance T77 (Ω) Zin 45.77 34.70

Output impedance T77 (Ω) Zout 101.46 38.20

Input impedance MC290 (Ω) Zin 50 50

Output impedance MC290 (Ω) Zout 50 50
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Before the presentation of the data, it is first necessary to describe several properties of NMR

signals that will help understand its behaviour and role in signal intensity. They have already

been mentioned before in this thesis (e. g. see subsection 5.4): quadrupolar splitting, linewidth,

spin–spin relaxation time and isotope abundance. The latter is perhaps the easiest to explain - in

nature, every element can be found in several isotopes. These have different nuclear properties,

such as the gyromagnetic constant γ which defines the measurement frequency. Thay can also

be found in different relative abundance, such as 63Cu and 65Cu, whose abundance ratio equals

0.691:0.309. So, by recording an NMR signal of 63Cu, signal intensity will be only ≈69% of

all the copper nuclei in the sample. Hence, the ratio of the isotopes needs to be kept in mind

when calculating the expected signal level.

Linewidth is, as the name says, the width of the NMR line. It is defined by local homogene-

ity of the crystal in the vicinity of the measured nuclei, and by the homogeneity of the external

magnetic field. If these were perfectly homogeneous, the NMR signal could be described by a

Dirac’s delta function δ (ω −ω0) of infinitesimal width. In reality, neither the samples nor the

magnetic field are ever ideally homogeneous. This will manifest so that the NMR frequency

will be defined by a Lorentzian (or Gaussian) function of finite width. As the spectral width is

preserved, signal amplitude will proportionally drop to compensate it.

Quadrupolar splitting (as mentioned in subsection 2.4) appears with the nuclei of spin

I > 1/2, in which case the observed nucleus is sensitive to the direction of local electrostatic

gradients. Unless it is located at a very symmetrical position, the NMR signal will split into

2 · I lines of well defined intensities [2, 7] since it will sense the local distribution of electric po-

tential. A textbook example is shown in Figure 7.1a where 133Cs signal splits into seven lines.

Again, as the spectral weight is preserved, the split signal amplitude will drop from the "unsplit

case". The size of quadrupolar splitting can vary from a few kHz (as for the 133Cs signal) to

several tens of MHz (as for the 63 Cu signal).

Briefly, the spin–spin relaxation time (T2) is just a measure of how rapidly in time the NMR

signal drops from the moment the nucleus is excited to the moment the NMR signal is recorded

(as mentioned in subsection 2.6.2). Normally it follows an exponential e−
t

T2 dependence, and

is determined by the properties of the sample. The time of measurement of the signal, t, is set

by the dead-time of electrical discharge of the coil after the pulse.
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7.3 Results

The results of the experimental verification are shown in Table 7.3, and the measured data are

shown in Figures 7.1a and 7.1b.
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Figure 7.1: NMR spectra measured to check the validity of the NMR receiving chain’s noise figure
calculation: a) 133Cs in Cs2Cu3SnF12, b) central line of 63Cu in SeCuO3 (the quadrupolar
satellites are too far apart to be excited by a single pulse).

To be able to follow the comparison of the results more easily, NMR properties of the mea-

sured nuclei have also been listed in Table 7.1. From the two measurements of 63Cu in SeCuO3,

i.e. the associated SNRs at the spectrometer, it follows that the values of the NMR receiving

chain input SNRs are 12.17 dB and 12.14 dB, for M290 and T77 preamplifier, respectively. The

difference between the predicted values is around 0.03 dB, which is comparable to the mea-

surement uncertainty. The evaluated value of the same SNR from (5.25) equals 17.23 dB. Here,

it has also been taken into account that the amplitude of the signal is reduced due to the short

T2 time (to 75% of value), broadened linewidth, NQR splitting of the spectral lines (to 33% of

value), number of crystallographic sites (to 50% of value) and the abundance of 63Cu isotope

(69%). Out of these, the most ambiguous parameter is the line broadening because it cannot be

estimated correctly. However, even if it is (conservatively) estimated that the spectral weight is

reduced to 10 % of its value, the input SNR estimation, using (5.25), is of acceptable order of

magnitude. To keep this estimate simple, the dependence of intensity on the orientation of the

sample, i.e. the quadrupolar principle value with respect to the external field, or the NMR coil,

has not been discussed here, but it is worth mentioning that these effects can also only reduce

the signal intensity and thus make the result match even better.

The calculated values of the NMR receiving chain input SNRs for the measurements of
133Cs in Cs2Cu3SnF12, shown in Figure 7.1a, where M290 and T77 preamplifiers were also

used, are equal to 37.54 dB and 37.55 dB, respectively, again showing a good consistency of

the results. The evaluated value of the NMR receiving chain input SNR, from (5.25), in this
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case equals 35.31 dB, which is now adjusted only for NQR splitting of the spectral lines (to

25% of value) since the linewidth is only ∼5kHz (FWHM). In this system there is only one

crystallographic site, the abundance of 133Cs isotope is 100% and the T2 time does not show

any considerable effect. Therefore, the validity of the derived expression is confirmed in this

case as well.

Table 7.3: Results of experimental verification of the derived expression for NMR spectroscopy receiv-
ing chain

Compound SeCuO3 Cs2Cu3SnF12

Frequency (MHz) 147.20 33.50

M290

Measured SNRout (dB) 30.11 56.00

Determined FNMRRx (dB) -17.95 -18.46

Calculated SNRin via (6.15) and (4.15) (dB) 12.17 37.54

T77

Measured SNRout (dB) 24.97 48.32

Determined FNMRRx (dB) -12.83 -10.77

Calculated SNRin via (6.15) and (4.15) (dB) 12.14 37.55

T77 with MC290

Measured SNRout - 55.65

Determined FNMRRx (dB) - -19.41

Calculated SNRin via (6.16) and (4.15) (dB) - 36.24

Calculated SSSNNNRRRin via (5.25) (dB) 15.20 35.31

Now it is possible to discuss the effect of temperature of the coaxial cable in the NMR probe

(6.11). If it is conservatively taken that the temperature of the cable is Tcoil then all of the calcu-

lated results in Table 7.3 should be decreased by 0.6 - 1.0 dB. In the other conservative limit, if

the temperature of the cable is taken as T0 then all of the calculated results should be increased

by the same amount. Therefore, the uncertainty of the average temperature concept is well

within accuracy of both the analysis and the comparison to the estimated results using (5.25).
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From the measured values presented in Table 7.3 it can be seen that in both cases the output

SNRs are higher in the case of M290 preamplifier, regardless that the T77 has a lower noise

factor at 77 K. This is because the amplifier does not reduce the overall noise factor as much as

it does the gain. The improvement would have occured if the gain value of T77 had also been

∼36 dB. To analyse this situation in more detail, the idea was to see the effect of increasing the

gain of T77 unit artificially – by adding a second amplifier in a cascade after the T77, and thus

creating a two-stage amplifier module.

This was done using the MC290 preamplifer mentioned earlier. The overall gain of such

a created two–stage preamplifier is equal to 37.89 dB, while its noise figure is equal to 1.25

dB. Compared to the same parameters of T77 from Table 7.2, it can be seen that the gain of the

created two–stage preamplifier is much higher than the one of T77, but the price paid is its noise

figure being slightly worse than the one of T77. From Figure 7.1a it can be seen that it resulted in

a signal amplitude that is indeed larger than in the case of M290, but did not result with a better

output SNR. In this case, the predicted value of the NMR receiving chain input SNR is 36.24

dB. The difference between this value and those from the two previous measurements is around

1.3 dB, which is a bit larger than our previous results (16% on the voltage scale). This error

appears because now the expression of the noise figure (6.16) is somewhat more imprecise than

in the case of expression (6.15) for the single-stage preamplifier, which will now be clarified.

In the derivation of the expression (6.15) for the chain with a single-stage preamplifier, it was

assumed that there is no signal reflection at the preamplifier output due to the next element in the

chain being matched to Z0 (Figure 7.2a). However, in the case of a two-stage preamplifier, the

first stage amplifier output signal reaches the second stage amplifier input, which is not matched

to Z0, and there is a reflected wave coming back to the output of the first stage amplifier. This

signal then attenuates and re-reflects again to reach the second stage amplifier input, after which

the process repeats itself (Figure 7.2b). To take this into account one would have to measure

both the amplitude and the phase of all four S parameters of both the amplifiers the two-stage

amplifier cascade is comprised of and input them into expression (6.15). However, this would

make the analysis much more complex and only slightly more precise. Therefore, for the sake

of clarity, simplicity and to offer the NMR community an easy way to calculate the properties

of the NMR receiving chain, the expression (6.16) will be kept as a good pragmatic result.

From the discussion of the results above it can clearly be seen that the derived expression

for the NMR receiving chain noise figure describes an NMR setup well, and from it some

important conclusions can now be drawn. First of all, when building an NMR setup, it is

necessary to carefully choose the appropriate elements with respect to the existing ones. For

example, when choosing the preamplifier focusing on the one with lowest noise figure alone

might not be the best solution. It can be seen in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 that, although T77 has

significantly lower noise figure than M290, the output SNR of the NMR receiving chain is
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notably higher with the usage of M290 because its power gain is much higher than the gain

of T77, and the impedance matching of M290 is much better done than the one of T77. This

is why it is necessary to consider all three preamplifier values: its power gain, its noise figure

and its impedance matching (or its input reflection coefficient), and select those with optimum

values. Also, as it was previously mentioned, since the coaxial cable connecting the NMR coil

and the duplexer are in front of the preamplifier, these two elements need to be of as high quality

as possible.

The results of the two-stage amplification raises the question what type of an amplifier

would give better output SNRs than the commercial unit M290. For this purpose, the expres-

sion (6.15) will be used to predict the receiving chain’s output SNR for both measured samples

in the case of using a hypothetical state-of-the-art NMR preamplifier [49] (abbreviated as SOA),

which has a power gain and noise figure of 40 dB and 0.3 dB, respectively, and that is almost

perfectly matched to Z0 (its |S11| parameter equals -30 dB). The results of the prediction are

shown in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4: Results of SNRin prediction of NMR receiving chain using SOA

Compound SeCuO3 Cs2Cu3SnF12

Frequency (MHz) 147.20 33.50

SNRin (dB) 12.17 37.54

SNRout using M290 (dB) 30.11 56.00

Predicted SNRout using SOA (dB) 32.28 58.77

SNRout enhancement (dB) 2.16 2.76

SNRout enhancement (%) 65 89

Since M290 resulted in the greatest output SNR for the measurements of both samples, the

SOA preamplifier was compared with this unit. So, for the same input SNR of 63Cu in SeCuO3,

the receiving chain with the SOA preamplifier generates the SNR output 2.16 dB greater than

the SNR of the receiving chain with M290. This corresponds to a 65% enhancement in linear

scale with the SOA preamplifier, i.e. to reach equal output SNRs the SOA premplifer would

in the existing configuration measure 1.65 times faster. This is a very significant decrease in

measurement time. On the other hand, for 133Cs measurements in Cs2Cu3SnF12, this difference

rises to 2.76 dB in logarithmic, or 89% in linear scale. Here, the measurement time is reduced

almost two times, which is a drastic decrease. These two predictions prove that the properties

of the preamplifier, along with those of the spectrometer, are indeed one of the most important

in the NMR system, and that all the efforts to enhance the preamplifier’s properties are justified.
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Figure 7.2: A noisy amplifier with an impedance mismatch at its input;
a) Single–stage preamplifier; b) Two–stage preamplifier

In order to better understand what is going on with the signal and its background noise

when the signal propagates throughout the Rx chain, a graphical presentation of SNR value in

dependence on the stage of the chain is shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, while signal and noise

levels conversion throughout the chain is shown in Figure 7.6.

The first effect that can be seen is that SNR deteriorates as the signal propagates through the

hardware part of the chain (from the input to the RF receiver) and that this deterioration can be

tackled with the use of averaging. The effect of averaging is shown in the far right part of the

charts (between the RF receiver and the output).

It can also be seen that the biggest deterioration occurs in the spectrometer, since its noise

figure level is by far the highest in the chain (see Table 7.2). However, the slope of deterioration

gets gentler as the power gain level of the preamplifier gets higher. This indicates that the ratio
F5
G3

in the expression (6.15) is the factor that mostly determines the final value of the chain’s

noise figure. So, in order to achieve higher output SNR, this factor should be kept as low

as possible. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figures 7.4b and 7.5b that SNR deteriorates less

throughout almost entire chain when T77 is used because its noise figure level is lower than the

one of M290. However, because its power gain level is notably lower than the one of M290,

causing the F5
G3

ratio to be higher than in the case of M290, the final SNR at the output of the

chain is lower than the case of M290. These two effects show that, in order to maximize SNR

value at the output of the chain, one should use the preamplifier with both high power gain
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and low noise figure levels. This is also why the case of two–stage preamplifier was analysed

here: by the addition of the second stage to T77, its power gain level increased, causing the

decrease of the F5
G3

ratio and, consequently, the increase of the output SNR. This can be seen in

Figures 7.4a and 7.5a.

It is also worth mentioning that, because M290 and T77 have similar noise figure levels

at lower frequencies (133Cs measurements were done at the frequency of 33.5 MHz, which is

significantly lower than the frequency of 63Cu measurement: 147.2 MHz), the SNR level after

preamplifier is not higher with the use of T77 in Figures 7.4a and 7.5a, as it is in Figures 7.4b

and 7.5b. This is why, if one decides to buy a cryogenic preamplifier because of its low noise

figure, it is important to make sure that its noise figure level really is low in the frequency

band of the measurements to be done. Otherwise, there is no point in buying the cryogenic

preamplifier because its performances would be similar or even worse than the ones of a room

temperature preamplifier.

Finally, it can be seen that the input cable and the duplexer deteriorate the input SNR al-

most negligibly. This is because high–quality cable and low–loss duplexer were used in the

measurements. However, if high–quality components were not used here, the SNR decrease

would be much more visible. Figure 7.3 compares the loss of the standard coaxial cable in

dB/m that was previously used in our NMR laboratory to the loss of the high–quality coaxial

cable acquired during this study. It can be seen that just the cable replacement immediately

improves noise figure for the value between 0.05 dB and 0.3 dB, depending on the operating

frequency (the "ripples" in the transfer characteristics are caused by inherent small reflections,

due to impedance mismatch, that always occur in practice). This is why it is important to also

invest in good cables and duplexers, and not just preamplifiers and spectrometers, especially

because cables and duplexers are a few orders cheaper than preamplifiers and spectrometers.

Figure 7.3: Losses per unit length in the case of a standard coaxial cable (red) and
a high–quality coaxial cable produced by the Fujikura company (blue)
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Figure 7.4: Deterioration of SNR through the NMR spectroscopy system Rx chain: a) 133Cs measurement in Cs2Cu3SnF12; b) 63Cu measurement in SeCuO3
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Figure 7.5: Deterioration of SNR through the hardware part of NMR spectroscopy system Rx chain – zoomed-in:
a) 133Cs measurement in Cs2Cu3SnF12; b) 63Cu measurement in SeCuO377
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Figure 7.6: Conversion of signal and noise levels through the NMR spectroscopy system Rx chain:
a) 133Cs measurement in Cs2Cu3SnF12; b) 63Cu measurement in SeCuO3
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7.4 Summary

In order to summarize the contribution of the derived noise model of NMR spectroscopy Rx

chain and to set the bottom line on its potential use, a good idea is to try the model out on the

sample with very low level response signal, and hence, long measurement time. An example

used here is the NMR measurement of the compound Ce3Pd20Si6 [50]. In order to obtain the

signal with its SNR of 24.08 dB at the spectrometer screen, using the hardware available in our

NMR laboratory and M290 as the preamplifier, one needs to make 60000 acquisitions. Since

the length of a single acquisition is equal to 53 ms, this means that the overall length of making

60000 acquisitions equals 3180 s, which is equal to 53 min. With the use of (6.15), the value of

the input SNR is determined to be equal to –14.71 dB. Now, if one uses (6.15) again, but in the

opposite direction, and imports the characteristics of the SOA preamplifier instead of the ones

of the M290 preamplifier, the output SNR is determined to be equal to 27.12 dB. This means

that, by the use of SOA instead of M290, one enhances output SNR of the NMR measurement

for 3.03 dB. which equals 2.01 times greater output SNR on the linear scale. In other words,

to obtain the output SNR with the use of the SOA preamplifier equal to the one with the use

of M290 preamplifier, one would need to make 2.01 times less acquisitions, which is equal to

29839 acquisitions. This way, instead of 53 min, this NMR measurement could last only 26 min

21 s, which is less than a half of duration of the initial measurement with 60000 acquisitions!

This example clearly shows a couple of things. The first one, of course, is the use of the

derived expression (6.15) "in action" – the process of its use in both ways is shown practically.

The second thing is the enhancement of the NMR measurement results by the use of NMR

preamplifier with high gain, low noise and extremely good impedance matching. This con-

clusion justifies all the efforts made to build as good NMR preamplifier as possible, and also

invites to invest even more effort and resources in this analysis and development. Finally, now

is a good moment to mention that, if the duration of a single acquisition could be shortened,

than the overall duration of NMR measurements with multiple acquisitions would be shorter.

This conclusion invites to also invest time, effort and resources in further development and en-

hancement of spectrometers, as the use of more precise and less noisy spectrometers would also

result in the decrease of overall NMR measurement times.

The full description of the NMR measurement setup used in this example is available in

Table 7.5 and the results of the analysis are available in Table 7.6.
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Table 7.5: Electric parameters of the receiving chain elements used in the aforementioned example

Parameter Symbol value

Measurement frequency (MHz) - 9.68

Coil and sample temperature (K) Tcoil 10

Input cable power loss (dB) L1 0.10

Duplexer power loss (dB) L2 0.43

M290 power gain (dB) G3 36.54

M290 noise figure (dB) F3 1.25

M290 reflection coefficient (dB) S113 -12.97

SOA power gain (dB) G3 40

SOA noise figure (dB) F3 0.30

SOA reflection coefficient (dB) S113 -30

Output cable power loss (dB) L4 0.62

Spectrometer noise figure (dB) F5 40

Number of measurements nmeas 60000

Table 7.6: Results of the SNR output prediction of the NMR receiving chain using the SOA preamplifier

Measurement type Value

Receiving chain input SNR (dB) –14.71

Receiving chain output SNR using M290 (dB) 24.08

Predicted receiving chain output SNR using SOA preamplifier (dB) 27.12

Receiving chain output SNR enhancement (dB) 3.03

Receiving chain output SNR enhancement (lin.) 2.01
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7.5 Improvement suggestions

In the end, it is necessary to make a couple of comments that describe how the NMR community

can benefit from the derived expression, and also to point out the potential ways in which both

hardware and software elements of the NMR setups could be developed.

The first and the most obvious benefit is the improvement of the NMR setups and shorten-

ing in the overall length of the NMR measurement time. The NMR measurements are mostly

done by a "Trial and Error Method", where the user either changes the parameters of the spec-

trometer, the elements of the hardware part of the NMR spectroscopy system, or both, until the

value of the output SNR of the NMR receiving chain (the SNR of the signal shown on the spec-

trometer screen), adopts the value satisfactory to the user. This approach can lead to numerous

measurements of the same element, which can consume a lot of time for some samples. On the

other hand, one can make only one measurement, use expressions (6.15) or (6.16) and (4.15),

and to predict input SNR of the receiving chain. In the next step, the user can change some

elements of the receiving chain only theoretically (in the model) and not physically, and then

use the same expressions, but in the opposite order, to predict the value of the output SNR of

the receiving chain. If the predicted value is satisfactory, the user can physically change the

elements that were changed only theoretically, and then make the measurement. If not, the user

changes another element in theory and tries again until the predicted value becomes satisfactory.

This method can save a lot of measurement time in the case of a sample with low signal.

The second direct effect is a cheap and easy improvement that can be done to enhance noise

properties of the receiving chain. If the cryostat and the spectrometer are distant from each other

in the laboratory and it is necessary to use long cables to connect them, then the shortest and the

least noisy cable (i.e. the cable with the lowest losses) needs to be placed at the beginning of

the receiving chain (between the NMR probe and the duplexer), and the longest and the noisiest

cable at the end of the chain (between the preamplifier and the spectrometer). This follows

directly from expression (6.15), which shows that the noise properties of the elements placed

in the chain after the preamplifier get more suppressed, while those of the elements before the

preamplifier and the preamplifier itself do not. In fact, the noise generated in the first element

of the chain (L1) propagates along the receiving chain (the input cable is placed in front of the

preamplifier). Significant noise reductions can be achieved if the least noisy cable is put at the

beginning of the receiving chain and the noisiest cable at the end of it, rather than the other way

around [51].

Due to similar reasons, the duplexer and the preamplifier are also critical elements of the

receiving chain. Of all the hardware elements of the receiving chain, enhancements made on

the noise properties of these two elements are going to affect the noise properties of the entire

chain the most. To tackle the problem of the duplexer’s noise properties, one can take two ap-
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proaches. The first one is to directly modify its noise properties by, for example, cryogenically

cooling the duplexer [20], just like it is already done with the preamplifier. The second one

is to decrease the power loss of the duplexer, thus enhancing its noise properties. This can be

achieved with the use of microwave substrates with a high relative permittivity, extremely low

losses and an extremely conductive metallic layer [52], the use of ultra-fast and ultra-low-loss

switching diodes [53, 54], the use of low-loss high-conductivity connectors [55] etc. When

dealing with the noise properties of the preamplifier, on the other hand, one needs to take three

conditions into consideration: the noise figure of the preamplifier needs to be as low as possible,

its power gain as high as possible and the preamplifier needs to be matched to the characteristic

impedance, Z0. As it was already mentioned before, it is impossible to find a preamplifier that

has all three conditions met perfectly, so a preamplifier with optimum properties at the corre-

sponding frequencies of NMR measurements need to be found. Furthermore, if the preamplifier

is comprised of two stages of amplifiers, it is necessary to pick their arrangement combination

with the smallest noise measure value to accomplish better noise properties [39] (the concept

and the idea of noise measure is described in the subsection 8.2). However, even the state-of-the-

art duplexers and preamplifiers can not enhance overall noise properties of the NMR receiving

chain if noise properties of the elements up to that point are poor. E.g. the tuning/matching

network of the NMR coil and the coil itself are not always connected directly to the coaxial

cable which connects them to the output of the NMR probe. In some cases, there is a non-

insulated wire between the coil’s tuning/matching network and the coaxial cable. This leads

to much worse noise properties of the NMR response signal even before the signal leaves the

NMR probe and enters the environment of the standard temperature, T0. Here, noise properties

of poor connection of the NMR coil to the rest of the network are the dominant noise properties

of the entire NMR system and improving noise properties of the NMR receiving chain would

not solve the problem.

The sole element in the NMR receiving chain that is the hardest and most expensive to

change is, of course, the spectrometer. As Table 7.2 clearly shows, noise properties of the entire

spectrometer are by far the worst of all the elements of the receiving chain. However, one more

adjustment to the measurement setup that can be made is adding another preamplifier with its

power gain as high as possible (and bigger by its value than the value of the spectrometer noise

figure if possible) to decrease the influence of the noise properties of the spectrometer. If its

gain is lower than the initial preamplifier, it is placed in the receiving chain as a second stage of

amplification (i.e. behind the initial preamplifier). This is why the two-stage preamplifier is also

analysed in this chapter. If there are no available single-stage preamplifiers with a power gain

high enough, it is possible to compensate it by adding a second stage amplifier at the output of

the preamplifier. Although this solves the problem, it needs to be done carefully so that the level

of the output signal from the created two-stage preamplifier does not exceed the maximum input
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level of the spectrometer. If this can be achieved, the noise properties of the receiving chain can

be further enhanced this way.

The only non-hardware part of the NMR receiving chain which is directly taken into account

in the derived expression for the noise figure of the receiving chain is the averaging of multiple

measurements. Although this method is quite efficient, it can still be improved. If it is combined

with different sorts of digital filtering, additional enhancement of the noise properties of the

entire chain can be achieved [56]. It is also worth mentioning that the averaging of multiple

measurements has its boundaries. The number of measurements can be increased only up to a

point where the method reaches its saturation [57]. The saturation point is either dictated by the

size of the instrument’s memory (if all the measurement results are first saved in its memory,

combined afterwards and then averaged) or by the maximum detectable signal level (if all the

measurement results are combined live, during the measurement, and then averaged afterwards).

In the former case, it is obviously impossible to average more measurements than it is possible

to save in the instrument’s memory. In the latter case, as signal level increases linearly with the

increased number of combined measurements, the signal level gets clipped after it surpasses the

instrument’s maximum detectable signal level, causing the SNR to effectively decrease. This

is why it is necessary to combine the hardware-based methods with digital filtering in order to

shift the saturation point up to the higher number of measurements.

The last comment regarding the derived NMR receiving chain noise figure expression is

the explanation of possible values of the chain’s noise figure. While it is considered that the

values of noise figure of a cascade can only be higher than 1 (i.e. 0 dB), this is only true if only

hardware elements are being considered. Since the expression for the receiving chain contains

the averaging of multiple measurements, which is a non-hardware part of the same chain, it is

possible to achieve values of its noise figure lower than 1 (or 0 dB in logarithmic scale). As

mentioned before, it is only "effective" noise figure that presumes that the system parameters

did not change during the averaging.

Finally, the author also wants to point out his program, written in Python programming

language [58], which calculates noise figure and predicts input and output SNRs of the NMR

receiving chain using expressions (6.15), (6.16) and (4.15) after the user inputs the values of the

receiving chain elements of his own NMR spectroscopy system. This program is available on

GitHub [59] and Dropbox [60].
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Figure 7.7: Measurement setup from the Laboratory for solid state NMR and high frequency measurement at the Department of Physics of Faculty of Sci-
ence, University of Zagreb; from left to right: spectrometer and PC that controls it, temperature controller and digital oscilloscope, duplexer and
preamplifier, NMR probe and cryostat, compressor (not directly a part of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain)
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Chapter 8

Design and optimization of high–gain and
low–noise NMR preamplifiers

In this chapter, the general process of optimization and design of microwave low–noise am-

plifiers is theoretically described. Furthermore, a practical example of optimization of com-

mercially available cryogenic low–noise NMR preamplifier by the addition of a second stage

power amplifier is given. Finally, a practical example of analysis, design and construction of a

high–gain and low–noise NMR preamplifier is presented.

8.1 The process of optimization and design of microwave low–

noise amplifiers

A standard approach to the design of an amplifier is to choose the active element – usually a tran-

sistor (or transistors if the amplifier is intended to be multi–stage), and use its parameters, given

in its datasheet, to execute static and dynamic analysis of the amplifier to be made [61, 62].

However, this approach can be used only at lower frequencies (lower than the order of a ten

MHz), where used electronic components are much smaller than the wavelengths (smaller than

the order of a hundredth part) of the working frequencies, so all the components can be approx-

imated as lumped components. This is not the case with working frequencies from the RF or

microwave frequency bands, where the sizes of used electronic components are proportional

to the wavelengths of working frequencies, and also where parasitic capacitances, inductances

and resistances of all the components become so big that they cannot be neglected anymore.

Fortunately, there is a way out. It is possible to characterize the entire amplifier circuit, with

also taking parasitic values into consideration, by the matrix of the so–called scattering (S)

parameters [63].
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8.1.1 Scattering parameters

Scattering (S) parameters are one of the available types of paramaters that allow the user to

characterize an electric circuit or just a single component as "the black box". The idea is to illu-

minate the circuit with electromagnetic radiation and then to observe the level of the radiation

that reached certain points, called ports. When talking about standard amplifiers with one input

and one output, the expression "port" is just a synonym for the amplifier’s input and output

terminals. So, in terms of S parameters, a standard amplifier with one input and one output can

be called a two–port network. And because it is highly unlikely that the user will deal with an

NMR preamplifier with more than two ports, two–port S parameters will be explained here, but

it is necessary to bear in mind that it is possible to define S paramaters for any integer number of

ports greater than zero. The block diagram of a two–port network described with S parameters

is shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Two–port network described with S parameters

Signals a1, b1, a2 and b2, shown in Figure 8.1, are the waves whose unit of measure is

equal to the square root of a watt (
√

W), so, although these signals are referred to as "power

waves", their unit of measure is proportional to voltage. Here, a1 stands for incident wave on

Port 1, b1 stands for reflected wave on Port 1, a2 stands for incident wave on Port 2, or reflected

wave from the load, while b2 stands for reflected wave on Port 2, or transmitted wave from Port

1 [63]. These four waves are interconnected by the following two equations:

b1 = S11a1 +S12a2;

b2 = S21a1 +S22a2.
(8.1)

These two equations can be reduced to a matrix form:b1

b2

=

S11 S12

S21 S22


a1

a2

⇒ [b] = [S][a]. (8.2)
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Here, [b] and [a] matrices are comprised of the reflected and the transmitted waves at the in-

puts of each of the two ports, respectively. Furthermore, the [S] matrix consists of all four S

parameters of a two–port network:

[S] =

S11 S12

S21 S22

 . (8.3)

Without further ado, here are the definitions of all four S parameters of a two–port network:

S11 parameter is defined as the ratio of the reflected wave, b1, and the incident wave, a1, at

Port 1, respectively:

S11 =
b1

a1

∣∣∣∣
a2=0

. (8.4)

Effectively, S11 parameter represents the refflection coefficient at the input of the two–port net-

work, while there is no reflected wave a2.

S21 parameter is defined as the ratio of the transmitted wave, b2, and the incident wave, a1,

at Port 1, respectively:

S21 =
b2

a1

∣∣∣∣
a2=0

. (8.5)

Effectively, S21 parameter represents the transmission coefficient from the input to the output of

the two–port network.

S12 parameter, on the other hand, is defined as the ratio of the transmitted wave, b1, and the

incident wave, a2, at Port 2, respectively:

S12 =
b1

a2

∣∣∣∣
a1=0

. (8.6)

Effectively, S12 parameter represents the transmission coefficient from the output to the intput

of the two–port network.

Finally, S22 parameter is defined as the ratio of the reflected wave, b2, and the incident wave,

a2, at Port 2, respectively:

S22 =
b2

a2

∣∣∣∣
a1=0

. (8.7)

Effectively, S22 parameter represents the refflection coefficient at the output of the two–port

network.

As it was already mentioned in subsections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, all four S parameters can be

measured by a VNA, after which they can form the S matrix for the measured RF device.

Now that all the S parameters of a two–port network have been defined, it is possible to

describe the process of design of RF and microwave low–noise amplifiers.
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8.1.2 Design of low–noise microwave amplifiers: numerical approach

The block diagram of a microwave amplifier is shown in Figure 8.2. As it can be seen, a

microwave amplifier, from the S parameters point of view, can be shown as a cascade of an

input impedance matching network (with its gain equal to GS), an active element – usually a

transistor (with its gain G0 and its S matrix), and an output impedance matching network (with

its gain equal to GL). Here, Γin and Γout stand for reflection coefficients at the input and the

output of the active element, respectively, ΓL stands for the reflection coefficient at the input

of the output impedance matching network, while ΓS stands for the reflection coefficient at the

output of the input impedance matching network.

Figure 8.2: Block diagram of a microwave amplifier

Using the theory of microwave networks, it can be shown [64] that the reflection coefficients

at the input and the output of the active element are given as:

Γin = S11 +
S12S21ΓL

1−S22ΓL
; (8.8)

Γout = S22 +
S12S21ΓS

1−S11ΓS
. (8.9)

In most of the NMR preamplifiers, the S12 parameter is shown to be small enough to be ne-

glected. Such amplifiers form a special case of the unilateral active element, where effec-

tive gain levels of the input impedance matching network, the active element, and the output

impedance matching network, respectively, can be expressed as [64]:

GS =
1−|ΓS|2

|1−ΓinΓS|2
; (8.10)

G0 = |S21|2; (8.11)

GL =
1−|ΓL|2

|1−S22ΓL|2
. (8.12)
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One of the most useful values for an amplifier is the transducer gain, which equals the ratio

of the power delivered to the load and the power delivered by the source. In terms of gain

coefficients, the transducer gain equals GT = GSG0GL, but in terms of reflection coefficients

and S parameters, it is given as [64]:

GT =
1−|ΓS|2

|1−ΓinΓS|2
|S21|2

1−|ΓL|2

|1−S22ΓL|2
. (8.13)

Notice here that the maximum gain occurs when both input and output impedance matching

networks provide conjugate matches: ΓS = S*11 and ΓL = S*22. So, with the use of expressions

(8.8) to (8.13), one can design and optimize the gain of a microwave low–noise amplifier (LNA).

Furthermore, the LNA must operate in a stable configuration to ensure that it will not os-

cillate. Oscillations may occur if there is a negative real part of the impedance at the input or

the output of the amplifier. This leads to |Γin| and |Γout | to be greater that the value of 1. Since

these two are both dependent on ΓL and ΓS, stability can be achieved with proper impedance

matching networks. There are two types of stability: unconditional stability and conditional

stability. An unconditionally stable amplifier always has |Γin| and |Γout | lower than the value

of 1, while a conditionally stable amplifier will have these two conditions fulfilled for only a

certain range of passive source and load terminations. Also, if the amplifier is unilateral, it is

sufficient that |S11| and |S22| have values lower than 1. All the aforementioned stability condi-

tions are "squeezed" into two inequalities (known as the Rollet condition [35]) that need to be

achieved in order to have unconditionally stable amplifier [64]:

|∆|= |S11S22 −S12S21|< 1; (8.14)

K =
1−|S11|2 −|S22|2 + |∆|2

2|S12S21|
> 1. (8.15)

Finally, one also needs to take into account noise properties of the amplifer for it to be low–

noise. It is shown that minimum noise performance, Fmin, occurs with a source termination with

reflection coefficient Γopt . The noise figure of a two–port amplifier is given as:

F = Fmin +
4rn|ΓS −Γopt |2

(1−|ΓS|2)|1+Γopt |2
, (8.16)

where rn stands for the equivalent noise resistance of the two–port amplifier, rn = Rn
Z0

[64].

Parameters rn, Fmin and Γopt are usually given in the datasheet of the active element, and if

not, they can also be determined experimentally. Briefly, there is a minimum noise figure, Fmin,

possible for a device, which is achieved only when a particular reflection coefficient, Γopt , is

presented to the input. So, the case where ΓS = Γopt leads to the minimum noise figure for the
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amplifier built with this transistor. Furthermore, rn is the normalized noise resistance, which

expresses how fast the noise factor F increases from Fmin as the source resistance ZS departs

from the optimal resistance Zopt .

Usually, the design of an LNA consists of the trade–off between noise figure and gain while

it also needs to operate at the required stability. Typically, a potentially unstable transistor is

made unconditionally stable with the use of resistive loading or feedback at the expense of re-

duced power gain and degraded noise figure. But nowadays, the expressions (8.8) to (8.16)

are built into most of modern microwave design CAD tools, so the user only needs to under-

stand this technique physically, rather than having a detailed knowledge of the aforementioned

equations.
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8.1.3 Design of low–noise microwave amplifiers: graphical approach

Besides the numerical approach to the design of LNAs, one can approach the same problem

graphically, using the so–called Smith chart, shown in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Smith chart [65]

Basically, this chart is a curvilinear impedance grid, superimposed on a polar plot of the

voltage reflection coefficient, Γ. If one expresses the reflection coefficient in its polar form as

Γ = |Γ|e jθ , then the magnitude |Γ| represents the radius from the center of the chart (|Γ| ≤ 1),

while the angle θ (−180∘ ≤ θ ≤ 180∘) is measured counterclockwise from the right–hand side
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of the horizontal diameter [35]. This means that any passively realizable (|Γ| ≤ 1) reflection

coefficient can be plotted as a unique point on the Smith chart. The reason why Smith chart

is so powerful and has become so popular with RF and antenna engineers is because it can

be used to convert reflection coefficients to normalized impedances (or admittances) and the

other way around. The normalization constant is usually the characteristic impedance of the

transmission line, Z0. So, normalized impedance, z, can be expressed as z = Z
Z0

. If a lossless TL

of characteristic impedance Z0 is terminated with a load impedance ZL, the reflection coefficient

at the load can be written as [35]:

Γ =
zL −1
zL +1

e jθ , (8.17)

where zL = ZL
Z0

is the normalized load impedance. This expression can be solved for zL [35]:

zL =
1+ |Γ|e jθ

1−|Γ|e jθ . (8.18)

This complex expression can be reduced to two real expressions by rewriting Γ and zL in terms

of their real and imaginary parts, Γ = Γr + jΓi and zL = rL + jxL [35]:

rL + jxL =
(1+Γr)+ jΓi

(1−Γr)− jΓi
. (8.19)

After reduction of the expression (8.19) to real and imaginary part and after the rearrangement,

one gets the expressions for resistance circles in the Γr plane and for reactance circle in the Γi

plane, respectively [35]: (
Γr −

rL

1+ rL

)2

+Γ
2
i =

(
1

1+ rL

)2

; (8.20)

(Γr −1)2 +

(
Γi −

1
xL

)2

=

(
1
xL

)2

. (8.21)

As it can be seen in Figure 8.3, these two circles are orthogonal. Furthermore, the Smith chart is

a more elegant and a less tedious alternative to a numerical calculation of problems that include

transmission lines and matching circuits. Instead of the manipulation of fractions containing

square roots of complex numbers, these problems can be reduced to the drawing of circles of

constant standing wave ratio (SWR), and then travelling around their perimeters. The "travelling

mileage" around the perimeter is determined by the length of the transmission line included in

the problem being solved. A few problem solving examples with the use of a Smith chart can

be seen in [66] and [67].
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In order to use the Smith chart to design an LNA, the idea is to plot the so–called constant–

gain circles and constant–noise figure circles on it, and then select an optimum trade–off point

between them. Here, the expressions for both circles will be derived and an example of graphi-

cal LNA design will be given afterwards.

An assumption that is made is that the active element of the amplifier is unilateral. This is a

legitimate assumption since for most transistors, |S12| really is small enough to be ignored. That

being said, the effective gain levels of the input impedance matching network, GS, and output

impedance matching network, GL, are given by (8.10) and (8.12) [35]:

GS =
1−|ΓS|2

|1−ΓinΓS|2
;

GL =
1−|ΓL|2

|1−S22ΓL|2
.

If impedance matching is conjugated both at the input and the output of the two–port network,

GS and GL obtain their maximum values [35]:

GSmax =
1

1−|S11|2
; (8.22)

GLmax =
1

1−|S22|2
. (8.23)

Now it is possible to define normalized gain factors gS and gL [35]:

gS =
GS

GSmax

=
1−|ΓS|2

|1−S11ΓS|2
(1−|S2

11|); (8.24)

gL =
GL

GLmax

=
1−|ΓL|2

|1−S22ΓL|2
(1−|S2

22|), (8.25)

which are, obviously, both lesser than 1. For fixed values of gS and gL, expressions (8.24)

and (8.25) represents circles in the ΓS and ΓL plane. After some manipulation over these two

expressions, it is possible to determine the center of the circle, CS, and its radius, RS in the ΓS

plane [35]:

CS =
gSS*11

1− (1−gS)|S11|2
; (8.26)

RS =

√
1−gS(1−|S11|2)

1− (1−gS)|S11|2
, (8.27)
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as well as their equivalents in the ΓL plane [35]:

CS =
gLS*22

1− (1−gL)|S22|2
; (8.28)

RS =

√
1−gL(1−|S22|2)

1− (1−gL)|S22|2
. (8.29)

In the end, since these expressions are approximative because of the assumption that the ac-

tive element is unilateral, it is possible to calculate the error in the transducer gain due to this

assumption. It can be shown that the ratio GT
GTU

is bounded by:

1
(1+U)2 <

GT

GTU

<
1

(1−U)2 , (8.30)

where U represents the unilateral figure of merit [35]:

U =
|S11||S12||S21||S22|

(1−|S11|2)(1−|S22|2)
. (8.31)

An error of a few tenths of dB or less usually justifies the unilateral assumption.

On the other hand, the derivation of the expressions of the center and the radius of the

constant–noise figure circle starts with the expression for noise figure of a two–port network

(8.16) [35]:

F = Fmin +
4rn|ΓS −Γopt |2

(1−|ΓS|2)|1+Γopt |2
.

It can be shown that, for a fixed value of noise figure, F , this expression defines a circle in the

ΓS plane. But first, it is necessary to define the noise figure parameter, N [35]:

N =
|ΓS −Γopt |2

1−|ΓS|2
=

F −Fmin

4rn
|1+Γopt |2, (8.32)

which is a constant for a given noise figure and set of noise parameters. The expression (8.32)

can be rewritten and manipulated to obtain the center of the constant–noise figure circle, CF ,

and its radius, RF , in the ΓS plane [35]:

CF =
Γopt

N +1
; (8.33)

RF =

√
N(N +1−|Γopt |2)

N +1
. (8.34)

It can be seen from (8.33) and (8.34) that, by the variation of N, the LNA designer can basically

see the effect of tuning in order to estimate the LNA’s practical noise performance.
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Now is the time to present the example of the use of the graphical approach to the design of

LNAs [35]. Let us say that it is necessary to design the LNA having a 2.0 dB noise figure with

the maximum gain that is compatible with this noise figure at 4 GHz, using a GaAs MESFET

with the following S and noise parameters (Z0 = 50Ω): S11 = 0.6∠− 60∘, S12 = 0.05∠26∘,

S21 = 1.9∠81∘, S22 = 0.5∠−60∘, Fmin = 1.6 dB, Γopt = 0.62∠100∘ and RN = 20Ω. For design

purposes, it is assumed that the device is unilateral, so it is also necessary to calculate the max-

imum error in GT resulting from this assumption.

The first thing needed to do is calculate ∆ and K by the use of (8.14) and (8.15), respectively.

Because ∆ = 0.37 and K = 2.78, the device is proved to be unconditionally stable, even without

the approximation of a unilateral device.

The next step is to determine the unilateral figure of merit from (8.31), which in this case

equals U = 0.059. From (8.30) the ratio GT
GTU

is bounded as:

0.891 <
GT

GTU

< 1.130.

In dB, this is equal to:

−0.50dB <
GT

GTU

< 0.53dB.

Thus, an error less than about ±0.5 dB in gain should be expected.

Now, with the use of (8.32), (8.33) and (8.34) one gets the values of the center and the

radius of the 2 dB noise figure circle: N = 0.0986, CF = 0.56∠100∘, RF = 0.24. This noise

figure circle in plotted in Figure 8.4a. Minimum noise figure (Fmin = 1.6dB) occurs for ΓS =

Γopt = 0.62∠100∘.

The next step is to calculate data for several input section constant–gain circles. From (8.26)

and (8.27) the results are:

GS[dB] gS CS RS

1.0 0.805 0.52∠60∘ 0.300

1.5 0.904 0.56∠60∘ 0.205

1.7 0.946 0.58∠60∘ 0.150

These circles are plotted in Figure 8.4a. It can be seen that the GS = 1.7dB just intersects the

F = 2dB noise figure circle, and that any higher gain will result in a worse noise figure. From

the Smith chart, the optimum solution is ΓS = 0.53∠75∘, yielding GS = 1.7dB and F = 2dB.

For the output section it is chosen ΓL = S*22 = 0.5∠60∘ for a maximum GL of 1.25 dB –

calculated according to (8.23). Using (8.11), the transistor gain is equal to 3.61 = 5.58dB, so
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the overall transducer gain will be equal to:

GTU = GS +G0 +GL = 8.53dB.

A complete AC circuit for the amplifier, using open–circuited shunt stubs in the matching

sections, is shown in Figure 8.4b.
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Figure 8.4: LNA design example [35]: a) Constant–gain and constant–noise figure circles; b) RF circuit
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However, it needs to be noticed that in both the examples, described in the last two sub-

sections, the LNA’s elements are chosen in such a way so that its wanted parameters (power

gain level, noise figure level, impedance matching...) are achieved at a single point, ergo, for

a single operating frequency. Therefore, these examples show how to design a narrowband

LNA. If one wants to design and construct a broadband amplifier (as it will be shown to be the

case in this thesis), a wanted frequency locus, and hence, multiple frequency points, need to

be observed. Ideally, constant power gain and noise figure levels, as well as good impedance

matching of the broadband LNA, would be achieved over the entire wanted frequency band-

width. Unfortunately, the reality is usually far from ideal. It is possible to achieve some of

the wanted parameters to be very close to the ideal case, but at the expense of achieving worse

values of the rest of the parameters. For example [35]:

∙ It is possible to increase the LNA’s operating frequency bandwidth with the use of the

compensated matching networks, but at the expense of both input and output impedance

matching.

∙ Good input and output impedance matching can be achieved with the use of the resistive

matching networks, but at the expense of lower power gain level and higher noise figure

level.

∙ Negative feedback can be used to both flatten the LNA’s power gain curve and improve

the impedance matching, both at the input and the output, but then the maximum power

gain level drops, while the minimum noise figure level rises.

∙ By the use of two amplifiers having 90 degree couplers at their input and output (the so-

called balanced amplifiers), it is possible to achieve good impedance matching on over an

octave bandwidth, with the gain level being equal to the one of a single amplifier, but this

design requires two transistors and twice the DC power.

∙ Several transistors cascaded along a transmission line (the so-called distributed ampli-

fiers) can be used to achieve a flat power gain curve, good impedance matching and low

noise figure level over a wide bandwidth. However, the circuit is large, and the power

gain level is relatively low (compared to regular cascaded amplifiers).

∙ Using a differential amplifier (two amplifiers in a differential mode, with input signals of

the opposite polarity) results with wider bandwidth and flatter power gain curve, but with

a high noise figure level.

Obviously, it is necessary to prioritize some parameters of the LNA over the others in order

to achieve its broadband operation. Therefore, after the right selection of the highest priority

parameter is made, it is possible to choose some of the given examples in order to design and

construct a broadband LNA.
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8.2 Optimization of cryogenic NMR preamplifier with a sec-

ond stage amplifier

In Chapter 6, noise model of the NMR Rx chain was derived and the value of its noise figure

was described with the expression (6.15). From this expression, as well as in Figure 7.4 from

Chapter 7, it can be seen that the elements closer to the beginning of the Rx chain affect the

chain’s noise properties more. This is why it is a good idea to acquire an NMR preamplifier

with its noise figure level as low as possible. Because of this, cryogenic T77 preamplifier

(THAMWAY N141-206AA(D)) was purchased in order to replace M290 (MITEQ AU-1114-

SMA), as its noise figure is notably lower than the one of M290 on almost entire frequency

bandwidth between 0 and 500 MHz. Noise figures of both preamplifiers can be seen in far right

charts of Figure 8.8.

However, as the spectrometer’s noise figure level was shown in Chapter 7 to be much higher

than noise figure level of any other element in the Rx chain, this is the element that affects the

overall Rx chain’s noise figure the most, although it is the last element in the chain. Therefore,

the preamplifier not only has to have noise figure level as low as possible, but it also needs to

have its power gain as high as possible in order to soften the effect of the spectrometer on the

overall noise figure of the Rx chain. As it was presented in Chapter 7, spectrometer’s noise

figure level was somewhere in between 33.5 dB and 38.5 dB for the obtained measurements. It

can be seen in the middle charts of Figure 8.8 that the power gain levels (|S21| parameters) of

M290 and T77 rest in between 33 and 36 dB, and 16 and 27 dB, respectively, in the frequency

bandwidth between 0 and 500 MHz. Obviously, the power gain level of T77 is much lower both

than the power gain level of M290, as well as the spectrometer’s noise figure level. Because it

cannot suppress spectrometer’s noise characteristics as good as M290, T77 yields measurements

of lower quality, although it has better noise characteristics than M290.

This is why the idea is to connect the second amplifier in a cascade along with T77. The

function of the second amplifier, therefore, is to append the power gain level of T77 to the one

of M290. The second amplifier chosen to be connected into cascade, along with T77, is MC290

(Mini-Circuits HELA -10D+). The absolute value of its S parameters and noise figure can be

seen in the top part of Figure 8.9. The measurements of S parameters of all three amplifiers

were made with the use of Rohde & Schwarz ZVL3 [68] VNA, while the related noise figures

were measured with the use of Hewlett-Packard 8970B [69] noise figure meter.

Nevertheless, the arrangement in the cascade of these two amplifiers is important, as the

characteristics of such created two–stage preamplifier are not the same in both cases. As it can

be seen in the expression (4.17), which describes the noise figure of a cascade, the first element

in a cascade affects the overall noise figure the most. So, although the power gain level of the

cascade does not change with the change of the elements’ arrangement, the overall noise figure
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can differ notably for different arrangements.

For example, let us have two amplifiers: amplifier A, with its power gain level, GA, equal to

30 dB and its noise figure level, FA, equal to 0.5 dB; and amplifier B, with its power gain level,

GB, equal to 10 dB and its noise figure level, FB, equal to 5 dB. The two possible arrangements,

as well as the expressions for calculation of their noise figure levels and power gain levels, are

shown in Figure 8.5, while their parameters and calculated noise figures and power gain levels

are shown in Table 8.1.

Figure 8.5: Two–stage amplifier: a) amplifier A as the first stage, amplifier B as the second stage;
b) amplifier B as the first stage, amplifier A as the second stage

Table 8.1: Parameters of amplifiers A and B and calculated power gains and noise figures of the two
possible cascade arrangements

Parameter dB lin.

GA 30 1000

FA 0.5 1.12

GB 10 10

FB 5 3.16

FAB 0.5 1.12

GAB 40 10000

FBA 5.01 3.17

GBA 40 10000

From Table 8.1 it can be seen that, just by switching places of the two amplifiers in the

cascade, the power gain level stays the same, but the overall noise figure level can change for

4.51 dB, which is equal to 2.82 times in a linear scale! A quality factor that describes this
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phenomenon is called noise measure, and it can be expressed as [39]:

M =
F −1
1− 1

G

, (8.35)

where M, F and G stand for noise measure, noise figure and power gain levels of the analysed

cascade, respectively. The idea is to calculate noise measures for all possible arrangements

of the elements in the cascade, and then pick the arrangement with the lowest noise measure

value [39]. In the example described with Figure 8.5 and Table 8.1, noise measures MAB and

MBA are equal to -9.21 dB and 3.37 dB in the logarithmic scale, or 0.12 and 2.17 in the linear

scale, respectively. So, if one wants to achieve a two–stage NMR preamplifier with the lowest

noise figure possible, the chosen cascade arrangement needs to be the one with the lowest noise

measure. In the aforementoned example, that is the arrangement where the first stage is the

amplifier A, while the second stage is the amplifier B. In fact, both possible combinations with

the use of T77 and MC290 were tried out and the comparison of its measurements is shown

in the lower part of Figure 8.9. Here, red curves represent the combination of MC290 as the

first stage and T77 as the second stage, while blue curves represent the combination of T77 as

the first stage and MC290 as the second stage. It can be seen that the power gain levels (|S21|
parameters) are practically the same for both cases, but the overall noise figures differ for around

2.5 dB, which is equal to 1.78 times in the linear scale. Since power gain levels are equal, but

the noise measure for the combination T77 + MC290 is 12.58 dB lower than for the case of the

combination MC290 + T77, the former combination is chosen to be used as a two–stage NMR

preamplifier (abbreviated as 2STA).

So, to sum up, with the cascade network comprised of the least noisy amplifier, T77, as the

first stage, and MC290 as the second stage, a 2STA, whose power gain level is now comparable

to the one of M290, but whose noise figure level is significantly lower than the one of M290,

is created (absolute values of its S parameters and noise figure are shown as the blue curves in

Figure 8.9). This preamplifier will now be compared to M290 and the frequency bandwidth,

where the 2STA operates better than M290, will be determined.

The comparison of S parameters and noise figures of M290 (red curves) and 2STA (black

curves) are shown in Figure 8.10. It can be seen that the 2STA has noise figure level lower than

the one of M290 at almost entire frequency bandwidth between 0 and 500 MHz – the exception

are frequencies lower than around 30 MHz. It can also be seen that its power gain level is greater

than or equal to the one of M290 up to around one half of the frequency bandwidth between

0 and 500 MHz. This was expected, as upper operating frequency of MC290 is equal to 300

MHz, while M290 and T77 have upper operating frequencies equal to 500 MHz or higher. The

output of the 2STA is also better isolated from the input, as its transmission parameter from the

output to the input (|S12| parameter) is significantly lower than the one of M290. On the other
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hand, both the input and the output of M290 are much better matched, which means that there

will be less reflections in its vicinity. However, the 3 dB higher power gain level of the 2STA

should compensate the impedance mismatch at its input and output. So, how to determine the

frequency bandwidth in which the 2STA operates better than M290?

The idea is to first calculate corrected noise figures of both preamplifiers, as well as their

corrected power gain levels, due to impedance mismatch at their inputs (according to subsec-

tion 6.2.3), and then calculate their ratios:

∆Fcorr. =
Fcorr.2STA

Fcorr.M290

=
1+ F2STA−1

1−|S112STA |
2

1+ FM290−1
1−|S11M290 |

2

[lin.] = 10log

1+ F2STA−1
1−|S112STA |

2

1+ FM290−1
1−|S11M290 |

2

 [dB]; (8.36)

∆Gcorr. =
Gcorr.2STA

Gcorr.M290

=
|S212STA|2(1−|S112STA |2)
|S21M290|2(1−|S11M290|2)

[lin.] = 10log
(
|S212STA|2(1−|S112STA|2)
|S21M290|2(1−|S11M290|2)

)
[dB].

(8.37)

With the ratios (8.36) and (8.37) defined as such, the frequency bandwidth where 2STA operates

better than M290, therefore, is the bandwidth where both ∆Fcorr. < 1 and ∆Gcorr. > 1 in the

linear scale, or ∆Fcorr. < 0dB and ∆Gcorr. > 0dB in the logarithmic scale. These two ratios were

obtained with the use of software suites MathWorks MATLAB [70] and Keysight Advanced

Design System [71], and the results of the obtainment are shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6: Enhanced performance area determination of the use of 2STA

From Figure 8.6 it can be seen that the condition ∆Fcorr. < 0dB is achieved in the frequency

bandwidth ⟨26 MHz,300 MHz], while the condition ∆Gcorr. > 0dB is achieved in the frequency

bandwidths ⟨6 MHz,114 MHz⟩, ⟨127 MHz,138 MHz⟩, ⟨156 MHz,160 MHz⟩ and ⟨235 MHz,
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243 MHz⟩. So, the frequency bandwidth where both conditions are true are: ⟨26 MHz,114 MHz⟩,
⟨127 MHz,138 MHz⟩, ⟨156 MHz,160 MHz⟩ and ⟨235 MHz,243 MHz⟩. Roughly speaking,

the enhanced performance area is achieved in the frequency bandwidth ⟨26 MHz,114 MHz⟩.
This is an acceptable and actually a solid result as NMR measurements in the lower half of

NMR measurement frequency bandwidth (which is equal to ⟨0 MHz,500 MHz]) are the ones

with the problem of low–level response signals from the samples under measurement

Furthermore, stability analysis of this amplifier, with the use of inequalities (8.14) and

(8.15), has been performed, and the results can be seen in Figure 8.7.

Figure 8.7: Stablity analysis of 2STA: a) Rollet condition (K); b) Auxiliary Rollet condition (∆)

As it can be seen, both conditions ( K > 1 and ∆ < 1 ) have been achieved, which proves the

stable operation of 2STA. This concludes the analysis of the aforementioned amplifier.

Finally, it is necessary to mention that, although the frequency bandwidth of the enhanced

performance area can be determined as described in this section, the level of overall enhanced

performance of the entire NMR spectroscopy Rx chain cannot be determined without knowing

the power gain, power loss, input reflection and noise figure levels of the rest of the elements

in the chain. As the expression (6.16 shows), the overall enhancement performance area of

the entire Rx chain depends on all the elements in the chain, so its level is different than the

enhanced performance level of just the preamplifier.
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Figure 8.8: S parameters and noise figures of M290 (red) and T77 (blue)
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Figure 8.9: S parameters and noise figures of MC290 (black) and combinations of T77 + MC290 (blue) and MC290 + T77 (red)
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of S parameters and noise figures of M290 (red) and combination of T77 + MC290 (black)
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8.3 Design and assembly of a high–gain and low–noise NMR

preamplifier

In section 8.2, optimization process of the T77 cryogenic preamplifier by the addition of the

MC290 second stage amplifier was described. It was shown that this way, it is possible to

achieve enhanced performance in the frequency bandwidth between 26 MHz and 114 MHz.

Although these results are more than satisfactory, frequencies below 26 MHz still cause prob-

lems as 1/ f noise level becomes the dominant noise source. This occurs because its level

becomes greater than the level of thermal noise. So the idea is to design and build a new NMR

preamplifier, whose enhanced performance frequency bandwidth is situated below 26 MHz, by

the use of the best available technology. Because T77 showed to have the lowest noise figure of

all the available preamplifiers in our laboratory (see Table 7.2), the idea was to somehow anal-

yse the technology used to build T77, and then make an attempt to design a new preamplifier

with the guidance of the T77’s example. So the first step was to perform X-ray scans of the T77

preamplifier in order to see what does it have "under the hood". X-ray scans of the preamplifier

T77 are shown in Figure 8.11. They were performed at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering

and Naval Architecture of University of Zagreb, Croatia, in the Laboratory for Non-destructive

Testing [72], under the guidance of professor Damir Markučič, PhD.

Figure 8.11: X-ray scan of T77: a) Top view; b) Long axis isometric view;
c) Front view; d) Right side view

The analysis of obtained X-ray scans of T77 showed that it could potentially be a two–stage

amplifier with basic transistor configurations (common emitter, common collector or common
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base if BJTs are used, or common source, common drain or common gait if FETs are used).

Furthermore, they showed potential positions of the active elements. However, as the scans

also showed that it is possible to remove one side of the T77’s enclosure without destroying the

preamplifier, so that one could see its PCB by a naked eye, and not just by X-radiation, it was

decided to do just that. Accordingly, the photo of T77 can be seen in Figure 8.12.

Figure 8.12: Photo of T77’s PCB

In order to better see the package marking of the components on the PCB (since they are

SMD components), microscopic photos of the T77 preamplifier were also obtained, and some

of them can be seen in Figure 8.13. These photos were obtained at the Faculty of Electrical

Engineering and Computing of University of Zagreb, Croatia, in the Applied Optics Labora-

tory [73], under the guidance of professors Dubravko Babić, PhD, and Zvonimir Šipuš, PhD.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: Two microscopic photos of T77’s active elements and their environment

According to all the taken photos of T77 (Figures 8.12 and 8.13), it is possible to derive the

schematic of T77, which is shown in Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.14: T77’s schematic diagram (derived from Figures 8.12 and 8.13)

Of course, the biggest problem here is to determine the type of the active elements. At least,

the package marking of both active elements are the same, so both the elements are the same

type and model. In order to determine their type, it is necessary here to use the method of

deduction.

First of all, one can see in Figure 8.14 that the inputs of both the active elements are not

used as differential inputs, and none of the elements have a resistive voltage divider connected

to its feedback. Therefore, these active elements cannot be operational amplifiers.

In order to determine the exact type of transistors, one needs to bear in mind that T77 has

very low noise figure levels – even lower than 0.3 dB at certain frequencies (see Table 7.2 and

Figure 8.8)! Therefore, an extensive research of databases of available transistors was done

via websites of globally known electronic component distributors, such as Farnell [74] and

Mouser Electronics [75], in order to find the right transistors with noise figure levels as low as

0.3 dB. Naturally, as BJTs are current controlled transistors, while FETs are voltage controlled

transistors, the research has first shown that the BJTs in general are notably noisier than the

FETs. Therefore, a further, and more precise, research of databases of available FET transistors

was done in order to find FET transistors with appropriate noise figure levels. The research

shown that the only type of FET transistors with such a low noise figure level is HEMT. So, the

active elements that T77 is comprised of might be some kind of a HEMT.

After it was determined that the active elements inside T77 are HEMTs, another research

of available HEMTs’ databases via Farnell and Mouser Electronics was performed in order to

determine model of transistors, whose characteristics (like its maximum gain, its maximum

input signal levels, its statics and its power consumption) are close enough to the ones of the

transistors inside T77. As it can be seen in Figure 8.13, the package marking on the transistors

is "P8", and their packaging seems to be some kind of a SOT packaging – something like
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SOT323 or SOT343. The aforementioned research clarified Broadcom ATF–34143 [76], or a

similar model in the same family, as a potential transistor, since its packaging marking, as well

as its SOT packaging, is similar to the one of the transistors inside T77. The comparison of the

packaging of transistors inside T77 and ATF–34143 is shown in Figure 8.15. Furthermore, the

drain current value of ATF–34143 showed to be of the same order of magnitude as the same

current of the transistors inside T77, which means that this transistor model could be used to

construct a low–noise NMR preamplifier.

(a) Transistors inside T77 (b) ATF–34143

Figure 8.15: Transistors packaging comparison

Now that the type and the potential model of transistors inside T77 are known, the next

step is to examine the schematic diagram of T77, shown in Figure 8.14. If the assumptions

described here are true, then T77 is a two–stage preamplifier, where the second stage could be

the common–drain amplifier (the so–called source follower), while the first stage could be the

common–source amplifier. Here, the first stage is the one that is responsible for the amplification

of the input signal, as the common–source topology offers the highest gain level of the three

basic single–stage amplifier topologies. However, this topology offers output impedance much

higher than Z0, which causes high output reflection levels. This is why it is a good idea to

insert the common–drain amplifier as the second stage amplifier, since this topology offers

possible values of output impedance around the value of Z0. The price paid is the decrease of

overall gain level, as the second stage’s topology offers gain levels lower than 1 (i. e. 0 dB).

Another important thing to notice is the negative feedback, which is the 1 kΩ resistor connected

between the output of the second stage and the input of the first stage. This feedback stabilizes

the operation of the entire preamplifier, but the price paid is a slight decrease of overall gain

level and a slight increase of overall noise figure level. Of the rest of the elements on the PCB,

the resistors, except the one in the negative feedback, serve to define the operating point of the

preamplifier, two capacitors connected in series to the input and the output of the preamplifier

serve to isolate the preamplifier from DC signal coming from the power supply, while the rest of

the capacitors are used as DC bias filters. The diode at the input of the preamplifier, connected

to the ground, serves as the input power limiter in order to protect the preamplifier from input

signals of too high level destroying it.
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Furthermore, as it was shown in Table 3.1, that the HEMT–based technique is the best

technique from the aspect of noise characteristics, to design and assemble a high–quality NMR

preamplifier, the described schematic will serve as a foundation for a new design of NMR

preamplifier, which should have notably higher power gain level than T77, while retaining noise

figure level around the one of T77.

For the first step, in order to check if ATF–34143 transistors really are similar enough to the

used transistors, a copy of T77 was constructed. The PCB of the constructed amplifier is shown

in Figure 8.16.

Figure 8.16: PCB of the constructed amplifier

Both original T77’s gain (or S21 parameter) and phase, and the one of its "copy", were

measured, and results comparison can be seen in Figure 8.17.

Figure 8.17: Comparison of gain levels and phases of original T77 (red) and its "copy" (blue)

It can be seen that maximum gain level of original T77 (red) is similar to the one of its

"copy" (blue). There is, however, a difference in the roll–offs in transfer functions, as original

T77’s gain level declines for the value of 6 dB per the decade 50–500 MHz (red), while the gain

level of the "copy" decays for the value of 16 dB per the same decade (blue). Because of this, it

is obvious that the ATF–34143 transistors are not equal to the transistors used in T77, but since

the power gain levels of both transistor types are almost identical at lower frequencies (which

can be seen in Figure 8.17), it was decided that the ATF–34143 transistors are good enough to

be used in the low–noise NMR preamplifier design, so the next stage of the design, which is the

analysis, design and construction of the new–constructed amplifier, was immediately initiated.
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But before the actual analysis, one more research has been performed. Although ATF–

34143 transistor proved to be good enough for the new preamplifier, it was noticed that new,

improved, transistors were made available in the same family of transistors. These transistors,

such as ATF–54143 [77] and ATF–55143 [78] provided notably higher power gain level with

noise figure of the same or even lower level than ATF–34143. In the end, ATF–55143 was

chosen for the design of the new amplifier because, although its maximum power gain is slightly

lower than the one of ATF–54143, it provides more stable operation of the device it is the main

part of than ATF–54143, while their noise figure levels are almost identical. Finally, the next

step is the analysis, design and construction of the new preamplifier.

The schematic diagram of the new–constructed NMR preamplifier is shown in Figure 8.33.

The new–constructed preamplifier (NCP) is a two–stage amplifier, where its second stage is a

regular common–drain amplifier (or source follower), while its first stage is a common–source

amplifier with a noise compensating resistor (lower part of Figure 8.33). The power supply

network (upper part of Figure 8.33) of NCP is done by a standard network with the use of a

voltage regulator LM317 [79] as its main part. As the main objective for this amplifier is to

achieve its gain (or its |S21| parameter) as high as possible, both stages were tuned in to their

highest possible gains, while at the same time, the amplifier works in a stable operating regime.

Also, because of the main objective, this amplifier has no feedback built in since the negative

feedback lowers the overall gain down, while the positive feedback practically turns an amplifier

into an oscillator, which is obviously an unwanted effect here.

To correctly explain the effect of the noise compensating resistor [26], one needs to examine

both static (Figure 8.18) and dynamic analysis (Figure 8.19) of the first stage of the NCP –

the common–source amplifier. If one derives an expression for the common–source’s gate–to–

source voltage, UGS, without noise compensating resistor (Figure 8.18a), one gets the expression

as follows:

UGS =UDD
RG2RGS

RG1RG2 +RG1RGS +RG2RGS
. (8.38)

Furthermore, the expression for the same type of the amplifier, but with noise compensating

resistor (Figure 8.18b), is expressed as:

UGS =UDD
RGS

Rcomp +RGS

RG2Rcomp +RG2RGS

RG1RG2 +RG1Rcomp +RG1RGS +RG2Rcomp +RG2RGS
. (8.39)

As FETs have input resistance, RGS, much higher than the values of the resistors forming the

transistors’ operating points [61], (8.39) can be approximated to be equal to (8.38):

lim
RGS→∞

UDD
RG2RGS

RG1RG2 +RG1RGS +RG2RGS
=UDD

RG2

RG1 +RG2

=

= lim
RGS→∞

UDD
RGS

Rcomp +RGS

RG2Rcomp +RG2RGS

RG1RG2 +RG1Rcomp +RG1RGS +RG2Rcomp +RG2RGS
. (8.40)
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This means that the operating point values of the NCP’s first stage practically remain unaltered

with the addition of the noise compensating resistor and CG2 , as it is shown in (8.40), since the

change of UGS value is negligible.

When one, on the other hand, performes dynamic analysis of the case without (Figure 8.19a)

and with noise compensating resistor (Figure 8.19b), it can be seen that the capacitor CG2 short–

circuits resistors RG1 and RG2 to the ground, leaving only noise compensating resistor, Rcomp,

to affect the dynamics of this stage. Again, it is shown that the addition of Rcomp and CG2

does not change the UGS voltage value, but there is one crucial thing that is changed here.

As it is explained in Chapter 4, resistors are one of the main generators of thermal noise in

every electronic circuit, and available thermal noise power generated by a single resistor can be

expressed as described in (4.6):

Nt = kT ∆ f .

Furthermore, it can be shown that, since resistors are mutually non–correlated noise sources,

their available thermal noise powers sum up [26]:

Ntoverall = NtR1
+NtR2

+ · · ·+NtRi
. (8.41)

Therefore, the overall available thermal noise power in the case without the noise compensating

resistor (Figure 8.19a) is equal to:

NtwoRcomp
= NtRG1

+NtRG2
= kT ∆ f + kT ∆ f = 2kT ∆ f . (8.42)

On the other hand, in the case with the noise compensating resistor (Figure 8.19b), if there

would not have been the capacitor CG2 , the overall available thermal noise power would here be

equal to:

NtwRcomp
|woCG2

= NtRG1
+NtRG2

+NtRcomp
= kT ∆ f + kT ∆ f + kT ∆ f = 3kT ∆ f . (8.43)

However, since the capacitor CG2 is connected, it practically short–circuits resistors RG1 and

RG2 to the ground, thus removing their generated thermal noise, leaving the overall available

thermal noise power to be equal to:

NtwRcomp
|wCG2

= NtRcomp
= kT ∆ f . (8.44)

To sum up, expressions (8.40), (8.42) and (8.44) show that the addition of the noise compen-

sating resistor and the capacitor CG2 does not change the operating point of the amplifier, while
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decreasing the overall input thermal noise power to one half:

UGSwoRcomp
≈UGSwoRcomp

;
NtwoRcomp

NtwRcomp

= 2. (8.45)

This noise compensating method was used at the first stage of NCP only. As it was explained in

section 4.4, the first stage of a system affects overall noise figure the most, and, if the power gain

level of the first stage is high, the effects of the latter stages in the system are negligible. This is

the case with NCP, as its first stage is set to have power gain level as high as possible. Therefore,

the effect of the second stage on the overall noise level is negligible. Additionally, to show the

effect of Rcomp described in the last paragraphs, NCP’s S parameters were simulated for both

the cases when there is Rcomp in its schematic, and when there is no Rcomp in the schematic. The

comparison results are shown in Figure 8.20.

It is also important to address the importance of the resistance value selection for the noise

compensating resistor, Rcomp. Namely, as this resistor creates a voltage divider with the parallel

combination of RG1 and RG2 (see Figure 8.19b), it is necessary for the resistance value of Rcomp

to be much higher than the one of RG1||RG2 in order for the entire input signal to enter the

transistor input and then get amplified and sent to the next stage of the NCP [26]:

Rcomp ≫ RG1||RG2. (8.46)

As it can be seen in Figure 8.33, the parallel combination RG1||RG2 is equal to RG1||RG2 =

240kΩ||10kΩ = 9.6kΩ, which is less than one tenth of the resistance value of the noise com-

pensating resistor, whose value is equal to 100kΩ. Clearly, the condition described in (8.46) is

met here. On the other hand, Rcomp needs to be kept a few orders of magnitude smaller than the

transistors input resistance, RGS, in order for the assumption, described with (8.40), to be true.

Usually, FET’s input resistances at lower frequencies go high up to an order of a few hundreds

of MΩ, so the value of 100 kΩ for RGS is clearly low enough for the aforementioned assump-

tion to be fulfilled. Also, a good idea is to choose a low–noise resistor to be Rcomp in order to

additionally decrease input noise power level [26].

Of course, this method only decreases the input thermal noise levels. The input levels of the

other noise types, such as 1/ f noise, remain unaltered even after the use of this method. But as

one of the main objectives in the design of the NCP is for the NCP to have the least noise figure

possible, this method was still used in the new design, as it did fix the problem with at least one

of the possible noise types, which is the thermal noise.
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Figure 8.18: Static analysis of the NCP’s first stage:
a) without noise compensating resistor; b) with noise compensating resistor

Figure 8.19: Dynamic analysis of the NCP’s first stage:
a) without noise compensating resistor; b) with noise compensating resistor
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Figure 8.20: NCP’s S parameters: red – without Rcomp; blue – with Rcomp
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Figure 8.21: NCP’s fine–tuning results: blue – initial state; red – fine-tuned state
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The rest of the elements were chosen by performing static and dynamic analysis of the

NCP so that it generates ultra high power gain and, hopefully, ultra low loss noise figure at

low NMR frequencies (10–30 MHz). RG1 , RG2 and RD1 were chosen so that the first stage of

NCP generates power gain level of 40 dB for maximum input signal levels of 100 µVpp, with

voltages UGS and UDS being equal to 0.4 V and 0.75 V, respectively. RG3 , RG4 and RS2 were

chosen so that the second stage of NCP generates power gain level of -0.5 dB for maximum

input signal levels of 10 mVpp, with voltages UGS and UDS being equal to 0.5 V and 3 V,

respectively.

It is important to mention here that these two operating points are different than the op-

timal operating point of ATF–55143 (UDS = 2.7V, UGS = 0.47V, IDS = 10mA), quoted in its

datasheet [78]. This is because the aforementioned operating point’s operating frequency is

equal to 2 GHz, as this type of transistors is primarily intended to be used in cellular, wireless

data systems and other systems in the 450 MHz to 6 GHz frequency range. Therefore, the idea

is to set the NCP’s operating point in a way so that the UGS voltage level is set as low as pos-

sible, causing the IDS current level to be low. This way, 1/ f noise levels in the resistors and

shot noise levels in the transistors adopt lower values. Also, because of the lower IDS value, the

resistors get heated less, which leads to lower thermal noise levels generated by the resistors.

Hence, the proposed schematic for NCP, shown in Figure 8.33, with elements’ values determi-

nation described in the former paragraph, was simulated with the use of Keysight Advanced

Design System [71], and all the NCP’s elements were fine–tuned in order to achieve the lowest

noise figure possible at low NMR frequencies (10–30 MHz), while in the same time allowing

maximum input signal levels high enough for the expected input NMR response signals not to

switch NCP’s operation into saturation, or even destroy the amplifier. The fine–tuning results

can be seen in Figure 8.21. Still, in the end, the chosen operating points of both transistors

are not far from the optimal one, as the total current that the NCP ”pulls out” from the supply

equals 17 mA, which is quite close to 20 mA, the value of the current that the transistors would

"consume" if their operating points would have had optimum values.

Now is the time to explain the selection of the resistance values for RG1 and RG2 . Although

their ratio is only important for the first stage’s operating point (as these two resistors form a

voltage divider which sets the right potential of the transistor’s gate), their resistance values

need to be of a proper order of value. Namely, as FETs generally have very large input resis-

tance (which is also true for the used ATF–55143 transistors), the resistance values of RG1 and

RG2 need to be around the same order of magnitude of the transistor’s input resistance value.

This way, the reflections between these two resistors and the transistor’s input become very

low. Of course, as the input signal enters the amplifier from a 50–ohm system, the reflections

between the amplifier’s input and the two aforementioned resistors now become higher. How-

ever, as there is a notably smaller chance here of creation of a non–wanted positive feedback,
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this scenario is more acceptable than the one with high reflections between the resistors and the

transistor’s input, as signal reflections don’t get amplified this way, and there is no danger of the

amplifier entering the unstable operating regime.

An additional thing a PCB designer needs to think about is the type selection of resistors

to be put on the new PCB. It must not be forgotten that the NCP needs to be used in NMR

spectroscopy, where the measured sample receives pulse excitation, and the measured signal is

a pulse response signal (see Chapters 2 and 3). This means that the chosen resistors need to

be able to withstand power levels of the NMR pulse response signals. On the other hand, as

modern samples, measured with the use of NMR spectroscopy in the last few years, have very

low–level response signals, the chosen resistors need to generate as little noise as possible, since

any generated noise creates a problem for low–level measured NMR signals. Unfortunately, the

type of resistors that withstands the highest–level pulses is not the one that generates the lowest

noise power level. The comparison of pulse load capability of different resistor types can be

seen in Figure 8.22a, while the comparison of generated noise of different resistor types can be

seen in Figure 8.22b.

(a) Pulse load capacity of different
resistor types [80]

(b) Generated noise of different resistor types [26]

Figure 8.22

This is why it is necessary to be able to predict the input signal power level in order to choose

the right resistor type – the one that can withstand the predicted input signal power level, while

at the same time it generates the lowest noise power level possible. Fortunately, as the power

levels of the input NMR signals are lower than -50 dBm (which is equal to 10 nW), so all the

resistor types can withstand such a low signal, thin metal film resistors were chosen to be put

onto the NCP’s PCB, as these resistors generate low noise levels.

As it was mentioned earlier, before the actual construction of the NCP, its simulations,

with the use of Keysight Advanced Design System, were performed in order to tune in all

the elements so that they achieve maximum gain with as low noise figure level as possible

(Figure 8.21). Furthermore, stability analysis of simulated NCP, with the use of inequalities
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(8.14) and (8.15), has been performed, and the results can be seen in Figure 8.23.

(a) Rollet condition (K) (b) Auxiliary Rollet condition (∆)

Figure 8.23: Stablity analysis of simulated NCP

As it can be seen, both conditions ( K > 1 and ∆ < 1 ) have been achieved, which proves

that NCP should have stable operation. Therefore, after the simulation results showed satis-

factory results, the prototype of NCP has been designed and constructed and its measurement

results have been compared to the simulation results. The results’ comparison is shown in Fig-

ure 8.24a, simulated NCP’s noise figure is shown in Figure 8.24b, while NCP’s PCB layout and

the prototype’s PCB can be seen in Figures 8.31 and 8.30, respectively. The "ripples" in the

measured S21 transfer characteristics are caused by a small reflection due to unavoidable small

impedance mismatch, and relatively rugged VNA calibration (it was done without the through–

open–short–match calibration kit; instead, the inputs of the cables connected to ports 1 and 2,

when nothing is connected to them, were declared to be open, and by the de–embedding process

of both ports in the S11 and S22 Smith charts, the calibration was done with the use of the VNA

to "make" both cable inputs open in the entire observed frequency band – which is from 0 MHz

to 500 MHz).

(a) Comparison of NCP’s simulated (red) and
measured S21 parameter results (blue) (b) Simulated NCP’s noise figure

Figure 8.24
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The comparison of measured power gain levels of T77 and NCP can be seen in Figure 8.25a,

while the comparison of measured T77’s noise figure and simulated NCP’s noise figure can be

seen in Figure 8.25b.

(a) Power gain comparison (b) Noise figure comparison

Figure 8.25: Comparison of T77 vs NCP

As it was described at the end of section 8.2 of this chapter, in order to achieve enhanced

results with NCP, compared to T77, both NCP’s power gain level needs to be higher than the

one of T77, and its noise figure level needs to be lower than the one of T77. It can be seen in

Figure 8.25 that both conditions are achieved at low frequencies (around 30 MHz and below),

which is exactly the targeted frequency bandwidth. Obviously, the enhancement of noise prop-

erties of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain can be achieved in the targeted frequency bandwidth with

the use of NCP, so the next step is to develop the NCP’s PCB and to solder all its elements on

the PCB more precise than in the case of manual soldering. But first, it is necessary to measure

the noise figure of the NCP’s prototype. Indeed, the NCP’s measured noise figure can be seen

in Figure 8.26.

Figure 8.26: Measured noise figure of the NCP’s prototype
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An unexpected behaviour can be seen in Figure 8.26 around the frequencies of 100 MHz and

400 MHz. Such a behaviour arises suspicion of unwanted oscillations at the two frequencies.

Therefore, the NCP was measured by a spectrum analyzer in order to check whether these

effects really are caused by oscillations. The measurement results, obtained by the Anritsu

Spectrum Master MS2721B spectrum analyzer [81], can be seen in Figure 8.27.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.27: Measured NCP’s spectrum when NCP is turned: a) ON; b) OFF

Unfortunately, the same behaviour can be seen again at exactly 100 MHz and 400 MHz, as

spectral components can be seen at these frequencies in Figure 8.27a. There are also some spec-

tral components visible at 800 MHz and 950 MHz, even when the NCP is turned off. However,

these components turned out to be nothing unusual, as the aforementioned frequency bands

are occupied in Croatia by LTE and GSM mobile networks, respectively [82]. Furthermore,

in order to verify that the spectral components at 100 MHz and 400 MHz are not caused by

the external electromagnetic radiation, the NCP was put inside a metal enclosure, so that it is

insulated from the influences of the external radiation. The enclosure (which can be seen in

Figure 8.32) was grounded during the measurement, and the ground of NCP’s PCB was con-

nected to the enclosure via the SMA connectors, placed both at the input and at the output of

NCP. Additionally, three coils, intended to serve as RF chokes, were inserted into the NCP’s

circuit. The NCP schematic with the inserted coils can be seen in Figure 8.34. Also, the NCP’s

power supply cables were replaced with a copper twisted pair cable, winded on the ferrite bead

RF choke at its end closer to the NCP. After these modifications were applied to the NCP, the

measurement shown in Figure 8.27 was repeated and the result of the repeated NCP’s output

spectrum measurement (which was obtained this time by the use of Anritsu MS2661C spectrum

analyzer [83]) can be seen in Figure 8.29. Regrettably, the spectral components at 100 MHz and

400 MHz are present yet again, although the NCP is insulated from the external radiation in this

case. Additionally, during this measurement, some higher harmonics emerged from noise be-
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tween 500 MHz and 650 MHz. Therefore, it might be that the spectral components in question

are either internal oscillations or interference components boosted by the reflection-amplifier-

like process, caused by either a flaw in its design or a flaw in its construction. To the author’s

knowledge, there are three potential causes of these unwanted internally generated components.

Firstly, although the simulations of the proposed NCP’s schematic (shown in Figure 8.33) pre-

dicted its stable operation (which can be seen in Figure 8.23), one should bear in mind that

all the electronic components’ models in the simulation are ideal. In reality, every electronic

component possesses a certain amount of parasitic resistance, inductance and capacitance, and

its equivalent circuit becomes more complex as the operating frequency rises [84]. These par-

asitic values usually have a negative effect on both the characteristics, as well as the stability

of the active circuit the electronic component is used in. Secondly, one can see in Figure 8.33

that the NCP’s supply network is a basic supply network with a LM317 voltage regulator [79]

at its core. As the operating frequency rises, there is a greater possibility for the output signal

to be coupled to the input, with the supply network serving as a positive feedback [85]. Also,

as the wavelengths of the electromagnetic waves become smaller with the rise of the operating

frequency, there is a greater possibility for the supply cables to serve as antennas that inject

unwanted external RF radiation into the circuit [86]. This is why the supply networks become

more complex with the rise of the operating frequency – so that they would serve as a band-stop

filter for the unwanted external radiation, as well as an isolation between the output and the

input of the active circuit. Therefore, a basic supply network with a LM317 voltage regulator

might not be good enough for the use with active RF circuitry. Thirdly, although enclosing

the active circuit is mostly helpful for its stable operation, if it is not carried out properly, the

vicinity of the active circuit’s PCB to the enclosure’s walls creates parasitic capacitance that can

form an unwanted positive feedback from the output of the circuit to its input (Figure 8.28) [87].

Again, with the rise of the operating frequency, while the wavelengths consequently decrease,

the grounding becomes more sensitive if it is poorly executed. Hence, the simplest enclosing

and grounding process might not be enough for the use with active RF circuitry.

(a) Field lines in a circuit (b) Mutual capacitance diagram (c) Circuit representation

Figure 8.28: Going from field to circuit
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However, in spite of these unwanted internally generated components, the NCP can still be

used, even in its current state. If the operating frequency of the NMR measurement that is going

to be executed is around 50 MHz or lower, the NCP can be used, as its spectrum is clear of all

unwanted internally generated components in this frequency bandwidth.

Figure 8.29: Repeated NCP’s spectrum measurement
(Note: the -25 dBm spectral component at the lowest frequency
is caused by the spectrum analyzer’s local oscillator)

Undoubtedly, the three hypotheses, mentioned above, need to be investigated, while the

NCP needs to be fixed and measured again until the cause of its unwanted internally generated

components is found and removed. And only then, if the new measurements yield satisfactory

results, the new PCB design, shown in Figure 8.35 (which is a modification of the original

design shown in Figure 8.31, where both SMA connectors are moved apart from each other in

order to reduce eventual crosstalk signals, while the rest of the PCB is left the same as in the

original design), can be used and all the necessary electonic components can be soldered on

it more precise than in the case of manual soldering. Furthermore, if the measurements show

that the new design is satisfactory (both gain–wise and noise figure–wise), the idea is to split the

supply network (lower part of Figure 8.35) and the amplifier network (upper part of Figure 8.35)

to investigate the possibility of cooling the amplifier down with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium,

thus decreasing the NCP’s noise figure even lower. The PCB layout design of the split supply

and gain networks can be seen in Figures 8.36 and 8.37, respectively.

Of course, in the end, the idea is to place the NCP into the NMR spectroscopy system’s

Rx chain and use it as an NMR preamplifier, with which use, the measurement times would

be significantly shortened, compared to the measurement time needed with the use of NMR

preamplifiers available in our lab right now. But these ideas will be performed and presented in

the future research activities.
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Figure 8.30: NCP’s prototype – top view

Figure 8.31: NCP’s prototype layout design: a) top view; b) bottom view

Figure 8.32: NCP in a metal enclosure
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Figure 8.33: Schematic diagram of the new–constructed NMR preamplifier
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Figure 8.34: Schematic diagram of the new–constructed NMR preamplifier with RF chokes (red) inserted into the circuit
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Figure 8.35: NCP’s modified layout design: a) top view; b) bottom view

Figure 8.36: NCP’s split supply network PCB layout design: a) top view; b) bottom view

Figure 8.37: NCP’s split gain network PCB layout design: a) top view; b) bottom view

All the PCB layouts (shown in Figures 8.31, 8.35, 8.36 and 8.37) were designed with the use of

the Sprint Layout [88, 89] software package.
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Conclusion

The biggest issue with modern NMR spectroscopy measurements, especially in condensed mat-

ter physics, is the trend of continuous decrease of magnitude of receiving signals. As response

signal levels decrease, the background noise of the used NMR spectroscopy systems gradually

becomes a bigger problem. The averaging of multiple measurements, which showed to be a

mighty tool in any low–level signal measurements throughout the last thirty or so years, starts

consuming exhausting amounts of time, as some modern NMR measurements can last up to

ten hours. Some improvements, like the introduction of the cryogenic cooling process to the

NMR spectroscopy systems – especially to the probes and, more recently, the preamplifiers –

proved to be very efficient, but these improvements have been determined empirically, without

the deeper understanding of their upper limit or the reason why and how these improvements

work. The investigation, presented in this thesis, spawned a theoretical description of the most

sensitive part of NMR spectroscopy systems from the aspect of noise, which is its receiving

chain, and the correctness of this description has been confirmed both experimentally and nu-

merically. Additionally, an electromagnetic model of the probe, which predicts SNR values at

its output, has been derived and compared to the developed theoretical description of the NMR

spectroscopy receiving chain. The comparison results proved the correctness of both developed

models. Moreover, not only does the developed theoretical description evidently show the rea-

sons why the empirically determined improvements work, but further possible improvements of

NMR spectroscopy systems, from the aspect of noise, can also be seen very clearly. It has been

shown that, with the appropriate selection of the crucial elements the NMR spectroscopy system

is made of, it is possible to cut measurement times down to one half. It has also been shown that

the possible improvements are far from their upper limit, so there is still a lot of relatively easily

achievable improvements possible to implement into the NMR spectroscopy systems. Finally,

two possible upgrades of NMR preamplifiers: one in terms of power gain level enhancement,

with the addition of a second stage amplifier, and the other in terms of a new proposed scheme,

PCB layout and proper electronic components selection for the NMR preamplifier, have been

proposed in order to further improve noise properties of the NMR spectroscopy system receiv-

ing chain.
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Appendix A

Receiving chain noise figure calculator

In this appendix, an entire program code of the created calculator for NMR spectroscopy receiv-

ing chain’s noise figure will be given, as well as the figures used in it. This program is available

in [59] and [60].

A.1 Program code

1 #Imported libraries

2 from math import log10 , log2 , ceil

3 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

4 import matplotlib.image as mpimg

5 from sys import exit

6
7 #Constants

8 T0 = 290 #K

9
10 #Functions

11 def isfloat(value):

12 ’’’Use to determine the possibility of converting chr

13 argument value to float ’’’

14 try:

15 float(value)

16 return True

17 except ValueError:

18 return False

19
20 def capitalize_only(string ):

21 ’’’Use to only capitalize the first letter of the input

22 string without changing the rest of the letters ’’’

23 str_1 = string [0]

24 str_2 = string [1:]

25 string = str_1.capitalize () + str_2

26 return string

27
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28 def model_select(selection_object ):

29 ’’’Use for choosing one of two possible noise models ’’’

30 good_input = 0

31 while not good_input:

32 message = ’Choose ’ + selection_object + ’: ’

33 model_no = input(message)

34 if model_no.isnumeric ():

35 model_no = int(model_no)

36 if model_no == 1 or model_no == 2:

37 good_input = 1

38 else:

39 print(’Input error! Try again.’)

40 else:

41 print(’Input error! Cannot convert input ’,

42 ’to integer! Try again.’, sep=’ ’)

43 return model_no

44
45 def init_selection ():

46 ’’’Use for choosing the appropriate one of two possible

47 noise models and paths ’’’

48 #Showing both models

49 img = mpimg.imread(’Models.png ’)

50 plt.imshow(img)

51 plt.axis(’off ’)

52 mng = plt.get_current_fig_manager ()

53 mng.full_screen_toggle ()

54 plt.show()

55 #Choosing the model

56 model = model_select(’model (1 or 2)’)

57 #Showing both paths along with both models

58 if model == 1:

59 img = mpimg.imread(’Model_1.png ’)

60 else:

61 img = mpimg.imread(’Model_2.png ’)

62 plt.imshow(img)

63 plt.axis(’off ’)

64 mng = plt.get_current_fig_manager ()

65 mng.full_screen_toggle ()

66 plt.show()

67 #Choosing the path

68 path = model_select(’path (in-->out = 1; out -->in = 2)’)

69 return model , path

70
71 def dB_input(input_term , sign):

72 ’’’Use for input of the values expressed in decibels (dB)’’’

73 if sign == ’+’:

74 good_input = 0

75 while not good_input:

76 message = ’Input ’ + input_term + ’ in dB: ’

77 value = input(message)

78 if isfloat(value ):
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79 value = float(value)

80 if value >= 0:

81 good_input = 1

82 else:

83 print(’Input error! Try again.’)

84 print(’(’, capitalize_only(input_term),

85 ’ has to be greater than or equal to’,

86 ’ zero dB!)’, sep=’’)

87 else:

88 print(’Input error! Cannot convert input ’,

89 ’to float! Try again.’, sep=’ ’)

90 elif sign == ’-’:

91 good_input = 0

92 while not good_input:

93 message = ’Input ’ + input_term + ’ in dB: ’

94 value = input(message)

95 if isfloat(value ):

96 value = float(value)

97 if value < 0:

98 good_input = 1

99 else:

100 print(’Input error! Try again.’)

101 print(’(’, capitalize_only(input_term),

102 ’ has to be less than zero dB!)’,

103 sep=’’)

104 else:

105 print(’Input error! Cannot convert input ’,

106 ’to float! Try again.’, sep=’ ’)

107 elif sign == ’both ’:

108 good_input = 0

109 while not good_input:

110 message = ’Input ’ + input_term + ’ in dB: ’

111 value = input(message)

112 if isfloat(value ):

113 value = float(value)

114 good_input = 1

115 else:

116 print(’Input error! Cannot convert input ’,

117 ’to float! Try again.’, sep=’ ’)

118 else:

119 print(’Sign selection error! Fix that.’)

120 input(’Press Enter to terminate the calculator ...’)

121 exit()

122 return value

123
124 def lin_pos_input(input_term ):

125 ’’’Use for input of the positive values in linear scale ’’’

126 good_input = 0

127 while not good_input:

128 message = ’Input ’ + input_term + ’: ’

129 value = input(message)
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130 if isfloat(value ):

131 value = float(value)

132 if value > 0:

133 good_input = 1

134 else:

135 print(’Input error! Try again.’)

136 print(’(’, capitalize_only(input_term),

137 ’ has to be greater than zero!)’, sep=’’)

138 else:

139 print(’Input error! Cannot convert input ’,

140 ’to float! Try again.’, sep=’ ’)

141 return value

142
143 def dB_2_lin(dB_value , ratio ):

144 ’’’Use to transform dB values to linear scale ’’’

145 if ratio == ’power ’:

146 lin_value = 10 ** (dB_value /10)

147 elif ratio == ’voltage ’:

148 lin_value = 10 ** (dB_value /20)

149 else:

150 print(’Ratio selection error! Fix that.’)

151 input(’Press Enter to terminate the calculator ...’)

152 exit()

153 return lin_value

154
155 def lin_2_dB(lin_value , ratio):

156 ’’’Use to transform linear values to dB scale ’’’

157 if ratio == ’power ’:

158 dB_value = 10 * log10(lin_value)

159 elif ratio == ’voltage ’:

160 dB_value = 20 * log10(lin_value)

161 else:

162 print(’Ratio selection error! Fix that.’)

163 input(’Press Enter to terminate the calculator ...’)

164 exit()

165 return dB_value

166
167 def F11():

168 ’’’Model: 1; Path: in --> out ’’’

169 #Parameter input

170 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Parameter input ’,

171 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

172 SNRin = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input signal -to-noise ratio ’,

173 ’both ’), ’power ’)

174 Tcoil = lin_pos_input(’coil temperature in K’)

175 L1 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

176 L2 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’duplexer loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

177 G3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier gain ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

178 F3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

179 ’power ’)

180 S11_3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier S11 parameter ’,
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181 ’-’), ’voltage ’)

182 L4 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’output cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

183 F5 = dB_2_lin(

184 dB_input(’NMR spectrometer RF receiver noise factor ’,

185 ’+’), ’power ’)

186 n_meas = lin_pos_input(’number of averaged measurements ’)

187 #Calculation

188 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Calculated values ’,

189 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

190 #Noise figure of hardware part of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

191 F_HW = 1 + ((2 * T0) / (Tcoil + T0)) * (L1 * L2 *

192 (1 + (1 / (1 - (S11_3a ** 2))) * (F3a - 1 +

193 ((L4 * F5 - 1) / G3a))) - 1)

194 print(’Noise figure of the hardware part of NMR ’,

195 ’spectroscopy Rx chain:\n{:.4f}’.format(F_HW),

196 ’(linear scale)’,

197 ’= {:.4f} dB\n’. format(lin_2_dB(F_HW , ’power ’)))

198 #Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

199 F11 = F_HW / n_meas

200 print(’Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy system ’,

201 ’Rx chain:\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

202 .format(F11 , lin_2_dB(F11 , ’power ’)))

203 #Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the spectrometer screen

204 SNRout = SNRin / F11

205 print(’Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the spectrometer ’,

206 ’screen :\n{:.4f}’.format(SNRout),

207 ’(linear scale; power ratio) =’,

208 ’{:.4f} dB\n’. format(lin_2_dB(SNRout , ’power ’)))

209 return

210
211 def F12():

212 ’’’Model: 1; Path: out --> in ’’’

213 #Parameter input

214 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Parameter input ’,

215 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

216 str_1 = ’output signal -to-noise ratio\n’

217 str_2 = ’(shown on the spectrometer screen)’

218 value = str_1 + str_2

219 SNRout = dB_2_lin(dB_input(value , ’both ’), ’power ’)

220 n_meas = lin_pos_input(’number of averaged measurements ’)

221 F5 = dB_2_lin(

222 dB_input(’NMR spectrometer RF receiver noise factor ’,

223 ’+’), ’power ’)

224 L4 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’output cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

225 G3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier gain ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

226 F3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

227 ’power ’)

228 S11_3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier S11 parameter ’,

229 ’-’), ’voltage ’)

230 L2 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’duplexer loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

231 L1 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)
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232 Tcoil = lin_pos_input(’coil temperature in K’)

233 #Calculation

234 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Calculated values ’,

235 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

236 #Noise figure of hardware part of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

237 F_HW = 1 + ((2 * T0) / (Tcoil + T0)) * (L1 * L2 *

238 (1 + (1 / (1 - (S11_3a ** 2))) * (F3a - 1 +

239 ((L4 * F5 - 1) / G3a))) - 1)

240 print(’Noise figure of the hardware part of’,

241 ’NMR spectroscopy ’,

242 ’Rx chain:\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

243 .format(F_HW , lin_2_dB(F_HW , ’power ’)))

244 #Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

245 F12 = F_HW / n_meas

246 print(’Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy ’,

247 ’system Rx chain:’,

248 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

249 .format(F12 , lin_2_dB(F12 , ’power ’)))

250 #Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the probe

251 SNRin = SNRout * F12

252 print(’Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the probe:’,

253 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale; power ratio) = {:.4f} dB\n’

254 .format(SNRin , lin_2_dB(SNRin , ’power ’)))

255 return

256
257 def F21():

258 ’’’Model: 2; Path: in --> out ’’’

259 #Parameter input

260 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Parameter input ’,

261 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

262 SNRin = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input signal -to-noise ratio ’,

263 ’both ’), ’power ’)

264 Tcoil = lin_pos_input(’coil temperature in K’)

265 L1 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

266 L2 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’duplexer loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

267 G3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier gain ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

268 F3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

269 ’power ’)

270 S11_3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier S11 parameter ’,

271 ’-’), ’voltage ’)

272 G3b = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’second stage amplifier gain ’, ’+’),

273 ’power ’)

274 F3b = dB_2_lin(

275 dB_input(’second stage amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

276 ’power ’)

277 S11_3b = dB_2_lin(

278 dB_input(’second stage amplifier S11 parameter ’, ’-’),

279 ’voltage ’)

280 L4 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’output cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

281 F5 = dB_2_lin(

282 dB_input(’NMR spectrometer RF receiver noise factor ’,
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283 ’+’), ’power ’)

284 n_meas = lin_pos_input(’number of averaged measurements ’)

285 #Calculation

286 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Calculated values ’,

287 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

288 #Noise figure of hardware part of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

289 F_HW = 1 + ((2 * T0) / (Tcoil + T0)) * (L1 * L2 *

290 (1 + (1 / (1 - (S11_3a ** 2))) * (F3a - 1 +

291 (1 / (G3a * (1 - (S11_3b ** 2)))) * (F3b - 1 +

292 ((L4 * F5 - 1) / G3b )))) - 1)

293 print(’Noise figure of the hardware part of’,

294 ’NMR spectroscopy ’,

295 ’Rx chain:\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

296 .format(F_HW , lin_2_dB(F_HW , ’power ’)))

297 #Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

298 F21 = F_HW / n_meas

299 print(’Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy system ’,

300 ’Rx chain:’,

301 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

302 .format(F21 , lin_2_dB(F21 , ’power ’)))

303 #Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the spectrometer screen

304 SNRout = SNRin / F21

305 print(’Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the spectrometer ’,

306 ’screen:’,

307 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale; power ratio) = {:.4f} dB\n’

308 .format(SNRout , lin_2_dB(SNRout , ’power ’)))

309 return

310
311 def F22():

312 ’’’Model: 2; Path: out --> in ’’’

313 #Parameter input

314 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Parameter input ’,

315 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

316 str_1 = ’output signal -to-noise ratio\n’

317 str_2 = ’(shown on the spectrometer screen)’

318 value = str_1 + str_2

319 SNRout = dB_2_lin(dB_input(value , ’both ’), ’power ’)

320 n_meas = lin_pos_input(’number of averaged measurements ’)

321 F5 = dB_2_lin(

322 dB_input(’NMR spectrometer RF receiver noise factor ’,

323 ’+’), ’power ’)

324 L4 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’output cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

325 G3b = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’second stage amplifier gain ’, ’+’),

326 ’power ’)

327 F3b = dB_2_lin(

328 dB_input(’second stage amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

329 ’power ’)

330 S11_3b = dB_2_lin(

331 dB_input(’second stage amplifier S11 parameter ’, ’-’),

332 ’voltage ’)

333 G3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier gain ’, ’+’), ’power ’)
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334 F3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier noise factor ’, ’+’),

335 ’power ’)

336 S11_3a = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’pre -amplifier S11 parameter ’,

337 ’-’), ’voltage ’)

338 L2 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’duplexer loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

339 L1 = dB_2_lin(dB_input(’input cable loss ’, ’+’), ’power ’)

340 Tcoil = lin_pos_input(’coil temperature in K’)

341 #Calculation

342 print(’\n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Calculated values ’,

343 ’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

344 #Noise figure of hardware part of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

345 F_HW = 1 + ((2 * T0) / (Tcoil + T0)) * (L1 * L2 *

346 (1 + (1 / (1 - (S11_3a ** 2))) * (F3a - 1 +

347 (1 / (G3a * (1 - (S11_3b ** 2)))) * (F3b - 1 +

348 ((L4 * F5 - 1) / G3b )))) - 1)

349 print(’Noise figure of the hardware part of’,

350 ’NMR spectroscopy ’,

351 ’Rx chain:\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

352 .format(F_HW , lin_2_dB(F_HW , ’power ’)))

353 #Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy Rx chain

354 F22 = F_HW / n_meas

355 print(’Overall noise figure of NMR spectroscopy system ’,

356 ’Rx chain:’,

357 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale) = {:.4f} dB\n’

358 .format(F22 , lin_2_dB(F22 , ’power ’)))

359 #Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the probe

360 SNRin = SNRout * F22

361 print(’Expected signal -to-noise ratio on the probe:’,

362 ’\n{:.4f} (linear scale; power ratio) = {:.4f} dB\n’

363 .format(SNRin , lin_2_dB(SNRin , ’power ’)))

364 return

365
366 def formula_determinator(model , path):

367 ’’’Use for choosing the appropriate noise model of NMR

368 spectroscopy Rx chain ’’’

369 if model == 1:

370 if path == 1:

371 F11()

372 else:

373 F12()

374 else:

375 if path == 1:

376 F21()

377 else:

378 F22()

379
380 #Main program written as a function

381 def main ():

382 ’’’NMR spectroscopy system Rx chain

383 noise figure calculator ’’’

384 print ( ’~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ ,
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385 ’NMR Spectroscopy System Rx Chain ’,

386 ’ Noise Figure Calculator ’,

387 ’~~~~~~~~~~~ ’ , sep=’’)

388 print()

389 #Noise model and path selection

390 model , path = init_selection ()

391 #Calculation

392 F = formula_determinator(model , path)

393 input(’For calculator termination press Enter ...’) #so that

394 #the program doesn ’t close immediately after execution

395 #when run via cmd

396 return

397
398 #Main program execution

399 main()

A.2 Used figures

The three figures used in the created program are shown on the next three pages of this thesis in

landscape orientation.
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Figure A.1: NMR spectroscopy receiving chain model selector; this is the figure that pops up after the initiation of the program
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Figure A.2: NMR spectroscopy receiving chain Model 1 path selection; this is the figure that pops up after the selection of Model 1
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Figure A.3: NMR spectroscopy receiving chain Model 2 path selection; this is the figure that pops up after the selection of Model 2
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